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Abstract
This thesis questions how faith-based organisations in Australia interact with sex
workers. When it comes to an ideological position on prostitution, Christians most often
begin from the perspective of victimisation and violence and fail to take into account
diverse feminist voices, activist sex worker communities and emerging understandings
of sexuality in the marketplace. Postcolonialism can help faith-based practitioners and
feminist theologians to redress this imbalance by acknowledging otherness, agency,
hybrid identity and the politics of rescue. This model or matrix is brought into critical
conversation with six main faith-based outreach programs across the country. If
pastoral work is subject to methodological critique, interrogating missionary
motivations and how the other is represented and approached, areas for growth and
change are revealed and a renewed space for connections may emerge. This in-between
space could engage multiple and dissonant perspectives of sex work, including positive
reports, while not shutting down or retreating into traditional patterns of ministry that
diminish complexity, accountability and mutuality. Pastoral relationships that are based
upon genuine respect, listening and a recognition of ambiguity are more likely if motifs
of the rescue and dehumanisation of sex workers are critically examined in ministerial
publicity and practice. Postcolonial feminist liberation theology is able to contribute to
this quest by reconstructing religious frameworks that take into account diversity of
experience as well as dismantling binary models of sexuality and neo-colonial ways of
knowing. This leaves faith-based practitioners in an uncertain, but exciting space that
holds great potential for innovation and new directions in ministry with sex workers.
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Chapter One
Sex Work, Feminist Theology and Faith-based Outreach
She wore a nurse’s uniform but was not a nurse. Staunch and self-possessed,
she was standing provocatively on the street, her creamy, buxom flesh bursting out
of a baby-blue, ill-fitted nurse’s costume. Sex for all to see and some to buy. As I
looked with the eyes of a straight voyeur, she was a titillating caricature on display.
I was repulsed, horrified. ‘Yes! It’s the Benny Hill Show!’
And yet I knew her as a much more textured woman also—real name no less—
and through the course of many morning conversations, related to her with warmth
and joy, as a friend of sorts. Softly-spoken, an intelligent woman, thoughtful and
funny, curious about life, interested in art. In my opinion, this is what made her
damn sexy … her intriguing character was hidden by that nurses’ uniform. She was
camp that night, an astute, focused, hardened performer using her body skills to
effectively entice desire and therefore, a living wage. Work smart not long, is what
they say. It was late and cold. I offered her coffee, she brushed me away so that a
man hovering in the shadows nearby could approach her. He was dripping with lust,
and I wondered if he saw the unsophisticated humour in her costume. What was the
turn on? She would get a good price for this one and could buy her own coffee, I
realised.1
I liked the sex. I could see and feel sexual desire in the men and I enjoyed that
A brutal cuddle, skin on skin, cement walls, penetration quickly and money for that.
It happens quickly, in a public toilet, the men’s. Cold porcelain behind me, relief
from the summer heat outside. It’s so easy, this way of making money. There’s a lot
of guys that want casual sex and can afford it. I’m constantly surprised by their
desires. A quick fuck … will buy me drugs. I can go out to dinner, put fuel in my
car, and buy some bits and pieces. Sex for cash reveals another world, a fleeting,
moving, flashing space of random encounters in parks, on trains, in caravans. At 17,
this was quite an introduction to the adult world of the clandestine.2
Those of you who work in the ‘helping industries’ need to recognise that by
‘helping’ you gain privilege. By positioning yourself as assisting others you gain a
role in society that would not be there except for the needy ‘other’.
This is why we support sex workers organisations. Critically organising for
ourselves.
This is why we won’t perform our tragedy for you. Because to live our lives
with strength, you need to accept us at our best.
We want the feminist movement to stop punishing us for our strengths, stop
rewarding us for our pain, stop gaining privilege on the back of our needs, and to
listen when we speak.

1

This is a personal recollection from my time in faith-based outreach ministry to sex workers in Sydney,
NSW, Australia.
2
This is a personal recollection from my time as a street based sex worker during teenage years in
Brisbane, QLD, Australia.
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We will continue to speak out about our rights and you need to hear us. If you
deny our experience, you deny our existence.3
Background
One of the deep and ambiguous dilemmas of Christian outreach work to prostitutes
is that we encounter the sex industry in all its lusty, garish, powerful and humorous
reality. We do so for the purpose of developing relationships of life with many of those
who work, survive and flourish in and around this intriguing, exasperating and deeply
ambiguous industry.
Encountering the sex industry with eyes wide open can be painful for Christians,
especially female missionaries. Women of faith, through religious teaching, have been
deeply conditioned to hold onto to chastity and to reject aggressive, overt, comical or
explicit sexuality, or any sexuality that finds expression outside of the confines of
traditional heterosexual marriage. There is nothing indecent in the sex of Christian
women and men.4 There is a confronting nature to this industry, which hits women hard
when they go to work as Christians outreaching to prostitutes, and is often articulated as
a sense of horror and deep emotion when they discover what it actually means to buy
and to sell sex. A desire to rescue women sex workers and to proclaim the totalising
victimisation of prostitution can strongly follow this sort of stark awakening. A
theological and pastoral position which incorporates words like ‘complete evil’, ‘death’,
‘total exploitation’ and ‘prostitution as violence against women and families’ is often
held by pastoral workers in this context. Unusually, this position has become aligned
with a radical feminist abolitionist position, developed in the last 30 years, which
considers patriarchy and, more directly, prostitution (and marriage, it must be said) as
the most vivid forms of abuse against women. This is a strange alliance because radical
feminism is antagonistic towards Christianity in many of its formulations and,
conversely, a non-compromising feminist agenda has been anathema to the Christian
faith: yet both find a common ground in prostitution—to abolish it.
But what about multiplicity and ambiguous perspectives? The two vignettes that
opens this chapter speaks a little of my own experiences with the sex industry. The first

Elena Jeffreys, ‘Why Feminism Matters’, edited extract of talk delivered at the Feminist Futures
Conference (28—29 May 2011), http://www.thescavenger.net/feminism-a-pop-culture/why-feministsshould-listen-to-sex-workers-732.html.
4
Marcella Althaus-Reid, Indecent Theology—Theological Perversions in Sex, Gender and Politics
(London: Routledge, 2000).
3
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is my recollection of an encounter on the street with a sex worker while I was
coordinator of a Christian outreach and support program in Sydney, NSW. This was a
deep vocation, taken on after rigorous theological education and training for ministry in
a Pentecostal environment in Australia; I recall years of joy and sorrow, building
beautiful and supportive relationships with many sex workers throughout the city. The
second story notes recollections of my own encounters in the sex industry for a short
time as a young, homeless woman in Queensland in the late 1980s, both a painful and
delicious time, long past. The third quotation is from a powerful speech given by Elena
Jeffreys, a sex industry activist in Australia. Since leaving faith-based outreach, I have
become more involved in the sex worker activist movement, which continues to
challenge and inspire me. All of these experiences, in street prostitution, working in
faith-based ministry to sex workers, and now as an ally in sex work activism, have been
formative, contributing to the deep questions I have regarding this type of outreach and
how to comprehend the sex industry.
This has all been experienced in conjunction with healing and transformation
through an ongoing process of coming to faith and a knowledge of the love of Jesus/
Christ. Yet as ministry with diverse women and men around sex working communities
has shown me, there are many subjectivities which must be taken into account—mine is
not the only story. Neither is there one agreed theoretical perspective. It is inevitable
that contradictions and complexities will sit side by side, unresolved, when addressing
deep issues such as human sexuality, commercial exchange, feminism and faith-based
outreach.
At this time, Christians are being challenged to rethink their perspectives about the
sex industry as workers and advocates find their voices and begin to utilise social and
legal structures for their own empowerment. In the last few years in Australia, there
have been two instances of Christian groups forced to apologise publicly to sex industry
workers for misrepresentation and discrimination.5 ‘When does Christian belief become
bigotry?’ is a question that sex workers are now asking.6 In 2009, the Salvation Army in

Kate Holden, ‘Sex Work and Feminism’, Meanjin 70, no. 1 (2011),
http://meanjin.com.au/editions/volume-70-number-1-2011/article/sex-work-and-feminism/.
6
Emily Fletcher, ‘Stop Vilifying People Because of their Work Choices’, The Scavenger
http://www.thescavenger.net/feminism-a-pop-culture/stop-vilifying-people-because-of-their-workchoices-85675.html.
5
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Sydney apologised to Sex Workers Outreach Project (SWOP)7 and Scarlet Alliance8 for
the use of a story about a male sex worker in their advertising and fund-raising
campaign. As a victim of a life in prostitution, he had been liberated, supported, and
saved by the work and mission of the Salvos. Sex worker organisations came out
strongly against this type of Christian representation for funding purposes, claiming that
this portrayal was harmful to sex workers as it pictured them all as one-dimensional
suffering people in need of Christian rescue—a neo-colonial perspective. The Salvation
Army Headquarters in Sydney was picketed by sex workers and the organisation
quickly withdrew its media campaign and apologised—although they still claimed the
truth and validity of this story as representative of their good work.9 A second apology
was that of the Family Protection Society ‘to the sex workers of Tasmania and Scarlet
Alliance for any hurt and distress caused to sex workers by statements made by the
Family Protection Society’ and published in the Mercury newspaper.10 A complaint
made to the Anti-Discrimination Board in Tasmania led to conciliation between the
Family Protection Society, a Christian advocacy group and Scarlet Alliance, and
resulted in this apology which was published in various newspapers throughout the state
in 2010. In previous years, the Christian group had claimed, in a series of
advertisements that prostitutes break up marriages, that prostitution causes mental
illness, that prostitutes make unfit mothers and that they have no self-respect.11 These
are not uncommon claims from Christians, but this type of moralising and judgement is
now being actively contested, at least in Australia. Religious interpretations of
prostitution are being judged as deeply discriminatory, as well as inciting hate. A great
opportunity is presenting itself for feminist liberation theologians and faith-based
practitioners to think critically, engaging in the issues of our time, facing new,

7

Sex Workers Outreach Project—a New South Wales based organisation staffed by current and former
sex workers to provide support, education and assistance to all sex workers across the state. They are
funded by the AIDS Council of NSW and have a health focus and harm minimisation approach. See
http://www.swop.org.au/.
8
Scarlet Alliance—the national peak body for sex workers, staffed by former or current sex workers.
They advocate for and on behalf of sex workers especially around legal issues, decriminalisation and
health. They take a human rights and evidence-based approach and are also involved in
consciousness-raising, educative work and sponsoring sex worker organising in the wider Pacific
region. See http://www.scarletalliance.org.au/.
9
ABC News, ‘Salvos apologise to sex workers over ads’, (22 May 2009),
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2009-05-22/salvos-apologise-to-sex-workers-over-ads/1691098.
10
Fletcher, ‘Stop Vilifying People Because of their Work Choices’.
11
Ibid.
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unimagined questions about sex, morality and identity. I aim to take on some of these
challenges in this paper.
In that respect, this thesis has an important contribution to make because a different
premise forms the starting point. An overwhelmingly negative proliferation—focused
solely upon the suffering of prostitutes throughout history—is communicated in much
discussion of sex work, in Christian theology as well as feminist critique. This has been
called the ‘Oppression Paradigm’12, the beginning point of reflection on sex commerce.
I would like to disrupt the theological aspect of this discourse by suggesting that
prostitution is not a problem to be resolved by theology or outreach. I do not begin from
the premise that prostitution is inherently harmful or oppressive. With the feminist
philosopher Shannon Bell, I aim instead to consider women in the sex industry ‘from
the position of that which is absent—a positive construction of the prostitute body’.13 As
such, I have resisted conducting interviews with sex workers as the focus here is on
faith-based interventions, as well as feminist theology which is engaged in liberative
discourse about prostitution. The voices of sex workers are instead included by drawing
upon published words as well as statistics which challenge the usual discourse of
oppression. I aim to acknowledge more fully the social and theological actuality of
women in the industry and their resources, strengths, empowerment, creativity and
sense of wholeness, helping to create space for their own multiple voices within
feminist theology and faith-based work.
Importantly, I believe that a polymorphous paradigm, rather than an oppression
paradigm, is essential in beginning to understand sex work and a Christian response.
The sociologist Ronald Weitzer claims that ‘the polymorphous paradigm holds that a
constellation of occupational arrangements, power relations, and worker experiences
exists within the arena of paid sexual services and performances. This paradigm is
sensitive to complexities and to the structural conditions resulting in the uneven
distribution of agency and subordination’.14 If alternative voices and studies are taken
into account, one-dimensional viewpoints are undermined and space is created for

Ronald Weitzer, ‘The Mythology of Prostitution: Advocacy Research and Public Policy’, Sex Research
and Social Policy 7 (2010): 15–29.
13
Shannon Bell, Reading, Writing and Rewriting the Prostitute Body (Indianapolis: Indiana University
Press, 1994), 4.
14
Weitzer, ‘The Mythology of Prostitution’, 26.
12
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complex realities and nuanced thinking about sex work experiences.15 A sensitivity then
emerges which can be a productive space for dynamic theological thinking.
Research Ethics and Sex Workers
For generations now, sex workers have been targets of all manner of analysis and
the subjects of many studies which have mostly focused upon their deficits and taking
charge of the problem.16 Sex workers have critiqued the type of methodology that
begins with the assumption of deviance or devastation,17 and have developed some
criteria of research ethics when looking at issues involving the sex industry. Australian
sex worker and activist Elena Jeffreys18 says that while good research is indispensable,
an ethical stance towards sex workers means that a number of considerations must be
taken into account in the development of research projects. There needs to be more
engagement by sex workers in research. How data is released is important, as well as
the motivations for focusing upon sex worker communities.19 Why do we want to
analyse sex workers? She notes that there can be negative repercussions from poorly
planned or executed research, such as breaches of confidentiality and ‘negative policy
consequences, including bad advice to government’.20 This type of research can
significantly impact on the lives and livelihood of sex workers. In fact, Jeffreys says,
‘the biggest stigmas I face in my life stem from academic writing about my work’21 —a
point that I am very aware of in this thesis.
In the area of the social sciences, philosopher Donna Haraway explores the power
exercised by Western scholars through academic, visual observation of others, and notes
that it is very important to understand the potential for misuse of power, even as
activists can remake their visions. 22 Recognising unequal social and academic power
between myself and sex workers, in this study I do not claim a superior or completely

15

Ibid.
Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality—Volume One (New York: Penguin Books, 1978), 24.
17
Jo Weldon, ‘Show Me the Money: A Sex Worker Reflects on Research into the Sex Industry’, Research
for Sex Work 9 (2010): 12—14.
18
Elena Jeffreys, ‘Sex Worker-driven Research: Best Practice Ethics’, Dialogue e-Journal 8, no. 1
(2009): 1—20, http://www.polsis.uq.edu.au/dialogue/Vol%208/Jeffreys.pdf.
19
Ibid., 3—6.
20
Ibid., 13.
21
Elena Jeffreys, ‘Sex Work, Migration and Trafficking Identity Matters: Non-Sex Workers Writing
About Sex Work’, Intersections—Gender and Sexuality in Asia and the Pacific 23 (2010),
http://intersections.anu.edu.au/issue23/jeffreys_review-essay.htm.
22
Donna Haraway, The Haraway Reader (New York: Routledge, 2004), 64.
16
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objective ‘vantage point’23: I am also recognisable as a committed subject in the
discourse, negotiating an inside status both within the sex working community as a
former sex worker and now as a feminist ally to sex positive activists. This puts me at
odds with many Christians; yet, in professing a feminist faith, I am also an outsider to
many in the sex working community who feel rejection from religious people and
structures. I am committed to a Christian theological discourse, which does not sit easily
with sex work advocates. I am straddling two quite different spheres, which has made it
difficult at times to know where my ultimate loyalty lies; because of this, it is important
to note that I have not been paid to research sex work, and neither have I been funded
by a religious or academic institutional scholarship. I write about this topic from my
own interest, and hope it is of benefit to both sex workers and the Christian faith.
While this is a very personal narrative, I believe that we all are participants in these
stories of sex, commerce, belief and redemption. In many ways, this thesis is about
seeing in a different way.24 We can choose to see this ministry and sex work from
another angle, gaining new insight. But do we have the tools, the reflective resources
and the courage to engage? Critical theory helps to sharpen our tools of reflection, and
gives us the opportunity create something new in the discourse, instead of replicating
the same arguments once more.
Method
This thesis uses feminist theory and theology as the lenses for looking at mission
work to prostitutes and sex workers. These sources have a lot to say about the subject
but are in deep conflict with each other. I will be neither synthesising nor reconciling
diverse feminist theological and philosophical claims, but rather inviting both into
dialogue. Putting contradictory interpretations side by side is a conscious strategy
known as contrapuntal reading, originally developed by the postcolonial theorist
Edward Said,25 and fits with the polymorphous paradigm outlined earlier. Mainstream
or traditional understandings of prostitution will be juxtaposed with others—alternative
voices of sex industry workers and their allies—for the purpose of exposing gaps and
23

Ibid., 91.
In Lk 8: 9—10 Jesus states that disciples have been given to know the secrets of the kingdom of God,
to see and hear the meanings of his transformative stories. The Holy Bible—New Revised Standard
Version (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1989).
25
Edward Said, Orientalism (New York: Random House, 1978). For a good introduction to this
methodology see R.S. Sugirtharajah, Postcolonial Reconfigurations—An Alternative Way of Reading
the Bible and Doing Theology (St Louis: Chalice Press, 2003), 16.
24
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nuances, as well as revealing the colonising imperative which usually silences—and in
this case speaks on behalf of—women in the sex industry. When we read contrapuntally,
we are encouraged to have a multiple awareness, not closing down but continuing the
process of rebalancing, of listening and of knowing complexity.26 This is especially
important when thinking about Christianity, women’s lives and sex work. In Said’s
original conception, ‘to read contrapuntally means to be aware simultaneously of
mainstream scholarship and of other scholarship which the dominant discourse tries to
domesticate and speaks and acts against’.27 In this paper, radical feminist scholarship
such as that by Shelia Jeffreys will be read alongside the insights of sex worker activist
Margot St James; and Christian feminist theologian Rita Nakashima Brock will be
situated next to Australian sex worker Rachel Wotton.
Because there is such discrepancy in thought about sex work, postcolonial theory
and theology will be used to mediate a way ahead. Feminist liberation theology and
faith-based outreach practices are brought into discussion with the questioning critiques
of postcolonialism, to ask if there is an opportunity to see, to hear, to be in ways we
never thought possible with those in the sex industry. In using postcolonialism, I am
focusing on a conceptual cluster which consists of four main tenets: otherness, agency,
hybrid identity and the politics of rescue; these are known as the postcolonial matrix. In
light of these tenets, a content analysis of faith-based practice is attempted, utilising
observational data which is publicly accessible in written texts, websites, ministry
profiles, published articles and individual staff statements. How does the public face of
ministry to sex workers in Australia align with a consistent postcolonial matrix? It is my
hypothesis that the main themes of ministerial ideology and practice find their basis in a
neo-colonial agenda, and that this is shown through the overall analysis of talk and text
of the six key ministries to sex workers in Australia (discussed in Chapter five). I
contend that pastoral carers in this field view the social world of prostitution as onedimensional, when discourse has shown that it is multi-dimensional.
This thesis advocates a change in social action from faith-based groups, a change
based on acknowledging the multi-dimensionality of sex workers and listening to a
postcolonial critique. If this change occurs, a new space for pastoral connection opens
up where a feminist postcolonial missiology is posited, highlighting authentic

26
27

Sugirtharajah, Postcolonial Reconfigurations, 16.
Ibid.
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relationships based upon ambiguity and finding new and nuanced ways of thinking
about liberation with sex workers, because ‘As soon as we acknowledge that our
everyday reality is socially constructed, we are faced with the need to analyse that
construction in regard to the cultures that shape our worldviews by providing us with an
identity and way of life yet restricting us in our relationships with God, one another, and
society’.28 This thesis is deconstructionist, noting where those relationships are
restricted between Christian practitioners and sex workers, yet it aims for
reconstruction, by theorising potentials for enhanced connections based upon
postcolonial and feminist liberation motifs.
Scope
This thesis will focus upon FBOs: that is, faith-based outreaches that connect with
sex workers in Australia. There are presently six main outreach groups with regular
contact with people in the sex industry: Starfish Ministries in Sydney, NSW; the
Women’s Space in Sydney, NSW.; the St Kilda Gatehouse in Melbourne, Victoria;
Rahab Ministries in Adelaide, South Australia; Priceless Ministries in Perth, Western
Australia; Linda’s House of Hope in Perth, Western Australia; and the Hope Foundation
in Brisbane, Queensland. I have chosen these programs because they are publicly
known and funded (mainly via donation from churches, individuals and corporations)
and have been reaching out to sex workers for many years; the oldest ministry is The
Gatehouse, which has been operational since 1992. Together they are the leaders in this
field; they have direct contact with sex workers, and mediate the experience of pastoral
outreach to the wider community. Their leaders and founders, at times, speak publicly
on prostitution, advocating particular legal responses and informing civic discourse on
issues concerning sex work. They are also responsible for training lay Christians to
understand and engage with the sex industry. These FBOs are facilitated by different
evangelical groups and individuals, although one organisation is Roman Catholic.
Although there are a number of churches that reach out to sex workers on the highways
and streets of cities in Australia, these programs will not be covered in this thesis as
their work is much more informal and irregular and they do not have a public presence
as leaders in this type of ministry, unlike the six named faith-based outreaches; neither
are their strategies and ethos publicly available, unlike those of the key FBOs.
28

Letty M. Russell, ‘Cultural Hermeneutics: A Postcolonial Look at Mission’, Journal of Feminist Studies
in Religion 20, no. 1 (2004), 24.
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Another aspect of the scope of this paper concerns the definition of prostitution.
What is being discussed when the term ‘prostitute’ or ‘sex worker’ is used? Broadly,
prostitution is defined as trading a sexual service for material gain. Throughout this text,
I will be using the terms ‘prostitute’, ‘women in prostitution’, ‘sex industry worker’ and
‘sex worker’ interchangeably. This is for a specific reason, as I want to uphold the idea
that multiple names and different language can be used to describe the experience of
working in prostitution. I hope to show that one specific theological position regarding
the rights and wrongs of prostitution/ sex industry work is inadequate, and will be
aiming to hold the tension between differing ideological perspectives; one way of doing
this is through language. It must be noted at this point that sex industry peak bodies, and
many sex workers themselves29, have rejected use of the designation ‘prostitute’ as it
has a history of stigma attached, and they request that other members of society also
reject this terminology; but as I will show in Chapter three, this is unlikely when
considering a radical feminist position.
In this paper I will not be specifically addressing the experience of working in
pornography, although this does fit into the category of sex industry work. I am not
intentionally excluding those who work in front of the camera; but there are a number of
ideological issues which are specific to pornography itself concerning free speech and
the use of the visual image which will not be addressed in this paper.30 Another
boundary when speaking of prostitution concerns who works in the sex industry. Men
and transgender people also do sex work, but they are often ignored in discourse and
research. Again, I do not want to discount their presence, but this thesis will be
primarily focused upon women in prostitution, as they are whom FBO programs in
Australia are aimed at. As far as they experience similar motivations, traumas,
judgements and outreach from Christians, transgender workers will also be included,
but it is important to recognise that trans workers often struggle with a higher degree of
stigma, greater work-related violence and more acute rejection from Christian ministries
and society in general than do female sex workers.31 They truly are othered in their
experiences of prostitution and in many other facets of life. I want to include the trans

Ronald Weitzer, ‘The Mythology of Prostitution’, 17.
For a helpful discussion of issues around pornography, see Laurie Shrage, ‘Feminist Perspectives on
Sex Markets’, The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Spring 2009),
http://stanford.library.usyd.edu.au/archives/spr2009/entries/feminist-sex-markets/.
31
Garrett Prestage, ‘Male and Transsexual Prostitution’, in Sex Work and Sex Workers in Australia eds
Roberta Perkins et al. (Sydney: UNSW Press, 1994), 178.
29
30
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sex worker—as much as possible—while acknowledging that there are further
complexities which will not be covered here, as they are beyond the scope of this work.
Within the discourse, men in the sex industry are understood very differently to
women. Rarely condemned, male sex workers find much greater acceptance in the gay
community if they are homosexual; and if heterosexual, they are often silenced. We do
know that male workers are subjected to less violence than women workers32 but there
is a dearth of research and reflection here, which raises the question why women in
prostitution have been so overanalysed, judged and pathologised while their male
counterparts go about the business quietly and in statistical seclusion. That is beginning
to change, and research is appearing which documents and explores the experiences of
male sex workers.
Contested Spaces
There is a depth of difference, and a variation in the emotional attachment, of
different stakeholders to the various contested readings of sex work. In the rest of this
chapter, key texts which have propelled my thinking on prostitution will be examined,
and some of the contentious issues will be flagged. By the end of the chapter, it will be
clear that feminist liberation theology and FBOs need to do more work in negotiating
these issues.
Margaret Eletta Guider, a lay missionary, has written extensively about the Catholic
Church in Latin America and its connection with prostitutes. Daughters of Rahab33,
published in 1996, provides an insightful perspective on this type of ministry, including
the critiques and voices of women in prostitution who are intimately involved in justice
and church movements in those countries. This was one of the first texts to help me to
shape my theological outlook regarding prostitution, and I hope to build upon the
theological questions and ruptures that the voices of women in Brazil have named.
Similar questions need to be asked of ministries outside Brazil that are doing work
similar to what was begun by the Catholic Liberation Movement in Latin America in the
1960s and 70s. Guider calls into question the response of the church to prostitution
through an investigative analysis of the Pastoral da Mulher Marginalizada (PMM), a
network of religious workers that advocated for prostitutes in Brazil during the years
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1967–1990. Through feminist biblical exegesis, Guider re-reads the narrative of Rahab
to locate subjugated knowledge as the starting point for ‘foundational thinking about the
relationship’34 between sex workers and the Church of Liberation. Essentially Rahab is
a woman of courage, compassion, faith and justice: ‘Rahab was a harlot when she made
her declaration of faith, and she was a harlot when she took action on behalf of the
Israelites. Her harlotry does not seem to be an issue for the God who includes her as a
partner in bringing about the divine plan’.35 With this sentence, Guider introduces her
critique of the Catholic Church in Brazil, for whom harlotry is a problem. This is what
she labels the ecclesiological challenge of Rahab the prostitute36: whereas the church
usually glosses over the vocation of Rahab or presents the biblical story as a picture of
salvation from prostitution, Guider names Rahab as an exemplar of faith and justice
while maintaining her strong identity as a prostitute.37
Can a woman be a sex worker and a Christian?38 Rahab is not ashamed, nor
presented shamefully in the biblical text, rather she is aligned with the mothers and
fathers of the faith due to her loyalty and integrity towards God and Israel.39 Here the
prostitute is contrasted (positively by Guider) with the penitent40, yet her faithful role is
diminished in Catholic ritual. ‘Why ... is it so important that knowledge about Rahab be
subjugated, suppressed, and erased? Perhaps it is because a prostitute, rather than a
penitent, upholds faith and justice’.41 This reflects the dichotomous understanding of the
church, which claims as its mission the work of compassion and salvation displayed in
Christian belief and behaviour, whereas sex workers are deemed sinful and unsaved
purely for the fact of their prostitution. Further, only those who are repentant—for
sexual sin especially—are able to be justified by faith in God. Guider announces that
‘in Brazil today, countless daughters of Rahab are committed in faith to the works of
justice, not as penitents, but as prostitutes’.42
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In this reading, the usual gap between saved and unsaved is questioned and
destabilised as traditional religious boundaries are blurred; thus a nascent challenge to
the ‘moral imagination’43 of Christians and ministers is introduced. Through the
justification of Rahab, the author begins to focus on key implications for Christian
identity and mission, so often based on the otherness of prostitutes. Yet key challenges
remain, especially when non-white feminist theologians read Rahab.
Rose Wu44 in her article ‘Women on the Boundary: Prostitution, Contemporary and
in the Bible’, discusses a widespread feminist split in relation to prostitution. Her
particular focus is Asia and the attempted professionalization of sex worker collectives
in recent years. She looks at examples from Hong Kong, India and Taiwan, where sex
workers have been advocating equal rights, better working conditions and the
organisation of trade unions.45 Wu sees prostitution as a multifaceted, complex social
problem which cannot be tackled by looking at individual sexual morality. It must be
analysed from structural perspectives of gender, race and class inequality that exploit
vulnerable, poor, non-white people.
Wu contrasts Asian perspectives that favour social roles and family cohesion with
Western feminist readings that assert the freedom of the individual to choose.46 She
gives space and voice to alternative perspectives of sex work, although she claims that
only Western feminists articulate these more radical and subversive readings. Prostitutes
are ‘outlaw whores’ deconstructing sexual norms through queer and postmodern frames
of reference47, and thus contribute positively to society and gain much from a
commercial sexual exchange. Ultimately, Wu believes that sex workers are deeply
oppressed, and that individual rights discourses by Western feminists discount the
impact of social, economic and political factors, which Asian Christian feminists are
more likely to consider.48 To counter this split, Wu thinks that the liberation of
prostitutes across the gender, race and class divides can be accomplished if we ask the
questions ‘what can minimize harm?’ and ‘what resources can we develop to give
dignity and agency to women to make good choices about their lives?’49
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Wu asks good questions about Rahab. She compares Guider’s perspective with an
alternative reading from Gail Corrington Streete, who claims that Rahab is kept under
control by a male system of domination. She may have begun the story as a free
woman, but she was absorbed into Israelite life, forced to betray her people and lose any
sexual power she previously enjoyed.50 Rahab is not an exemplar of faith but a tragic
story of colonisation and control.
This biblical narrative is a contested space which very much reflects contemporary
feminist debates around the meaning and experience of sex industry work. Importantly,
Wu realises that these opposing readings within Christian feminism come from each
author’s different social and political locations. She believes that multi-hermeneutical
approaches to authority and the Bible must be embraced by both Christian feminist and
liberation scholars: It is not an either/or paradigm that must be maintained, but a
both/and. Wu wants to invite those with different perspectives to join the dialogue, and
for Christian communities to grow in their imaginations as they seek various methods of
liberation for prostitutes, in their own contextual settings.51
In Postcolonial Interpretations of the Bible, Musa Dube52 also asks if Rahab can be
‘reclaimed’ by biblical feminists. Rahab is identified with the conquest of the land, and
the narrative needs to be read with a critique of imperialism in mind, if it is not to
become a powerful colonising literary device. For Dube, ‘the story of Rahab is a script
about the domestication of the promised land’.53 Reading in this way, Dube’s
assessment of prostitution is derisive. ‘As a representative of her land, she is
characterised as a prostitute. It denotes her inadequacy, her wildness, and her need to be
tamed by those with superior morals, those who must save her’.54 Rahab is not her own
woman but an empty vessel, made to mimic the ideology of the colonisers.55 For Dube,
the conquest is deeply disturbing. ‘Rahab reminds us of our own stories—stories written
about us, not for us, stories that are a nightmare to read’.56 Yet Dube has hope for Rahab
and constructs ‘Rahab’s reading prism’, a way of interrogating the intersections of
colonialism:
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Rahab’s reading prism is a postcolonial feminist eye of many angles and of seeing,
reading, and hearing literary texts through resisting imperial and patriarchal
oppressive structures and ideologies. It recognizes that women’s feminist
movements are inscribed within the parameters of those who read for, in
collaboration with, or against imperialising narrative strategies; that some women
are patriarchally oppressed beings who are nevertheless race-privileged colonizing
subjects, while others are doubly colonized.57
Rather than accepting this version of Rahab, written from the standpoint of the
victor, can we ask questions about ‘double colonisation’ and further understand our
place within the narrative and the world? How do we read the text: as white, Western
liberation feminists proclaiming Rahab a woman of courage? Or do we read as
prostitutes, noting her astuteness and independence, imagining the details of her
working life? Or do we read as African women whose land and resources, culture and
religion have been irrevocably damaged by Christian colonisers? Dube encourages us to
read and see from many angles, creating space for authentic feminist connections.
The Benchmark
In many ways, while I am extremely critical of Casting Stones58, the main
theological text on prostitution, I believe that this thesis serves somewhat as a dynamic
companion piece to that work—questioning, expanding and looking again from another
angle. As such, Casting Stones gives foundational understanding and knowledge about
sex work and is included here.
Casting Stones: Prostitution and Liberation in Asia and the United States, by Rita
Nakashima Brock and Susan Brooks Thistlethwaite, is a primary reference text on
prostitution and religion, often quoted by feminist theological scholars. The text exposes
the deep cultural, historical, sociological and religious roots of prostitution throughout
the world, and in that regard is insightful and chilling. It is a breath-taking ideological
critique which is wide-ranging in scope. The first section offers a broad investigation of
systems of prostitution. Law, economic perspectives, the female body, power and
relationships, the military, war, and the psychological impacts of prostitution are all
examined. The global workings and cultural underpinnings of the sex industry in
Thailand, Japan, The United States, The Philippines, Korea and Taiwan are also
discussed. Because the text is examining prostitution in both Asia and The United
57
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States, Buddhism and Christianity are constant religious reference points, being the
predominant faith systems of these regions. The second section outlines a theological
response to the problem of prostitution, with the stated aim to ‘deconstruct the illusions
of prostitution on which the industry relies for its power’.59 The authors give an
overview of Asian theology, particularly Minjung theology and synergism as well as the
deconstructive lens of liberation theology and its economic impetus. The movement to
end violence against women, Womanist theology, and theories of sexuality are also
outlined. As interpretative lenses, these categories have been useful to marginalised
groups in challenging and changing theological perspectives. Throughout this analysis,
Brock and Thistlethwaite search for liberation and healing in their approach to sex
work. While feminist theories and theologies are helpful, the authors conclude that
Buddhism and Western Christianity have profoundly failed women in prostitution,
leaving them with a ‘paradigmatic split’60 based upon the affirmation of masculinity and
the rejection of the female.
Sin, as a theological category, has been traditionally used to denounce women in
prostitution, and Christian ideas of sin and Buddhist perspectives on karma are
addressed. The authors declare that ‘sin is not a concept adequate to explaining the
condition of women and children who are exploited sexually. They are victims of
others’ sins’.61 The historical dualism of the biblical narrative of prostitution (sin/
redemption) as well as the contemporary religious frame (sinner/ victim) are
highlighted. Casting Stones asserts that sex workers are not innocent in their
victimisation (which can be a prerequisite for assistance from Christians), yet they are
victims nonetheless, powerless, isolated and in pain.62 As such, the authors are trying to
break through these dualistic perspectives. Utilising the lessons of liberation theology,
the authors argue that prostitution needs to be placed within the broader category of
systemic sin and social oppression. Here the Korean concept of han gives a deeper
understanding of sin as it can be applied to the sex industry, by naming intense human
suffering and the terrible experience of anguish which is the daily reality of prostitutes.
When it comes to sin, though, ‘attribution ... rightly belongs to the pimp, the john, the
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brothel owner, and the procurer’.63 Sin is systematically outlined as a wide-ranging
social phenomenon, and ideas of what can be done to redress some of these problems
are mooted, beginning with the distortion of feeling that is produced by the
glamorisation of prostitution for the benefit of men. The realities of the sex industry
must be acknowledged. Recovery for women sex workers also needs to address the
hardness and disassociation of emotion, necessary for survival. Sin is also the lack of
trust which is part of life in prostitution—from betrayal in the criminal justice system to
family home life to religious institutional abuse. Christian patriarchal religion is
particularly treacherous in its creation of sexist and sinful images of women as well as
its affirmation of a controlling male deity. Sin as lack of care is another feature of
prostitution which sustains an objectified method of relating based on insensitivity and
thoughtlessness for the other. Finally, systemic sin is named as denial of vulnerability
and interdependence, which is at work within the law, the criminal court system and the
military. As a result of this hypermasculinity, women in prostitution are treated with
contempt, violence and criminalisation. Destructive cravings and illusions of desire
within those who use systems of prostitution are also indicated by the doctrine of karma
within the Buddhist tradition.
After this exploration, the authors return to the concept of han to describe their
understanding of the abusive nature of the sex industry and to relate horrific life stories
of working women. Han is alive in the ‘frustrated hope’64 and ‘collapsed feeling of
pain’65 that sex workers experience in the justice system, and in the violence that is part
of their working lives. Han is also recognised in the early life path of despair which
leaves an empty shell of a person who works in prostitution.66 It expresses the
resentment, anger and bitterness for extreme injustice suffered by prostitute women67,
and finally han depicts the wounded heart of child sexual abuse, trauma and continued
victimisation that prostitutes commonly face.68 Females in prostitution should be
considered neither repentant sinners nor victims of karma, but rather sufferers of the
overwhelming accumulation of han. Ultimately it is a sin to buy sex, and it is sinful to
take part in the evil systems which keep sexual exploitation alive. Much work in
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breaking down individual, religious and systemic patriarchal abuse needs to take place
if pathways of healing for women can be found, according to Brock and Thistlethwaite.
The next focus is grace and compassion for prostitutes based upon examination of
the ministries of a number of organisations across Asia and America.69 The authors
reformulate a traditional Christian understanding of salvation (gifted through the
forgiveness and death of Christ) to include ‘grace and compassion as a series of lifegiving moments linked by acts of remembrance, solidarity, and action’.70 Importantly,
the text names a three-dimensional approach to freedom from prostitution based upon
‘social movements for women’s dignity and well-being, compassion of religious
movements for liberation and justice, and in organised political movements resisting
exploitation and oppression’.71 They explore some of these dimensions including
repentance from the misuse of power by men, education of oppressed women as to their
own status and possible unethical contribution to it, reawakening the female body (and
soul) abused by prostitution, and listening to women’s stories of destruction and
healing. Sustenance and participation amid the compassion of community is also
outlined, as well as social and political action in conjunction ‘with others who know that
the sex industry is so harmful that it cannot be tolerated in a decent society’.72
Restoration of fullness of heart and grace for women to exit prostitution as well as
expressions of healthy masculinity also have roles in deconstructing the sexual
exploitation of women.
The final chapter is concerned with taking action. Political strategies such as
changing laws, decriminalisation of prostitution and awareness raising as well as the
provision of suitable economic alternatives for women are outlined. Solidarity and
support of those prostituted is also addressed. Activism, parent education and healthy
sex education plus gender equality and inclusive religion are imperative if we are to
create a society free from the sex industry.
This is a challenging book. The authors were deeply affected by what they
witnessed and heard, and their courage in breaking through ‘the relative silence of the
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north American academy’73 when it comes to the topic of theology and prostitution is
admirable. Their urgent passion to redress exploitation is powerfully communicated
throughout, and as such this book is a very personal project. Social justice movements
often underscore the importance of Westerners not turning away from the rawness of the
human condition, and that is certainly the case with Brock and Thistlethwaite, who
focus clearly on the patriarchal dynamics of capitalism, the military, religion and the
law, and who have both worked with survivors of domestic violence and child sexual
assault. Their critique of gender hierarchy is wide-ranging and multi-faceted in
approach, and there are many insights within the text that speak profoundly of the
subjugated status of women. Brock and Thistlethwaite have searched for the origin and
cause of prostitution, a most challenging exercise, and the book shows courage,
thoughtfulness and connection. The authors have worked hard to unravel and expose the
abuse of women, having considered carefully and thoroughly the veiled connections
between patriarchy and prostitution. In that sense, this book is one of a kind.
Another positive aspect of this publication is that the legal status of sex workers is
addressed. It is imperative that Christian theologians take part in public debate
surrounding this issue, and Brock and Thistlethwaite outline compelling reasons why
prostitution should be decriminalised. With the rise of fundamentalism in the USA,
hope for decriminalisation has perhaps diminished over the last ten years or so, yet the
dynamic and well thought out argument in Casting Stones regarding changes to the legal
status of sex work stands firm, and ideally will continue to provide a constructive
contribution to a US movement for decriminalisation.
While the theological resources of Casting Stones are valuable, I have concerns
with this text. Anecdotal narratives frame the beginning of each chapter, and while the
stories humanise women in prostitution,74 they are mostly one-dimensional in content,
revealing and projecting the authors’ own moralistic ideology regarding the sex
industry: ‘Impassive faces ... boredom ... the women are painful to look at’.75 From the
outset, Brock and Thistlethwaite, both feminist Western Christian theologians, read their
own judgements onto the faces and bodies of Thai (and other) women. The writers are
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outsiders76 speaking from extremely privileged positions, whose overwhelming shock,
repulsion and emotionalism colours their work. In the introduction, prostitution is
named as ‘This Loathsome Thing’, and what follows is disgust for the sex industry and
a demeaning tone towards those involved. While Casting Stones can be read as counterhegemonic in many ways, particularly in the analysis of structured gender hierarchy, the
graphic, distancing language used throughout seems to validate the process of othering
which is common in prostitution debate, and the unfortunate result is an endorsement of
the alienation rather than humanisation of sex workers.77
The text is also thoroughly immersed in a victimisation approach towards those in
prostitution, overpowering in its focus on the pain and sorrow of sex workers. In the
clutches of patriarchy, the prostitute is mute on the margins, lacking ambiguity or
difference and indeterminate in personal power: she is the archetypal victim. In one
paragraph, for example, the authors use twelve distressing words about the industry
including ‘shame’, ‘guilt’, ‘death’, ‘horror’ and ‘tragedy’, and only two positive words
about women who work in prostitution: ‘celebrating resilience’. This pattern is repeated
throughout the text. The theological premise is that female sex workers are courageous,
but only if they accept and internalise the totalising label of impoverished victim
desperately in need of liberation. There is no hesitation in making negative
pronouncements here, and by and large the women remain voiceless, pitiful, living lives
of despair and oppression.
This work does not appear to witness to the complexity or deeper ambiguity that is
present in the lived realities of female sex workers, but assumes a unitary experience of
the industry for all women. Any dissident voices are dismissed as an all-encompassing,
global victimisation approach is constructed. The text also tends to generalisations and
sweeping statements (for example, ‘to work in the sex industry is to lose one’s qi’78),
with little room for nuanced perspectives or paradoxical experiences. Another problem
in this approach is that the focus of their study, particularly in the USA, is the public
expression of prostitution (street based sex work) which makes up only 2–20% of the
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sex industry in total.79 This small spotlight, in such a wide-ranging ideological text,
seems to reflect the specific moral and ministry agenda of the named Christian mission
organisations who commissioned Thistlethwaite to write this book and who supplied
their own perspectives and stories.80
There is, however, a witness to complexity and deeper ambiguity in their analysis
of social, religious and cultural factors. Philosophical and religious dualism as well as
structural misogyny and female scapegoating are uncovered at every turn. Casting
Stones presents a universal picture of the failure of patriarchy, which in itself is
problematic. The repressive attitudes and male dominance of law enforcement officials,
politicians and the military, as well as the abuse of johns, pimps, fathers, brothel owners
and religious men are well detailed. Does this critique of patriarchy mean that female
sex workers are totally disempowered? In Casting Stones, prostitutes are empty human
shells who experience tyranny and exploitation at the hands of men. This position of
masculine blame seems to follow the victimisation approach outlined above, yet in
following this line, Brock and Thistlethwaite fall into the trap of reversing the harmful
dualism that is named throughout the text. Women and men are dichotomised: women
are portrayed as ‘good’ or ‘resilient survivor[s]’ while men assume the role of ‘bad’ or
‘powerful oppressor[s]’. Women can rediscover their own virtuosity by leaving the
industry, while men are always damned for their association with sex work. The authors
of Casting Stones are replicating the binary framework that they work so hard to
criticise, albeit from a different vista. This sort of privileged perspective indicates that
the text has not recognised or moved away from embedded oppositional discourse, and
so presents a simplistic picture of human power relations and the ambiguous realities of
prostitution: a shame, as their critique of patriarchy is very good at times.
Finally, there are alarming statements throughout, especially in the account of
support offered by Christian agencies. One is worth highlighting as it reveals
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problematic missionary motives yet to be fully addressed by this type of theological
reflection:
At HELP in Tokyo, EMPOWER in Bangkok, Magdalene House in Seoul, Genesis
House in Chicago, and the Home for the Rebirth of Women in Honolulu, care is
given for the body ... These are places that do not divide body and soul, but that
work to rejoin them in moments of grace. The body and its adornments are a
powerful visual representative of cultural norms, roles, and aberrations. Clothing
can hide the soul or reveal it, or hide some aspects and reveal others. As workers
leave sex work, the ways in which their bodies are used to lure johns and convey
sex for sale change. As they move away from their personae in the sex trade, their
outward appearances become transformed to resemble women outside the
industry.81
The prostitute is redeemed and remnants of respectability discovered, and thus
working women begin to look like ‘normal’ women. Are sex workers, in contact with
mission agencies, being pressured to fit their bodies (and souls) into conservative
models of femininity?82 Do these women then experience further disembodiment due to
the dishonouring of their own lived experience?83 Why is there no affirmation of women
who transgress cultural/ clothing stereotypes to dress and move as they choose? What
about Slutwalk?84 Instead prostitutes, as part of their association with Christians, are
confronted with a dualism that places whores on the one side, good girls on the other.
Why do the authors of Casting Stones accept and affirm this type of divisive female
sexual hierarchy expressed through traditional, feminising body management? AlthausReid argues that ‘Liberation theology is still patriarchal and as such notoriously
unsuspicious of given sexual structures of thought and Christian spirituality’.85 While
dualistic hegemony is revealed in worldwide cultural and religious structures, healthy
mission practice—at the grassroots level where Christians are interacting with
prostitutes—is not always maintained, I believe. This type of salvific emphasis
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discloses, in a very practical sense, what Althaus-Reid names the ritualistic
reinforcement of boundaries of decency among (poor) women in Christianity.86 Brock
and Thistlethwaite acknowledge that religion has played a key role in suppressing
women, yet they remain somehow naive about the polarising praxis of Christian
liberation for prostitutes. While their scholarship is unflinching in describing the
concealed ideological connections between religion, patriarchy and prostitution, Brock
and Thistlethwaite could have gone further, using their intellectual courage to question
the procedures of mission organisations and the one-dimensionality of this perspective.
Emergent Questions and Concerns
At this juncture, I would like to bring this work into discussion with another
academic study. This will help to situate feminist theology and Christian outreach
within a broader social context and give a further depth of understanding of the
structural forces at play.87 Elizabeth Bernstein, in a recent book called Temporarily
Yours: Intimacy, Authenticity and the Commerce of Sex,88 links contemporary sex work
subjectivities to broader social, economic and urban geographical developments. She
maps extensive social changes and how these have impacted on erotic spheres,
including sex work.89 Bernstein claims that we have moved from a ‘companionate’
understanding of sex, dominant during the industrialisation of the last century, to a
‘recreational’ perspective in this post-industrial era, driven by global information
economies, wide acceptance of ‘postmodern’ families and the rise of service sectors90;
and sex work has carved out a compelling and lucrative space within pleasure and
service economies throughout the Western world. There is still survival sex, but there
are now also career prostitutes, speciality fetish workers and highly trained escorts who
offer ‘the Girlfriend Experience’. With that have come contemporary understandings of
sex work which are far removed from the historical perceptions of public hygiene and
moral purity, and from contemporary victimology.
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Sex work is now considered by many to be one intimate service among many, ‘as
opposed to a uniquely degrading violation of self’.91 It is a profession, a highly paid job
requiring specific bodily and interpersonal skills as workers provide an experience of
‘bounded authenticity’ for their clients. Bounded authenticity is ‘the sale and purchase
of authentic emotional and physical connection’92 through such techniques as deep
acting, establishing emotional ties, remaining fully present during each encounter,
blogging about satisfactions and disappointments in sex work, taking payments through
gifts and other cash alternatives, and the incorporation of breath work, yoga and tantric
skills.93 The era of durable heterosexual relationships as morally superior is over,94 and
sex workers are now articulating—in the public domain and with growing support—
previously unimagined examples of the pleasure, profit and profundity of sex work for
workers and clients alike.
This is quite a different reading from the feminist theological perspectives
presented in Casting Stones. Sex workers in this new era are likely to be well groomed,
highly educated, articulate, well paid professionals. How does the Christian feminist
victim narrative of overwhelming despair and oppression, or even sin and shame, speak
to these emergent manifestations of contemporary sex workers? Is it irrelevant?
Ultimately Bernstein appreciates that material conditions of poverty and deep inequality
still shape the society that has given birth to this new understanding of sex work, yet she
concludes that sex industry workers have complex relations with axes of domination/
subjugation, and that oppression in sex work may be less severe than oppression in
another job, relationship or location.95
What Brock and Thistlethwaite and Bernstein present are two very different
meanings attached to sex work. Which is correct? Is it possible that both speak some
truth about sex work? New ways of constructing sex work as an identity and a site of
empowerment in a market-driven environment are being articulated, for better or worse.
Where does this leave a traditional feminist theological appraisal?
In contemporary research about the sex industry, issues in feminist theological
discourse begin to emerge, picking up a number of themes flagged by Guider, Wu,
Dube, Brock and Thistlethwaite, and Bernstein. First is an affirmation of the total
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victimisation of women in prostitution. There is a rejection of the premise of the
prostitute as a professional, a worker, an informed, intelligent, highly skilled and strong
woman capable of making decisions which reflect an ethical, embodied and full life.
It may well be that FBOs who are doing grassroots work with sex workers struggle
to connect theologically and pastorally with those who inhabit this more positive space.
Oftentimes, sex workers remain mystifying, neither understood nor openly welcomed in
dialogue or in Christian community. There can often be a focus upon sexual immorality
and, concomitantly, judgement aimed at and deep stigma attached which help to shrink
identity into that of prostitute alone. This may be reinforced by traditional religious
models: biased metaphors and language as well as systems of church and divinity that
situate hierarchical models of gender exclusion in a religious context, as feminist
theology has noted.96 If such victimisation forms the starting point of feminist
theological thinking, then rescue of sex industry workers becomes idealised, and as a
model functions to reinstate Christian morality into the lives of prostitutes via a return
to marriage or celibate singleness, through assistance to gain employment in ‘straight’
work and with the utilisation of rescue stories for the purpose of missiological fundraising, as will be explored in Chapters four and five. Finally there is the advocacy of an
end to prostitution and to the criminalisation of the sex industry. Christian leaders and
lobby groups in Australia often focus on petitioning legislators to abolish prostitution
and publicly affirming the harms of the sex industry, as noted earlier. Texts such as
Casting Stones help them to frame this agenda.
In the process, feminist liberation theology and faith-based groups are working
together (whether knowingly or not) to ignore and silence the voices and perspectives of
many sex workers. Diverse perspectives are suppressed, and critical emergent thinking
is ignored. But if FBOs and feminist liberation theologians were to engage with some of
this new thinking, it is possible that renewing spaces would open up—spaces that allow
original and authentic connections to be made. Lisa Isherwood argues that in our
feminist liberation vision we must ‘engage with new questions, questions that we never
thought possible’.97 I hope that this thesis is a next step in connecting feminist theology,
pastoral practice and the sex industry by asking ‘impossible’ questions of feminist and
faith-based praxes.
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Thesis Structure
The next chapter will move deeper into this discussion, exploring sex work from an
Australian perspective. What form does the sex industry take in this country? Who does
this work and why? Are there any themes that emerge when considering prostitution as
it manifests locally? Stories and statistics will be surveyed, grounding the material
realities of sex work in diverse theoretical perspectives. From there the thesis will cover
a more complete literature review in Chapter three to see where competing and
contested ideas about prostitution fit within broader feminist and theological discourses.
What are some of the scholarly sticking points in the discourses about women, men,
commerce and sex? In Chapter four, postcolonial thinking will help to hold conflicting
perspectives together, while realising that sex industry workers must lead the debates
about sex work, as they have a central place for articulating their concerns and deserve
to be heard by the FBOs who seek to support them. How can postcolonial thinking
speak here?
Using a template uniquely developed to help guide and answer these questions, I
will look at the named FBOs in Chapter five, gauging how their practices measure up to
the critical postcolonial matrix. In Chapter six, a different way of being present with sex
workers is outlined, based upon an acknowledgement of ambiguity and an inbetweenness. In Chapter seven, this is seen in light of a renewed feminist postcolonial
missiology, which can help chart a specifically theological way forward. It is only as
critical reflection is brought to bear on pastoral practice that vital approaches, more
respectful of and more likely to do justice to complexity, can be developed. This may
stimulate Christians and feminists to embrace the opportunities being presented for
thinking critically and creatively about theology and a pastoral presence with sex
workers.
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Chapter Two
Perspectives on the Australian Sex Industry
What do I remember of being a prostitute?
I remember tenderness, boredom, the ice-creams we would eat at 3 a.m. in
front of the television; the smell of cocks, shy men with silky skin, laughter; dark
streets gleaming; boys in baseball caps slouching in the introduction lounge, heavy
bellies pressing on me; conversations, sneaking cigarettes while fixing my makeup.
I remember the other girls being like sisters, and knowing that to tell them my
real name was dangerous. I remember opening my heart to strange men and
stroking their faces, smiling. I remember being pounded so hard my face was white
with pain. I remember being a prostitute, and being proud of it, liking it.1
Context
In attempting to understand and engage with faith-based and feminist liberation
responses, this chapter presents some key features of the sex industry in Australia via a
brief historical overview of adult female prostitution in Australia. A number of specific
issues of the sex industry will also be outlined, including current legal frameworks,
occupational health and safety concerns, and the role of men. A number of personal
stories are included to show that there are many nuanced experiences of sex work and
that those who do the work are able to articulate these. While it is an impossible task to
organise the sex industry into one categorical system, due in part to its organic and
distinctive shape in different regions of this vast continent, there are some common
themes surrounding sex work in Australia, such as social stigma and racism.2 This
chapter will give a number of vivid snapshots and profiles of the industry within local
contexts, helping to ground the work of understanding and interpreting regional and,
more broadly, Christian and feminist theological responses.
Roots
In Australia, prostitution has been documented and discussed for at least 150 years,
although a firm definition of the word as it is used in early records is debated by
historians. What is known is that before the modern age, the changing economic options
within the colonies and the sexual practices and availability of women as well as
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tolerant social attitudes helped to create an adaptable and diversified sex industry in a
harsh frontier environment.3
While not a recognised aspect of Aboriginal culture before colonial settlement, the
barter of sex for goods has been implied as occurring within Indigenous society,
particularly in the trade with Indonesian fisherman who made annual voyages to the
northern coastline of Australia collecting sea cucumbers, pearl shell and sandalwood.4
The sexual availability of Aboriginal women was an important aspect of this cultural
exchange, helping to secure a smooth and profitable relationship between the fisherman
and the locals, who obtained goods such as dug-out canoes, alcohol and rice. In
traditional society, access to local women was considered a form of hospitality and a
way of extending kinship networks, and did not stigmatise women, who continued to
fully participate in local custom, including matrimony: ‘Marriage in Aboriginal societies
was a contract between families, involving mutual obligations, but it did not necessarily
entail exclusive access to a woman’s sexuality. In this case, the women’s sexual
relationships with the visitors secured more than their friendship: it was also the key to
their willingness to share their food and other goods with the local people’.5 While
Aboriginal groups today speak positively of this historical connection in the north, it is
almost impossible to know how women actually felt about these sexual experiences.6
We do know, however, that contact with Europeans from the 1700s onwards brought a
much more painful and pressured response from Aboriginal society, and from women in
particular.
Convict to Colonial
With the arrival of Europeans in the 1700s and the establishment of convict society,
prostitution was economically important for women’s survival and was also perceived
as necessary for the control and wellbeing of both convicts and official governing men.
At this time, males outnumbered females, on occasion by four to one, and even for
those women who did not choose it, sex work was often forced upon them. Limited
employment options and a lack of available housing ensured that female convicts took
the options open to them. The temporary bartering of sex for accommodation or the
Raelene Frances, ‘The History of Female Prostitution in Australia’, in Sex Work and Sex Workers in
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exchange of sexual favours for personal protection was common and encouraged during
early convict years.7
Anne Summers in Damned Whores and God’s Police8 states that prostitution and
slavery of women was at the heart of white settlement and was also a de facto policy of
British rule in Australia:9 ‘Female convicts and female immigrants were expected to be,
and were treated as, whores, and this label was applied indiscriminately to virtually all
women in the colony’.10 Summers’ work has been crucial in acknowledging the ruthless
sexual exploitation of women in the early convict years. She affirms that any historical
(or contemporary) discussion of prostitution must recognise the oppressive structures of
patriarchy, rather than present a didactic analysis of the character of prostitutes,
especially convict women, who were considered to have neither ‘virtue nor honesty’ by
official scribes of the time or contemporary historians: ‘While the sexual exploitation of
convict women was widely acknowledged, it was accepted as a reflection of the
immoral nature of the women themselves, who were not ordinary women but
“whores”’.11 As well, in recent (feminist) academia, there has been significant
questioning of the
long-established pattern in Australian historical writing in which the historian when
writing about women feels compelled before all things to sort the ‘good’ woman
from the ‘bad’, the prostitute from the respectable ‘family’ woman, and to establish
the existence and then contrast the character and experiences of these two ‘groups’
of women.12
This modern dualistic frame has given a skewed view of the real and complicated
experiences of women in the penal settlements, and historians are beginning to
dismantle these categories to reveal stories of women making the best of their
circumstances in a harsh and unknown environment.13 Prostitution was a very practical
choice for the survival of women and their children, for economic wellbeing and, in
later years for escaping the drudgery and harassment of low-paying occupations such as
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domestic servant. Prostitution was one of the few economic options for transported
women and was openly tolerated by those in authority within the colonies.14 While it
can never be known exactly how many women traded sex for payment during the early
convict years, prostitution played an important role in establishing patriarchal, capitalist
colonial society, privately accepted and tolerated even as it was publicly viewed with
disgust.15
During the period of growth in the colony, sex work took place in all areas where
groups of men were collected. Across Australia, various ethnic groups developed their
own distinctive ways of selling sex and exploiting the dollars available to them in this
heady time of expansion and settlement. Specifically, mining districts like Kalgoorlie
often brought Japanese women sex workers known as Karayuki-san16 to ply their bodily
trade. In the harsh conditions of the early settlements, they usually worked from small
bed-sized hessian tents, in incredible heat, with little access to services such as clean
water or sanitation. Hundreds of Japanese women were brought to Australia to work as
prostitutes around the mining areas, and in ports such as Darwin and Thursday Island
they often worked in conjunction with pearl fisherman, their prostitution dollars
purchasing and fitting out pearl luggers and vessels.17 They also played a role in
servicing the sexual needs of non-white workers, especially Chinese, Afghanis and other
immigrants during this time of opportunity. These Japanese females were tolerated, if
not respected, by local communities as they were perceived to be modest and reserved18;
in contrast, European prostitutes, who worked mainly in the southern parts of the
continent, openly flaunted their business by sitting seductively in their doorways, and
were frequently the targets of police interest and harassment19, documented in records
of the time.
Unusually, in Kalgoorlie, governing officials adopted a policy of control and
sanction over women and established brothels which persists to this day. Meanwhile, in
colonial settlements outside the jurisdiction of towns, sex was traded for food rations
and other commodities on pastoral stations where settlers and farmers bought or stole
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Aboriginal women for their own use.20 With white encroachment on Aboriginal lands,
Indigenous women were left with little choice in their own survival and the survival of
their families. While some developed relationships with pastoralists through the
traditional network of hospitality in the hope of securing access to land and goods, other
women attached themselves to farmers as they perceived the rising power of these new
settlers and desired protection.21; it is now recognised that the sexual exchange of
Aboriginal women among white pastoral settlers was usually aggressive, coercive,
abusive, and devastating for the Aboriginal culture and way of life.22
These sketches provide a partial depiction of the extent of ‘vice’ and ‘immorality’ in
the shift from penal colonies to developed settlements in Australian society. As changes
in social attitudes occurred between the mid-to late-1800s, prostitution started to
become a moral problem for the state, for organised Christian charities, and for the
upper and middle classes; yet there is some discrepancy in the use of language in
historical records, particularly during later years. The word ‘prostitution’ seems to have
been applied indiscriminately to any relationship perceived as unusual, including
cohabitation.23 As the idea of prostitution became more and more of a public problem,
working-class women who exhibited immodest or gaudy behaviour—in opposition to
female, middle-class propriety—were labelled prostitutes.24 Considered as other in
terms of the modest lady, these transgressive women satiated the powerful lusts of men
of all classes.25
As such there was an official and evangelical preoccupation with ‘the ocean of
immoral filth’ that was washing over the slums of developing Australian cities.26 Social
reform was the goal, and prostitute women, especially younger women, were heavily
targeted in ‘clean up’ campaigns, as is reflected in a great deal of documentation from
this era. For example, historian Kay Daniels notes that a pamphlet entitled Words to
Women: A plea for Certain Sufferers appeared in Tasmania in 1858 and aimed at
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‘honourable’ women, argued that prostitution did not shield home and family values by
providing an outlet for corruption as often thought, and nor did it secure the genteel
status of middle-class wives by painting prostitutes as immoral seducers.27 Rather, the
prevalence of sexual double standards and the condition of working life were exposed
as the heart of the problem.28 In this discussion, the answer presented was ‘a single
moral standard—the female standard of purity [and] a wider range of employment for
women and better conditions for the urban poor’.29 The author of this pamphlet is
unknown, but it is not difficult to imagine her as a wealthy, high class, proto-feminist
addressing the perceived needs for justice for women in early Australian society.
Modern History
From about the late 1800s to World War II, social and religious organisations in
Australia as well as elsewhere found a strong calling—to rescue young women from
depravity and debauchery. Filled with righteous fervour, missionary societies responded
to the perceived need in the slums and laneways of emergent modern cities. Women,
especially middle and upper class women, played a distinctive role in saving the
corrupted females of the metropolis. This phenomenon has been well documented by
feminist historians, who often question the motives of these missionary women who
appeared to gain enormous personal power from working with or controlling the urban
poor, teaching them domesticity, thrift and cleanliness30—power over others that was
denied them in their own patriarchal social setting.31
Many homes for girls were established across the country to re-educate and guide
the working class away from prostitution. Christian virtue and social renewal were the
driving forces in this process, and much of the rescue work came out of the Evangelical
and Pentecostal revivals of the 1800s–1900s across the industrialised world.32
Interestingly, the use of urban space at this time was also being contested. While a vital
street culture existed among the working class and the poor, a new class of urbanites,
mainly respectable, moneyed, leisurely women, was also seeking unimpeded access to
city streets. In cooperation with charities and rescue missions, government legislation
27
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was used to regulate and control prostitution in an effort to gentrify this urban
environment as well as protect men and families from disease and depravity33:
Hawkers, beggars and drunks were all targets of this campaign, but prostitutes were
especially targeted. The reason for this is obvious: while it might be annoying for a
bourgeois woman to be accosted by beggars and so on, it was extremely
embarrassing for her to have to encounter ‘fallen women’ and worse still, to be
mistaken for one of their number and propositioned by men.34
It was at this time that the Contagious Diseases (CD) Act first came into play in
different parts of this country, often in conjunction with a strengthened Vagrancy Act.
Venereal Disease legislation and, afterwards, the CD Acts were an inherent development
of British colonialism and were instituted across the globe in most English settlements
to control and mitigate the spread of disease, particularly among the imperial armed
forces. The legislation represents common cultural attitudes of the time, an almost
systematic obsession with sexuality as well as repulsion for filth and a fear of deadly
diseases. Women, the lower classes and especially non-whites were subjected to
ongoing Victorian, sexual scrutiny35:
The sex trade defied western sensibilities of private and public by mixing business
with pleasure, and by making the workplace a site where women occupied a
business role. At the same time, however, the illegitimacy of prostitution as a
proper form of work, its tarnishing associations with spectacle, with
unrespectability, with disease and with disorder, rendered it something to be
controlled and managed. In its ambiguity lay danger, compounded by high venereal
rates, the ineffectual often toxic treatments of the period, and the growing eugenicsbased fear of race suicide.36
Prostitutes were the primary focus of hygiene-based laws, especially indigenous
sex-working women in British colonies, who were fearfully named as dirty, sexualised
primitives. In Australia however, Aboriginal women—completely othered— were ruled
by separate ordinances and largely fell outside the jurisdiction of the CD Acts, which
usually focused on working-class white women.37 One of the main reasons for this was
to stop miscegenation, the intermingling of races, and as such Aboriginal women’s
sexuality was controlled under the Aborigines Act.38
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There were three main aspects to the laws introduced into the Australian colonies,
following the British lead. First, registration of known prostitutes; second, fortnightly
genital and physical examinations for disease; and third, if found to be carrying venereal
disease, confinement to a lock hospital for ongoing, enforced treatment. A lock hospital
was, as its name implies, a hospital that was secured. Women were confined forcibly
and not allowed out until their treatment was completed.
The settlements in Queensland, Victoria and Tasmania introduced CD laws in the
mid to late 1800s, Queensland first in 1868 and Victoria and Tasmania in 187939, with
varying degrees of perceived success. Much of the problem with the laws centred upon
registration, as many women were reluctant to publicly declare themselves prostitutes
and therefore could not be examined and contained; the police took up the task of
identifying sex workers. The expense of finding and medically treating prostitutes was
another issue, and a major inhibitor in the complete enforcement of the legislation.
Particularly in Queensland and Tasmania, the living circumstances of sex workers were
profoundly altered by the CD Acts.40 If found to be diseased, women were kept in
prison-like conditions for weeks or months at a time, with hard domestic labour to teach
morals as well as regular medical intervention with such treatments as mercury
injections. Women were also placed in rescue homes, where they were educated about
the Christian story and encouraged to accept salvation. They were trained to be
subservient, befitting servants of proper ladies and given daily chores which would
improve their domestic skills.41 They were discouraged from boisterous displays,
especially swearing, as to be meek and agreeable would make them fit to serve in
households in the growing colony rather than sex work.42 The mercury injections at the
time were a standard treatment for all manner of human ailments, including sexually
transmitted infections43; they caused a great deal of pain and suffering for the women so
treated, but had no effect on syphilis or other sexually transmitted diseases. Mercury, as
we now know, is deadly.
Another issue was the extreme gender bias of the regulation. While females,
considered sexually unclean and salacious, were being policed, male clients of
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prostitutes were subject to no medical intervention whatsoever. Ultimately this led to a
groundswell of early feminist activism to bring down the legislation, initially in the UK
and then in the colonies. Eventually Christian groups supported the repeal and were
encouraged by the protestations of well-known Englishwoman Josephine Butler, a
religious prohibitionist, who spoke out against the injustice of the CD Acts in Great
Britain and the colonies as she went about the work of rescuing women from the grip of
sexual immorality.44
As greater focus upon social cohesion began to grip the nation in the 1900s and a
sense of repression of sexual language and behaviours took hold with the renewed focus
on purity, prostitution was forced underground and spoken of publicly in euphemistic
language. Sex workers made a lot of money during the Great Wars as the sheer number
of Australian and American soldiers with disposable income, looking to create
memories at home and abroad, ensured that prostitution flourished; this helped to offset
the impoverishment experienced during the depression.45
It was at this time, the first forty years of the twentieth century that policies of
containment of prostitution developed in Australia. There were a number of key reasons
for moving brothels to designated ‘red light zones’. First of all, the community was
protected from having to see immorality at work. Women and children—families—
desired safety and respectability as they entered the public domain and social purity
advocates worked hard for this end:46
The term ‘containment’ neatly sums up the philosophy behind this system:
prostitution was seen as both physically and morally contagious, and only by
localising brothels and restricting the movement of sex workers could the rest of the
community be kept safe.47
Kalgoorlie was the first place in Australia to adopt containment as official policy
but many other cities soon followed.48 Perth, Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane all
instituted, at one time or another, forms of containment and control in areas of the city
set aside for the purpose of harlotry. This was one of the main ways (as well as forced
medical checks) that women’s sexuality was policed, which was considered very
important for social order and stability at the time.
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The intersection of racism with sex work during the era of the mid-twentieth
century should not be overlooked. Discourse earlier in the century had centred upon the
phenomenon of white slavery and the vulnerability of young, white girls to the
sophisticated charm and deviance of foreign men who shipped them off to different
parts of the world for the purpose of prostitution.49 Feminists, social purists and
eugenicists called for the investigation and prosecution of offenders and for the
protection of vulnerable females.50 Much like the sex trafficking dialogue of today, this
historical discourse centred upon the powerlessness of women and the cunning tactics
of strange and foreign men.51 Racism functioned on multiple levels across the nation: as
the White Australia Policy took hold, a number of Japanese and French prostitutes were
expelled from the country, no longer required to service foreigners who were not being
permitted into Australia.52 Segregation also was an issue. When black American
servicemen came to Australia during World War II, the governments of the day forced
them to visit brothels in the lower class areas of the city only. Their sexuality was
restricted and serviced by the very poorest of women, mostly Aboriginal.53
This was a time of great change in Australia and around the globe and these
changes were reflected in how the sex industry operated. While society was preoccupied
with policing women’s sexuality (either good women or bad girls), and racial
segregation, a new type of woman began to emerge known as the ‘flapper’, the ‘goodtime girl’, or even the ‘Lounge Lizzie’.54 She was not a prostitute, but neither was she in
the mould of the traditional ‘good woman’. She worked sporadically, and made love for
free—because she enjoyed it. She exchanged sex for gifts and treats while working in
socially approved occupations.55 She was blamed for the spread of disease, especially
among army men. Prostitutes, it was noted, had a vested interest in keeping themselves
free of sexually transmitted infections (STIs), and not only underwent regular official
checks but had easy access to condoms.56 Not so the good-time girls. With the
availability of penicillin, sexual infections were much more treatable during the mid-
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twentieth century, and the flapper became a symbol of sexual promiscuity in the
Australian social landscape.
The good-time girls blurred the sexual categories denoting women at the time,
which benefited sex workers who continued to claim a ‘counter-definition of what it
meant to sell sex’57, moving between the boundaries of decency and indecency. In that
sense, they heralded the generational sexual changes that were to come in the 1960s and
70s. This led to transformation in the sex industry also. With sex easily available during
the ‘free love’ era, sex workers had to stand out from the rest to ensure good earnings.
More unusual sexual practices began to be offered, such as anal, bondage and discipline,
golden showers and doubles.58 The sex industry was diversifying, responding to social
changes and the demand for edgy sexual practices.
Challenging the Myths
As with a historical focus, so in contemporary society: when it comes to
prostitution, a lot of concern and curiosity still focuses on women workers and their
perceived ability to spread disease to the broader community.59 The sex industry
experience is shrouded in mystique, and there seem to be a number of reasons for this.
There is a long history of moralistic repression of sexuality and desire in the West60,
often interlinked with an ideology that affirms a divide between the public and private
domains. Women were traditionally been contained in the private domain, and sex
outside monogamous heterosexual marriage was not directly named.61 It was difficult to
break out of this ideology.
Language concerning prostitution also contributed to obscurity, and commercial
sexual categorisation was often equated with a lack of decency and respectability.62 The
reluctance of legislators, broader society and especially men to openly address legal
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issues, criminology and safety in the industry also highlighted the rejection, denial and
misinformation surrounding prostitution in the community.63 Collectively, this sense of
fascination, anonymity and sexual deviance continues to actively alienate sex industry
workers, removing them from ‘normal’ society and othering their humanity.64 In terms
of academia, feminists and prostitute rights organisations have pointed out that most
scientific analysis of sex work has a public health focus, and as such there is still a
subtle but ongoing emphasis upon diseased women and protecting the community from
their soiled, unhealthy bodies.65
Long-term choices and outcomes, movements and renegotiation of the industry by
individual sex workers has rarely—if ever—been documented in Australia, and most
health research has assumed a homogenous population of prostitutes66; as Pyett, Haste
and Snow assert, ‘Very few studies have investigated the socio-demographic
characteristics of sex workers in any depth’.67 Yet key findings can be read successively
to build a vital picture of the sex industry in this country as well as to move beyond the
idea of community protection from the disease of prostitutes.
In a study from Victoria, undertaken some years ago by industry specialists and
university researchers, a survey was carried out to detail the scope of women involved
in prostitution and to outline some of the health and wellbeing issues that they face.68 In
total 321 female sex workers completed the survey, a high level of response in this field.
Most worked in brothels, with a small number working as escorts or in private
situations, and a tiny percentage working on the street.69 In general, women were in their
late 20s and had worked in previous jobs before becoming sex workers.70 Most of them
(86 per cent) gave ‘money’, ‘necessity’ or ‘could not find work’ as reasons for
undertaking prostitution.71 About half reported that they would like to find other work if
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they could; yet the women also named benefits and positive aspects to the industry,
which is important to note:
For 76 per cent of the respondents, the best things about sex work related to money.
Freedom and a flexible work environment were nominated by 20 per cent and
independence by 15 per cent. For nearly half the women (45 per cent), the worst
aspects of working in the sex industry were associated with men in general or with
difficult, demanding or unpleasant men.72
The issues faced by the women not only included challenging clients but
community attitudes and social prejudice as well:
Women’s responses to open-ended questions included comments about physical
and mental stress, low self-esteem and the stigma associated with sex work, the
need to conceal their occupation and the effects of sex work on their personal lives.
Many expressed a strong desire to change community knowledge and
understanding of sex workers.73
The women, on the whole, proved to be articulate and thoughtful regarding the
issues they faced and the stigma imposed by society, and from their answers to the
questionnaire it appears that they understood themselves as fairly normal, working
women from a variety of backgrounds:
The study found considerable diversity in the ages, education levels, family
situations and attitudes to sex work among female sex workers in Victoria. They are
in many ways like other Australian women working in a range of other jobs.
Women work in the sex industry to support themselves, their children and their own
studies.74
More recent research shows similar findings. Call Girls by Roberta Perkins and
Frances Lovejoy75 concludes that most sex workers see themselves as fairly normal
women, doing a job: ‘Prostitutes are ordinary women with ordinary lives beyond sex
work, and their occupation, despite its transgressions of cultural mores … is treated by
them as nothing more than just “another day in the office”’.76 Perkins and Lovejoy
specifically study private sex workers, those who work from home or an apartment, and
compare the sociodemographics of call girls to those of brothel workers. Their findings
indicate that call girls have a great commitment to their work, have many years of
experience in the sex industry, previously in brothels, and see themselves as
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professionals with their own business.77 They often have select clients, and long-term
regulars are common: ‘Call girls offer their clients affection and fantasy services more
often than brothel workers, but they see fewer clients, consume fewer drugs, and suffer
fewer health problems’.78 Private sex workers often have high levels of education, and
come from families that would be considered middle-class.79 This is not to say that all
brothel workers are under-educated and have problems with health and drug misuse,
unlike call girls; rather, that there are variations in sex industry experience. Frances and
Lovejoy suggest that private workers make up about one quarter of sex industry workers
in total, with two-thirds of sex workers located in brothels, and less than ten per cent
street-based.80 Their estimate for the total population of sex workers in Australia is
approximately 10,000 people, although this may not be a realistic statistic.81
Two studies of Asian and migrant sex workers have also taken place in Australia,
and serve to complicate the usual narratives of subjugation and lack of empowerment.
From a NSW survey in 1993 and a follow-up in 2003, significant improvements in the
sexual health and human rights of two groups of Thai and Chinese women sex workers
were noted.82 In total, 165 sex workers were questioned. About half of the women were
sex workers before coming to Australia, and many planned to do sex work here; most
entered the country legally and on their own initiative.83 The survey noted increased
condom use over the decade, and greater safe sex awareness, as well as better welfare
outcomes among this highly mobile population.84 The researchers believe that this is a
direct result of the decriminalisation of sex work in NSW, and because of the consistent
educative practice of culturally appropriate sex worker peer support groups.85 Many
questions are asked about exploitation of Asian women in this country, but this smallsample research is clear:
Claims that the working conditions of Asian sex workers in Australia meet the
definitions of ‘trafficked persons’ or ‘sex slaves’ are not supported by these data.
Less that 5% of women … were bound by contracts and less than 8% had
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surrendered control of their passports. There was no other evidence of coercion.
However, there may be barriers to alternative employment, such as language
difficulties, that have led women to enter the sex industry as a last option.86
In a more recent study of 43 Chinese migrant sex workers in different parts of the
country, Jeffreys and Perkins87 show that sex workers who have arrived in Australia
from China also disrupt the usual trafficking narrative. Without exception, they made
active decisions to undertake sex work in Australia, and are motivated to organise their
own sex work activity, working mostly in brothels but also on the street; a number have
their own sex businesses.88 This is a small sample but is representative of some of the
experiences of sex workers migrating to Australia. The women have high literacy on the
subject of sexual health and healthcare, and report using condoms as frequently as
English-speaking sex workers, a reflection of Australia’s lowest STI rates for sex
workers in the world. There were higher levels of sexual assault reported, than among
non-Chinese sex workers, which is of concern89, but they know where and how to
access support if needed, and quite a number are studying as they continue to sex work.
Importantly, these women stated that the reason they came to Australia was the low
income in their home country. Travel and family problems were also noted as impetuses
to move to Australia for sex work.90
Another insightful look at sex work comes from Victoria Midwinter Pitt in the
documentary Rampant: How a City Stopped a Plague91, which speaks of the resilience
and collective early intervention of those most at risk from AIDS. Rather than being
presented as a contagious and contaminating subculture, those engaged in the sex
industry are identified as individuals with an extraordinary ability to do good, achieving
wide-ranging positive social effects. This was particularly so in the early to mid-1980s,
when the AIDS epidemic first reached the country. Pitt argues that during this time
many sex workers—considered prime targets of the disease and its stigma—became
empowered activists who, with energy and conviction, instructed their customers about
life-saving sexual practices.
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With the outbreak of the virus in NSW in the mid-1980s, laws were passed which
mandated prison sentences and fines for anyone in high risk groups (intravenous drug
users, homosexuals and prostitutes) who knowingly gave blood or passed on the illness,
especially to members of the straight, non-drug using community: ‘We had a choice in
front of us; on the one hand we could adopt what was being adopted in America:
sanction, isolation, quarantine, identification, legislation and try to get control of the
virus that way. On the other hand there was an emerging view that we could prevent the
virus’.92 This prevention would only take place by relying on the common sense,
responsibility and good will of IV drug users, gay men and sex workers, who would not
be saved or changed by a top down, dominating approach.93
At the time this was a radical approach to halt the spread of AIDS, as right wing
Christian and family groups as well as a significant majority of the general public
became caught up in rhetoric of hate and fear, especially towards homosexuals, who
were often perceived as being punished by God for their immoral lifestyles.94 Prostitutes
were also included in this judgement. During this anxious time there was some
discussion about enforced sexual health checks to confirm whether or not high-risk
individuals were carrying the virus, especially from fundamentalist religious groups95:
an ironic inversion of a now-forgotten time in the previous century when Christian
groups helped to condemn the enforced examination of prostitutes for contagious
diseases as being biased and unfair towards women.
In what was considered innovative political territory, an inclusive, bipartisan effort
was made to get high-risk groups involved with a systematic prevention and education
program by promoting condom use in both the sex worker and gay community and the
active distribution of clean syringes via an (illegal) needle exchange program. This
preventative agenda prevailed and the Australian Prostitutes Collective, an organisation
of peer support for sex workers with a harm minimisation approach under the direction
of outspoken sex worker activist Julie Bates, took an educative campaign to the streets
and brothels, talking to sex workers and customers about this terrifying new illness and
the absolute necessity of condoms. It was not easy: ‘There isn’t a sex worker on the
planet who wouldn’t want to use condoms. Why would you not want to use a condom if
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you have six men up you in one night, can you imagine what that’s like? But clients
pretty much controlled the shots and that was to ... insist on a condom free service’.96
With federal government funding, the Australian Prostitutes Collective provided
education to the network of sex workers in and around Sydney and in other Australian
cities where the AIDS crisis would have its most dramatic effect. Prostitutes took their
struggle to their clients, insisting upon safe sex in their commercial transactions.
Brothels (especially illegal ones) were also targeted by the Collective with the aim of
providing condoms and safety to sex workers and their customers. It was a difficult task
to convince unlawful brothel owners and managers of the necessity of prophylactics, as
their use could provide evidence for a criminal conviction; yet with publicity and
eventual legalisation of many illegal brothels, the distribution of condoms and
insistence upon safety for sex workers was eventually accepted in Sydney’s parlours.97
Studies from Africa have demonstrated that the most concentrated infection rate for
HIV in the early years was among female sex workers, but in Australia the
extraordinary result of this grassroots, sex worker-led education and empowerment
program has been that there has not been a reported case of AIDS infection from a
female prostitute in Australia in 25 years.98 As well, a policy of prevention and dialogue
in regard to safe sex practices, embraced by Australian sex workers, has ensured that
female prostitutes in this country continue to have the lowest rates of HIV infection in
the world, as well as very low rates of other STI infections, which reflects positively
upon the standing and peer-based educative work of sex workers in the community.99
Subjected to incredible social stigma during this time, and often accused of spreading
dangerous diseases to the general public, in fact many in the sex working community
exhibited courageous and caring practices which ultimately worked to shield consumers
and their partners from HIV infection. Victoria Midwinter Pitt captures this well: ‘There
is something else about these streets, they were one of the first places in the world
where AIDS met its match in the very deviants and misfits it threatened to wipe out,
junkies, poofters and whores’.100 Recognising and affirming the positive characteristics
and social contribution of sex industry workers helps counterbalance ongoing stigmas
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and challenges the idea that they spread and carry disease to the community. This is
obviously false.
At the same time, the distress, suffering and sadness that a number of sex workers
experience must also be acknowledged. There are structural negatives: the level of
violence and sexual violation that can take place because of institutionalised patriarchal
values, and sex workers’ unequal access to the criminal justice system.101 This has often
been used a focal point of condemnation of the industry by radical feminists.102 While
sexually transmitted diseases are a risk that all sex workers must prepare for, health and
wellbeing cover a broader range of issues than sexual health alone. Stress, isolation and
stigma, alcohol and drug misuse, mental health issues, family breakdown, violence
against sex workers and evening shift work are all factors that can contribute to poor
health outcomes for sex workers; there has been much research on the trauma they
suffer, often with damning conclusions.103
In 2005 in greater Sydney a study was conducted into the mental health, drug use
and risk of female street-based sex workers, usually considered to be at the bottom of
the sex work hierarchy.104 Seventy-four women were interviewed and the outcomes
showed a great deal of stress and abuse. Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander women
were over-represented in the population of street-based sex workers in the greater
Sydney area, with nearly one quarter being of Indigenous descent.105 Chronic
homelessness was also an issue, with 45% of the women reporting homelessness in the
past twelve months.106 Education levels were extremely low, with the women on
average completing school after nine years in formal education. Drug dependency and
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risky behaviour were also reported. Another chronic issue was revealed in the findings
that many of the women interviewed suffered extremely high levels of post-traumatic
stress disorder as well as toxic levels of depression, borderline personality disorders and
other debilitating mental health issues. Figures indicating childhood sexual abuse were
astounding, with 99% indicating they had suffered some form of CSA, and many also
reporting violence and assault as adults.107 The sex industry is not safe for these women,
and interventions that helped to build their resilience as well as motivational
interviewing techniques to deal with drug abuse and removing obstructions to reporting
violence were suggested by the researchers.108
In looking at these studies collectively, it is evident that women sex workers are a
diverse group, most of whom enter the industry for mainly monetary compensation but
who also value flexible working hours and, for some, the relational, sexual and
emotional significance of the work. In a broad social context they are often perceived as
infected and subject to stigma and isolation, yet many enjoy aspects of their work and
want to change attitudes, showing that they can play a positive role in society. However,
others in this group are subject to violence and illness, and their chaotic lifestyle from
excessive drug use, past abuse and public presence on streets usually forces them to the
bottom of the sex work hierarchy. There is no one experience of sex work, but rather
snapshots and sketches which give brief insights into particular localised phenomena.
This is where individual stories, conflicting experiences and diverse voices are helpful.
Diversity of Experience
There are endless varieties of accounts of women’s experience of the sex industry
in Australia. They work in parlours, on the streets and for themselves, in many different
settings. As in other professions, there is a great deal of fluidity, diversity and movement
within the industry, and it is ‘virtually impossible to generalise findings from any one
study to a different context’.109 All socioeconomic classes of women are represented in
the industry. There is no easy way to identify common themes in race, class and
education levels as multiplicity and ambiguity are key features of the sex industry in
Australia.
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What we can say is that there are many types of sex work on offer and a great mix
of people who do the offering, some of whom are suffering from and others who benefit
from their work. Differing accounts are thus often pictured in the media. Two narratives
from women are represented here, the first from a glossy, youthful magazine, which
contains a beautiful and alluring depiction of the work, which contrasts with the second
narrative, a first person piece from a sex industry supportive peer magazine, which
offers an insightful portrayal of some of the key issues for women regarding money and
the daily reality of servicing men.
The first, from a recent edition of the mainstream woman’s magazine Marie Claire,
is a focus piece on the experience of working as a prostitute in Stiletto, a high class
brothel in Sydney.110 Through interviews with some of the women who work there, the
150+ staff are depicted as professional people who enjoy vocational benefits such as an
onsite gym as well as very good wages. One of the prostitutes, Tia, spoke at length
about her entry into the sex industry: ‘Originally from Melbourne, she transferred her
uni studies to Sydney, where she’s been leading a double life since 2007. “I couldn’t tell
my family,” admits Tia. ... “I got into this as I don’t want to have a HECS debt, and I
want to be able to live comfortably and have fun”’.111 The prostitutes here are in control
of their working lives, with goals for the future; they have very little experience of
violence and trauma. If anything, the interesting conversations, mutual massages and
fun with clients in a clean and classy environment (as well as the money) are major
advantages of this work. ‘Tia comes across as genuinely happy and says she had no
qualms about becoming a prostitute. When she turned her first trick in March 2007
(“with a 30-something man”), she says she felt neither nervous nor embarrassed. “It just
kinda happened,” she muses. “I did feel empowered after it was over—that I’d just
earned $150 for half an hour’s work”’.112
For this worker, prostitution is not a long-term option or a career choice. ‘“As soon
as I finish uni I’ll stop this job,” she asserts. “There’s a goal I came with and that’s to
pay off my uni fees. That’s all I want to do, I plan to travel overseas and then work in
journalism”’.113
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In another very personal and powerful article published by SWOP114 in The
Professional, a sex industry peer journal, an alternative account is presented which
outlines one woman’s difficult struggle in leaving the sex industry.115 Also a university
student, Bianca began erotic massage at age 18 at a parlour in the inner city, to help
fund her education, but felt a blanket of hopelessness settle over her life after about a
year. She continued working in prostitution as, without family support, she could not
see a way to study and live comfortably:
Would I ever get out? I left Uni half way through fourth year disillusioned by my
course and burnt out lecturers. I felt I had learnt everything I needed to know and
my HECS debt was big enough. So I had finally finished Uni, but not the way I
thought I would, and I was still working in the industry ... what the hell was I going
to do with my life? I made good money. That was the real problem. I liked the
money too much!116
Bianca addresses the dependence on money that can emerge from many years in the
sex industry. Often named ‘street economy’ this stream of income involves a daily cash
supply of many hundreds of dollars, usually not subject to tax or superannuation. It is
also entirely disposable.117 ‘I had nothing to show for my four years. The money just
slipped through my fingers as quickly as it came to me, on my lifestyle and body
maintenance. I wasn’t really achieving anything. I was working a job I found repetitive
and mundane. I didn’t feel valued and I didn’t feel challenged’.118
It took a number of years for Bianca to make her way out of prostitution, with help
from caring friends and the realisation that she would have to give up the high levels of
cash and learn to live again within a modest budget, struggling to make ends meet and
living with a more stable and regulated economy. But what came with this new life was
a freedom—freedom from men, ugly, and old, perverse and disgusting, according to
Bianca.119 When she left the sex industry, Bianca reports, she regained a sense of her
own self which did not have to be mediated through a lens of lust and the suppression of
self to please the customers who demanded full access to her body. She could say no.
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There are also a number of memoirs from Australian sex workers, like Carla Van
Raay120 and Geena Leigh121, which tell diverse stories of sex work. A recent powerful
memoir called In My Skin by Melbourne writer Kate Holden122 communicates a
complicated story of her experiences in the sex industry and as a heroin addict. Her
portrait is aligned with much of the research outlined above, especially the desire to
change community perceptions about the stigma of sex work and the inherent dignity of
women in this field. Recently, Holden has been publicly advocating changes to the law
and decreasing the stigma attached to prostitution.123 Her memoir neither condemns nor
valorises the experience of prostitution over many years.
Holden worked first on the streets of Melbourne and then in a number of brothels in
the city during most of her 20s. ‘In many ways, it was a fantastic education and taught
me a lot about strength, determination, survival and also sadness’.124 Initially she went
into the sex trade to fund her drug addiction, but after a time came to see that her
occupation as a sex worker was worthy of great honour in itself:
It sounds funny but I had worked in retail, in bookselling, and I guess I took a little
bit of that attitude with me into the brothels. I thought, well my job is basically
customer service and I’m a professional, I have dignity, I’d like to do my job as
well as I can y’know, like everyone else. And it was also an education so I set about
learning the skills ... putting on quite dramatic makeup, how to walk in high heels.
... I learned about making conversation to keep people relaxed, you know a lot of
the people who come into a brothel are fairly nervous so my job was to put them at
their ease. Y’know I just learned a whole lot of things about personal relation skills
in a way, and I found that I was quite good at that. I could make people feel nice, I
could put them at their ease and as I did that I felt better about myself.125
The stigma and secrecy associated with working in the industry can sometimes lend
itself to high levels of stress for many workers126, but Holden’s story is one of beauty
and interconnection in the midst of the rawness of life. Is her experience typical? She
presents a very thoughtful understanding of her life in sex work, moving between
different facets of the industry over the course of years. It is difficult to say that there is
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one ‘typical’ experience of the sex industry but Holden, like all sex workers, has a
meaningful standpoint which challenges stereotypes.
Clients of Sex Industry Workers
What is predominant in the research (which only reflects small aspects of reality)127
is that the majority of workers are women and the majority of those who pay for sex are
male. There are many myths surrounding these men, due in part to the secrecy of our
sexual economy as well as a sense of judgement levelled at those who pay for it. In
addition, there seems to be limited academic research into the experiences of clients;
most focus has been on the women workers.
A primary stereotype of men who buy sex is that they are unattractive and unable to
meet ‘normal’ women. In a piece reported in the Sydney Morning Herald about
undercover officers dressing as prostitutes to catch male patrons of sex workers in
illegal areas, one of the female officers was astounded at how good-looking the men
were: ‘They shouldn’t have to do this to get a woman!’128 Going to a prostitute is seen
as a last resort for the desperate and dateless yet clearly this is not the case, and
anecdotal evidence from the workers suggests that men who pay for sex range from the
young and attractive to the old and withered and everything in between.
Another fiction is that they must be mentally unwell or sexually perverted, as well
as violent and domineering. Again there are many men who fall into these categories,
but generally speaking, ‘clients fit a broad cross-section of men who do not stand out
from most Australian males’.129 One of the largest studies in Australia which looked at
the customer in the sex industry, entitled ‘How much are you, love?’ undertook phone
interviews with 667 men who self-identified as clients of sex workers. The figures and
statistics go some way to questioning the long-held myths and stories about men and the
sex industry. Many had previously been married and 40% said that they remained
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married; most were well educated, and about half expressed religious commitments,
with the majority from a Catholic background.130
Evidence as to why men visit prostitutes suggests that clients were aroused by sex
workers and that they liked a variety of sexual partners. The uncomplicated nature of
this type of sexual intimacy was an important factor, as was the enjoyment of the
company of women in prostitution.131 Demographically, the men were from the major
social classes and were employed in many different occupations. A few were highly
sexually driven, but most practised irregular and casual sex with workers: ‘The
impression one gets is that the sample is representative of men in general and not
dissimilar to the average ‘bloke’ in the street’.132
Other stories of male involvement with the industry paint a different, more sinister
picture. Clients who try to rip off women workers, and the battle over condom use, can
be stressful.133 Men may use their strength to rape and assault sex workers, knowing
that it is unlikely they will be prosecuted. It is for a reason that customers are sometimes
called ‘mugs’ in Australian street slang, with ‘ugly mugs’ the name given to those who
attack and abuse workers.134
The reality of sexuality and how it is expressed in a commercial setting is complex.
The erotic experiences of men and women in the industry are often unnamed, and the
clandestine nature of the work helps to mythologise prostitution. Males remain hidden,
and their encounters with sex workers are rarely publicly discussed or admitted to.135
There is shame, silence, secrecy, fear of getting caught, infidelity and illegality surround
men’s involvement with the industry. Denial happens at many levels.
In the past, and in some sectors of the contemporary Christian community, this
denial can take the form of blame for ‘whores’ who lure men from their families.136
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Another form of denial is the demonization of men who visit prostitutes: they cannot be
average guys, husbands, grandfathers or brothers; they are othered, as sexual perverts or
as particularly licentious ethnic groups from another part of the city. No woman wants
to face the fact that her husband, father, brother or son visits brothels.137
Further to this is the argument that sex workers prevent middle-class (chaste)
women from being raped; so that in some sense prostitutes are seen as a more ‘rapeable’
class of women.138 This type of dualism, which has an historical legal precedent in the
justice system139, suggests that the sexuality of men is uncontrollable, bestial; and that
prostitutes are there to contain the lusts and absorb the damage that men inflict so that
good women can live in safety and peace. Sex workers—particularly in their battle for
legal rights—have said that they would appreciate it if more clients were openly
supportive in activism and of the industry.140 This is not only a women’s issue, or a
feminist issue, but speaks of disputes about sex roles, patriarchal institutions and the
individual embodiment of sexuality.
Legal Status
Prostitutes in all regions of Australia have experienced different regulations and
legal status over the years, from full criminalisation to decriminalisation with controls,
to total decriminalisation to full legalisation.141 Different laws cover the sex industry in
each state, and between 2011 and 2013 five states, Tasmania, New South Wales,
Western Australia, Victoria and Queensland, have re-evaluated their laws concerning
prostitution.142
Currently in Tasmania, brothels are illegal and women and men in prostitution are
only able to work from home, singly or in pairs. Every other form of sexual service has
been outlawed since 2005. Until then the Tasmanian parliament had been considering
radical legislation that updated historical policies, including the legalisation of the sex
industry, to come into line with other states. The move towards criminalisation instead
of legalisation was partly a result of the aggressive advocacy by Christian women in
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conjunction with groups and individuals with a radical feminist lesbian orientation. The
Catholic Women of Tasmania lobbied hard for sex work to be criminalised, in an effort
to protect women and children and minimise the harmful impacts of prostitution in the
community.143 Outspoken individuals like radical feminist and academic, Shelia Jeffreys
also supported the legislation, which was reviewed in 2009 but not repealed. The sex
industry and sex worker advocate groups did not support the bill, arguing that it would
push the brothel industry underground and make it harder for workers to access safe sex
education, resources and support against exploitation and abuse. They also questioned
the safety of women working on their own in their own homes.144 In response, the
Australian Christian Lobby indicated a need for exit strategies for sex workers, and
called upon the Christian community to give prostitutes a way out.145
In New South Wales, on the other hand, the sex industry has been decriminalised to
a large extent for over 17 years. The 1996 laws, which set the precedence for other
states, were reviewed in 2012–13 by the newly-elected conservative government, who
were considering aligning with the model used in Queensland. Currently in NSW sex
work is legal, as are running an establishment for sex work and being a sex worker. Sex
workers must be over 18 years of age. Brothels are considered businesses under the
jurisdiction of local councils, like any other, and subject to occupational health and
safety legislation among other local council policies.146 Street solicitation is also legal,
so long as it is not within sight of or close to a dwelling, school, hospital or church.147
Strangely, it is illegal to advertise any sexual services in NSW, but this is rarely
enforced; and city and suburban newspapers set their own standards for the
advertisement of sex work.148
In Victoria, the industry has also undergone large-scale legalisation since a detailed
report on legality, health, occupation and criminality of the sex industry was
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commissioned by the Victorian Parliament in the late 1980s.149 Brothels are legal; there
are currently close to 100 in the state.150 Brothel owners must hold a current licence
under the Prostitution Control Act 1994, and the premises must be initially checked by
police. Massage parlours, escort agencies and individuals working in a private situation
must go through the same licensing process—and meet ongoing requirements—for their
sex work to be legal. Street solicitation is not currently legal.151
In Queensland the laws regarding sex work were reviewed in 2011–12 because the
long-standing model of police oversight of the industry had been called into question.
Queensland laws regarding prostitution were considered a failure because of the
excessive governmental cost of running a licensing authority, the revelation of wideranging police corruption, and a flourishing illegal sex industry.152 Sex worker support
groups in the state reported a two tier system of operation, with a small number of
legally endorsed parlours and a large and non-compliant illegal market.153 The
Prostitution Licensing Authority is responsible for authorising brothels in the state, and
currently there are approximately 25 licensed parlours.154 Brothel owners must go
through an arduous process to be approved, and there have been problems regarding the
provision of information, cost, length of time to apply and issues of privacy155; despite
this, prostitution is, for the most part, criminalised. Legally, individual workers must
work alone, with no provision for sharing premises with other workers, or even for a
receptionist; this isolation places workers in a very vulnerable position.156 Nor is all sex
work legal: for instance, it is a crime to provide a ‘doubles’ service, offering two
workers at one booking. It is in areas like this that police corruption is being noted via
the process of entrapment, as an undercover officer may request this service and then
charge the worker with an offence. This criminalised/ control model seriously affects
the health, dignity, privacy, income security and confidentiality of sex workers in
Queensland, who regularly report that they are subjected to high levels of harassment as
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well as fear, confusion about the law and reduced quality of life.157 In essence, the legal
structure in Queensland involves heavy police involvement, is focused on exiting
women from the sex industry, and imposes strict and complicated conditions on brothel
licensing.
In South Australia, a bill floated in 2012 would have decriminalised much of the
sex industry, but it was defeated in parliament and the industry remains largely
criminalised. In the Australian Capital Territory, a quite different model is in use. The
sex industry is decriminalised, like NSW and as well as sex work, pornography
flourishes in the capital.
Western Australia reviewed sex work laws in 2012–13 and models of
decriminalisation and legalisation were heavily debated. Traditional policies of control
and criminalisation, especially living off the earnings of prostitution, are still in
operation in that state. Yet as sociologist Ann-Claire Larson158 has argued, the
framework reproduces discrimination and disadvantage in the lives of sex workers.
Community consensus has not ensued in this debate; changes to the law in Western
Australia, and proposed bills to update legal frameworks have been largely abandoned.
In the Northern Territory, as in South Australia, sex work remains mostly criminalised.
Essentially, each state or territory makes its own rules regarding sex work,
depending upon political expediency, advocacy from sex worker rights groups or family
values organisations, and historical precedent. It is notable that decriminalisation, which
currently operates in New South Wales and the Australian Capital Territory, is being
examined by international stakeholders. Recently the United Nations Development
Program (UNDP) recommended this model as best practice for the Asia Pacific
region.159 The World Health Organisation (WHO) and Amnesty International are also
supporting this policy shift in the region. This poses a problem for conservative groups
who are working to suppress and prohibit prostitution: if UNDP, WHO and Amnesty are
recommending decriminalisation of the sex industry as best practice because it supports
health promotion and human rights for workers, how is campaigning against this
framework justifiable?
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The history and complications of the laws indicates the dis-ease of Australian
society with prostitution. Persecution by police, official tolerance, containment
procedures and licensing systems have all been tried at different times, with changes in
policy dependent upon community debate as well as political and criminal
strategizing.160 While laws are different for each state and territory, there has in recent
years been a slow turn towards decriminalising and decentralising the sex industry, with
legal parlours and brothels moving into suburban areas, subject to the discretion of local
councils.161 Geographic ‘red light districts’ still remain: Kings Cross in Sydney, St Kilda
in Melbourne, Northbridge in Perth and Fortitude Valley in Brisbane are renowned for
the ‘in your face’ availability of female, male and transgender sex workers; yet brothels,
parlours and private advertised workers are available in all parts of Australian cities, as
well as in regional centres, despite laws of containment and control.
How many prostitutes are working in Australia today? Figures are unclear, but
estimates suggest that there are many thousands of part-time, full-time and occasional
workers across the nation.162 Hours, rates of pay and services provided are all
negotiable, and contemporary sex workers require a high degree of communication skill
to negotiate the best outcomes for their work, safety and pay structure.163 Without a
national legal framework that will eradicate the continuing covert connection to
organised crime and police corruption, prostitutes need to look out for their own safety
and protection as they make their way in and out of the legal (and illegal) sex industry.
Conclusion
This brief look at the Australian context, grounding a local experience of sex work,
reveals the emergence of several themes. We know that preoccupation with the sexuality
of women and social purity has kept prostitution on the public and political agenda and
subject to repression.164 We know that there are deep historical roots to sex work in this
country, and that the intersection with classism and racism is strong.165 We can say that
many studies of sex workers still have a public health focus and as such there is a subtle
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but ongoing emphasis upon diseased women and protecting the community from
impurity.166 We know there can be great stigma experienced by women in prostitution,
often avoided by secrecy about employment and lifestyle choices.
If we look at individual narratives, it seems there are multiple experiences and
ambiguous stories told, which give the impression that sex workers are ‘normal’ women
making a living. Money is the crucial aspect of entry to and continued working in the
sex industry, not deviant psychology, as often has been supposed.167 And we can say
that some laws have taken a radical turn in Australia. This is one of few countries that
has legalised or decriminalised the industry to a large degree.
The silence of men is another key facet of the industry—stigma is also attached to
male clients, who oftentimes hide their sexuality and use of prostitutes. Men as well as
prostitutes can experience the pressures of a double life.
This is a multi-faceted, complex industry. There is a long and fascinating history of
sex work in this country and the reality is ongoing. There are still issues and ethical
questions concerning the industry which have always been present without resolution
and may never be fully resolved to everyone’s liking: one such issue is the
establishment of clear, national legal frameworks within which sex workers can operate.
It is also evident from much of the feminist research that the seeds of a modern
approach to prostitution have been present for many years. Ideas about the moral and
social restoration of women, one standard model for female purity, as well as reeducation and re-integration of prostitutes have dominated the therapeutic and
missiological landscape for generations, in all parts of the globe.168 In the next chapter
we will dig deeper into divergent feminist thinking about sex work, which has shaped
and challenged an understanding of women’s sexuality, the place of prostitution in
society and current faith-based approaches.
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Chapter Three
The Discourse of Prostitution
The central issue, then is not to determine whether one says yes or no to sex,
whether one formulates prohibitions or permissions, whether one asserts its
importance or denies its effects, or whether one refines the words one uses to
designate it; but to account for the fact that it is spoken about, to discover who does
the speaking, the positions and viewpoints from which they speak, the institutions
which prompt people to speak about it and which store and distribute the things that
are said. What is at issue, briefly, is the over-all ‘discursive fact’, the way in which
sex is ‘put into discourse’.1
Introduction
This chapter is a result of the literature review which shows that both secular and
religious feminist writing about prostitution is contentious, casting sex workers
variously as poor victims or powerful agents, and prostitution as ‘sinful’ and
‘oppressive’, or chosen ‘work’ and ‘sexual rebellion’. There is little consensus here, and
currently this lack of accord is at the heart of international battles about sex trafficking
definitions, the legislation of prostitution and the human rights of women.
Historical Feminist Concerns
Feminism is concerned with systems of oppression, and often begins from the
actual location of women in connection with discourse. What women think and how
they experience subjugation forms the core of feminist reflection, impetus for action and
insight into theoretical systems. The fact that women had been traditionally excluded
from academia gave rise to these foci which questions sexist and patriarchal practices,
methods and knowledge creation in all fields and endeavours.
In many ways, this second wave of feminism2 was a response to the liberal attitudes
towards sex that swept the globe in the 1960s and 70s. While it was presented as sexual
freedom, what liberation really meant was increased access to women’s bodies by men,
according to some feminists.3 This is when the idea of sexual politics—that is, that sex,
gender and power structures are intimately linked—first found traction with feminists
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such as Germaine Greer4 and Anne Summers5 and became part of a feminist collective
consciousness. One of the texts that helped to galvanise women’s protest and
intellectual awareness was Sexual Politics6 by Kate Millett, considered a hallmark of
feminism. One of her follow-up texts, The Prostitution Papers7, stimulated feminist
thinking about the sex industry at this time. As a result of critical analysis by feminists,
attention turned to the sexual abuse of women and supporting those who had been
harmed by men and patriarchal systems. In Australia, refuges and domestic violence
shelters were subsidised by the women’s movement and funded to care for the interests
of women, including their human rights. Academic reflection upon prostitution was a
natural corollary of this agenda.
Sex Wars: Radical Feminism and Abolitionists
Scholars such as Andrea Dworkin8 and Catherine MacKinnon9 have been critical of
prostitution and pornography and its focus upon the exploitation of women and children
by men. MacKinnon blurs the lines between trafficking, prostitution and pornography as
well as between adult women and children. She claims that the lines drawn are false
distinctions which come down to arguments about coercion and choice, which she calls
‘bright light binaries that lack correlates in life’.10 Sexual abuse does not stop because
an individual turns 18, and discrete categorisations of women and children disguises this
abuse within the sex industry. MacKinnon also considers trafficking, prostitution and
pornography as one, as they all depend on the sexual use of women for money.11
Whether on film, in person, at home or abroad, sex exchanged for money is a form of
oppression, according to MacKinnon. To make neat distinctions between forced/
voluntary, adult/ child and trafficked/ prostitute is to sanction gender inequality, sexual
exploitation and impoverishment that creates the conditions for women to ‘choose’ sex
industry abuse.12 MacKinnon is concerned with ‘real life’ situations and the social
construction of sexuality, and what underpins this construction: the violent degradation
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of women. For her, all prostitution is violence against women and this type of
patriarchal sex has been constructed to demean and shatter the personal esteem and
deny the social emancipation of women. Therefore, in MacKinnon’s thinking, women
do not enter the sex industry by choice but because there are no other choices:
They usually ‘consent’ to the acts only in the degraded and demented sense of the
word … in which a person who despairs at stopping what is happening, sees no
escape, has no real alternative, was often sexually abused before as a child, may be
addicted to drugs, is homeless, hopeless, is often trying to avoid being beaten or
killed, and is almost always economically desperate, acquiesces in being sexually
abused for payment, even if in most instances it is payment to someone else.13
In Australia, Sheila Jeffreys, political activist and feminist academic from the
University of Melbourne, writes extensively on this issue. The Idea of Prostitution14
attacks sex work from a human rights framework. Jeffreys outlines the history of the
women’s movement, which has always believed that prostitution lies at the heart of
women’s oppression. It is only recently that some feminists have deviated from this
understanding, embracing the language of the prostitution rights movement15 which
utilises socialist analysis and the ideology of harm minimisation.
Jeffreys seeks to make visible the men who use women. She wishes to redefine the
terms of engagement to include the johns. Thus, prostitution means:
Male sexual behaviour characterised by three elements variously combined: barter,
promiscuity, emotional indifference. Any man is a prostitution abuser who, for the
purposes of his sexual satisfaction, habitually or intermittently reduces another
human being to a sexual object by the use of money or other mercenary
considerations.16
Women in the sex industry are ‘prostituted women’, a term that alludes to the belief
that ‘someone must be doing something to the woman for her to be “prostituted”’.17
Jeffreys, along with other radical feminists, says that the sexuality of prostitution is
socially constructed rather than biological, and belongs to the system of male
dominance and female subordination.18 She questions the terminology of sexual
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liberation here. The prostitution rights movement, both in Australia and overseas, since
the 1980s and 90s, have utilised queer theory19 and sexual liberation rhetoric to conflate
prostitution with sexual freedom, sexual performance art, and sex therapy. They have
associated the movement with the gay and lesbian community, seeking rights and
respect. Jeffreys condemns this position. Prostitution is not about women’s sexuality,
and defining it in these terms denies the sexual violence that is attached to the
encounter, and to the system of prostitution.20 Jeffreys takes particular issue with the
pro-prostitution feminists, critiquing their ideology. She contends that they have tried to
normalise prostitution by re-identifying it as work rather than abuse, using the language
of liberalism and choice. For Jeffreys, this is no free and equal choice for women;
rather, turning to prostitution is a constrained decision among very limited options.
Jeffreys’ stated purpose is to fight the acceptance of prostitution as legitimate work.21
Jeffreys’ description of women who promote sex work as positive is that they are
lying about the realities of the ‘job’, and she uses feminist standpoint theory22 to
condemn their perspective as not truthful, on the grounds that what is important in
defining feminist truth is political resistance: ‘Standpoint theorists agree that the
feminist standpoint is not just any account by women, but one created out of political
struggle’.23 As feminist methodology has been based upon women’s experiences,
women’s stories and truth-telling, conflicting perspectives on prostitution cannot all be
right and should not be given equal weight:24 ‘When feminists are confronted with
differing accounts of the truth of prostitution, we should not simply retire from the field
but exercise a critical political intelligence. We need to measure what we are being told
against what we already know about sexuality and sexual violence from our extensive
feminist knowledge and our own experience’.25
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Jeffreys sees pro-prostitution feminists and prostitutes as conditioned to female
subordination and patriarchal dominance, and thus as colluding in their own oppression.
They are not willing to face their own vulnerability and pain, and deny the effects that
prostitution has on their bodies and selves, mainly so that they can continue being
prostitutes.26 She claims they are duped into believing the ruling, patriarchal ideology
which serves men’s interests alone.27 This support for something that ultimately harms
the self (and society) is named ‘false consciousness’ and its’ use by radical feminists has
drawn outcries from the prostitution rights movement, who consider it a damning
technique that silences their discordant voices and is contemptuous of feminism.28
Carol Pateman29 critiques the sex industry along similar lines, but her focus is on
the contractarian approach. Prostitution is often defended as an example of an economic
contract in the capitalist market which takes place between buyer and seller, both freely
engaged in the exchange. This paints sex commerce as being removed from social and
cultural frameworks; defenders say that what is being sold is not the body of a woman,
but time and a sexual service. This enables sex work advocates to argue that theirs is a
job like any other, which should be subject to the same labour laws. What they fail to
consider, according to Pateman, is the underlying framework of patriarchy: ‘The
problem of prostitution ... becomes encapsulated in the question why men demand that
women’s bodies are sold as commodities in the capitalist market. The story of the sexual
contract ... supplies the answer; prostitution is part of the exercise of the law of male
sex-right, one of the ways in which men are ensured access to women’s bodies’.30 This
type of contract is not like any other because of the institutional structure of prostitution,
which represents the sexual subjugation of women by men31; thus the dual systems of
capitalism and patriarchy undergird prostitution, and neither have developed with
women’s best interests at heart.
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Along with radical feminist scholars, CATW (Coalition Against Trafficking in
Women)32 takes the position that all prostitution is exploitation. They regularly research
and publish literature that outlines the specific links between prostitution and sex
trafficking. Their foci are gender equity, the legal status of the sex industry, and the
demand by men for prostitution which drives sexual exploitation and trafficking.33 As it
is an international organisation, CATW has been very influential in the global promotion
of the Swedish model, which works to abolish the harms of prostitution by targeting the
customer.34 CATW has ‘changed the terms of the debate’35 through research and
activism, including at United Nations level.
CATW aims to combat the ‘romanticisation’ of sex work and to give voice to
survivors of sexual exploitation and abuse, as they seek to curb the growth of
prostitution.36 Again, prostitution is defined by CATW as violence against women; and
this distinction is important when thinking about legal categories, as any attempt at
decriminalisation of prostitution sanctions institutional violence against women rather
than promoting the human rights, safety and dignity of females.
Mary Lucille Sullivan, in her book Making Sex Work37, addresses the ramifications
for women and society if prostitution is legalised by analysing the laws in the Australian
state of Victoria, where brothel prostitution has been legalised (a different thing from
decriminalisation, as noted in Chapter two). She argues that the violence, abuse and
exploitation of women are now regulated by councils working in conjunction with
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pimps and businessmen, to maximise profits from vulnerable women.38 Occupational
Health and Safety Laws cannot alleviate the rape, torture and violence visited upon sex
workers now that brothel-keeping has become a state-sanctioned enterprise.39
Demand is another issue that CATW addresses. Without demand by men, the sex
industry would collapse. It is men’s perceived sexual right to buy, trade and abuse
women and girls that enables prostitution and sex trafficking to flourish. Male sexual
potency consequently demands the existence of a separate category of paid, publicly
sexualised women, to contain what cannot be fulfilled within socially legitimate
contexts of sexual expression such as marriage. CATW claim that women in prostitution
thus exist as sexualised, commodified bodies to be appropriated, torn apart, fragmented,
used and abused in the interests of male biology and its need for variety, sexual fantasy
and hegemony.40
The power dynamic here is one of control, dominance and submission. Even those
who say they choose prostitution are considered from this viewpoint to be exploited.
There is no room for acceptance of a sex industry on any level. In the prostitution
encounter, women’s subjectivity is obstructed as they are paid to become objects to the
subjective male self, a situation that reinforces powerful misogynistic beliefs about
women41 and ultimately means that women’s sexuality is denied, suppressed and
displaced by commercial sexual exchange: ‘There is and can be no mutuality of
consideration, pleasure or treatment in the prostitution contract, the whole purpose of
which is to ensure that one party is the object to the other’s subject, that one party does
not use their personal desire as a criterion for determining the sexual acts which do and
do not take place’.42 According to CATW, this lack of self-determination and
subjectivity engenders a great deal of interpersonal and societal harm for women, and
not only prostituted women.
The physical, emotional and interpersonal harm to women has also been
documented by radical feminists in their critique of prostitution. Feminist psychologist
and researcher Melissa Farley published a study of the harm of prostitution43 that
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became the subject of much controversy and debate.44 It is one of the most widely
quoted books by abolitionists, utilised extensively by faith-based organisations. It paints
a devastating picture of life in the sex industry. Farley shows that, typically, women who
work in prostitution across the globe suffer extreme levels of post-traumatic stress
disorder from years of abuse, rape, violence and incest as children, and at the hands of
pimps and johns.45
As well as claiming that prostitution has devastating effects on individual women,
this perspective attempts to take a panoramic approach to the industry, naming sex work
as a ‘harmful cultural practice’, to use the words of Sheila Jeffreys.46 This declaredly
radical feminist position is concerned with analysing the role of men, including
systemic patriarchal critique, and discussing whether prostitution should be legal, like
other employment. They also aim to raise consciousness about the results of
prostitution for women. As former sex workers and now abolitionists Vednita Carter and
Evelina Giobbe affirm, ‘we write to bear witness’47 to the horrors experienced by sex
workers.
Finally, this perspective acknowledges the ‘feminisation of poverty’. Women suffer
more from extreme destitution and hardship than men; women also traditionally earn
less. Especially in difficult economic circumstances, they are particularly susceptible to
trafficking and sexual exploitation. For radical feminists, women in prostitution are
damned, used by the societies that set them up for destitution and by the powerful,
individual men who abuse them without compunction.
Sex Wars: Liberal Feminism and Sex Worker Activists
With few exceptions, radical feminist theorising about prostitution has been done
by scholars and activists outside the sex industry, usually white and privileged women
who are typically located in the academy. However, liberal and sex work positive
feminist writing is situated in a different milieu: that of sex workers and former sex
workers who reflect upon their own practice and rebut the claims of radical feminism.
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Their major critique is fourfold: of essentialism, the idea of work, representation, and
the silencing of difference.48 Rights for occupational health and safety, redress for
violence, and removing stigmas are also part of their political agenda, and they stand
directly in opposition to radical feminists who do not want sex work to be accepted as
legitimate. Liberal feminists such as Laurie Shrage claim that only when sex work is
mainstreamed will workers’ rights improve;49 but as abolitionists point out, this means
that sex work must first be legitimised as an occupation.
Alternative perspectives to those traditionally offered by feminists began to be aired
in the mid-1970s and have been clarified over the last 30 or 40 years. On 2 June 1975
more than 100 prostitutes occupied the church of Saint-Nizier in Lyon, France, to
protest repressive police harassment. They remained in the church for a week before
being evicted by police.50 This is considered the first collective political action by sex
workers, a historical point of pride for those who are active in the sex worker rights
movement and now commemorated as ‘International Whores’ Day’ on 2 June each
year.51
In the 1970s and 80s sex workers began to speak out publicly about their
experiences in the industry. American sex workers and pornographers such as Annie
Sprinkle, Scarlot Harlot and Candida Royalle wrote poetry and papers, engaged in
performance art, shared stories and began to challenge some of the ideas conceived
during second-wave feminism.52 They represented themselves as powerful and creative
women with their own subjectivities and political insight. The outlaw whore was born:
she enjoyed her work, was in control of her own body, purposefully resisted male power
and demanded an end to stigma.53 At about the same time, in 1973, one of the first
political action groups for sex workers by sex workers was formed by Margot St James.
COYOTE—Call Off Your Old Tired Ethics—raised awareness and campaigned for the
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rights of sex workers in the USA.54 Other groups such as PONY—Prostitutes of New
York—and in Australia, the Prostitutes Collective of Victoria, followed this lead. The
World Whores Congress, which met for the first time in Amsterdam in 1985, defined
prostitution and marked out their place within feminist activism. As part of the
convention, the Congress produced a World Charter for Prostitutes’ Rights.55 They
wanted to challenge shame, fight for legal rights, and bring sex workers’ voices into
public discourse, especially concerning any decisions that involved their lives.56 In an
interview from 1985 Margot St James, who claimed to be a prostitute until her late 20s,
talks extensively about ‘whore stigma’ as a problem confronting sex workers, and
reflects upon the connections with feminism in the early days of the movement.57
Second-wave feminists were much more likely to stand alongside their ‘whore’ sisters at
that time, in the recognition that ‘whore’ is a term that has been used by men against all
women: by using the word as a designation of pride and power, it was turned inside out
and reclaimed from the system of sexual categorisation and abuse.58 Many sex workers
around the world still identify as whores, challenging ‘whore stigma’ and
‘whorephobia’.
As prostitutes began to rally, their demands clarified. They were concerned with
political rights, including decriminalisation of the sex industry, as well as justice.
Clients and customers of sex workers were perceived as normal, if considered at all,
whereas prostitutes were made visible through arrest and labelled deviant, mentally ill,
diseased or soiled.59 Whores from this era wondered why there was a double standard,
and also sought to challenge the sweeping designation of themselves as victims, and the
disparagement of sex work and sex workers. Sex worker Norma Jean Almodovar60
claims that ‘“whores” upset the social order because they refuse to be controlled and
don’t buy into the “woman as victim by consequence of her birth” rhetoric that these
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feminists embrace and are determined to impose on all women’.61 Instead whores have
embraced self-determination when it comes to sex, and sex work. Their very existence
as capable, feminist and outspoken activists challenges the paternalism of radical
feminism which classifies all women in prostitution as impoverished and victimised. In
this debate, articulate, powerful whores are thus subjugated by radical feminists as the
sad victim is only allowed to speak.62 What is stressed here by Aldmodovar is personal
consent to engage in prostitution and, concomitantly, the illogicality of declaring that all
whores are sexually exploited.63
Ultimately the binaries of good girl/ bad girl, healthy/ unhealthy sex, subject/
object, victim/ agent are questioned by the positive whore perspective. Prabha
Kotiswaran in Dangerous Sex, Invisible Labor asks why radical feminists assume that
human beings can be ‘neatly divided into fixed, impermeable groupings defined by their
difference from one another?’64 Such a system does not take into account the complex
nature of women and men’s existence: ‘In reality, the lines between tyranny and
consent, domination and freedom, objectification and moral agency, childhood and
adulthood, are not and never have been clear-cut, nor do they map neatly onto one
another’.65
Kamala Kempadoo and Jo Doezema in Global Sex Workers66 also challenge this
construction from a variety of international perspectives, by creating a forum for sex
workers’ rights activists to be heard. The book is composed of interviews, reports and
reflections from sex workers and allies in the Third World and the West, and illustrates
the transnational and contextual struggles of sex workers to change exploitative systems
and increase rights. They emphasise the importance of the term ‘sex worker’, a
definition that does not reveal a spoiled identity67 but ‘stresses the social location of
those engaged in sex industries as working people’.68 The term leaves room for multiple
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experiences, more accurately reflecting realities across the globe, such as the fight for
decent working conditions and recognition of the importance of women’s work, which
has historically included sexual labour, along with the bodily occupations of women like
wet nursing and surrogacy.69 In this frame, sex work is ‘de-exceptionalized’70 by a
comparison and connection with other types of employment and with a recognition that
all women (except those who are independently wealthy and unemployed) use their
bodies to garner wages.71 As well, there are multiple ways that sex workers understand
the work they do—for instance, some see themselves as healers, artists, therapists or
performers.72
The flexibility of workers is also emphasised by those who advocate this position.
Sex workers may be engaged in a range of economic activities such as domestic service,
market-vending or office work, as well as sex work. It is not a ‘once and for all’
occupation, and countless women and men engage in sex work sporadically or
seasonally.73 Many sex workers are concerned with feeding and supporting family,
rather than in individual wealth, and as such they align with working-class people who
have traditionally fought for rights as they sustain children, other relatives and
communities.74 Therefore, Kempadoo and Doezema argue, there is no one correct way
to interpret the sex industry. Abuse, corruption and unequal power relations are not
denied: ‘Following from this de-exceptionalizing move, the exploitation within the sex
industry finds parallels in other informal and unregulated sectors, so that the goal is to
recognise sex work as work and seek its radical transformation, not its abolition’.75
In conceiving of prostitution as work, two of the most contentious and challenging
issues are the connection between ‘love’ and ‘sex’ and the prevailing idea that sex
outside the context of a loving relationship is always harmful and abusive.76 Many
(radical) feminists make the claim that women, in particular, are damaged and violated
by sexual acts not based upon shared intimacy. In response, Kempadoo and Doezema
state that ‘this conflation of sex with the highest form of intimacy presupposes a
universal meaning of sex, and ignores changing perceptions and values as well as the
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variety of meanings that women and men hold about their sexual lives’.77 The
essentialism being used by radical feminists fails to consider culture, context and
variation.78 The authors challenge feminists, especially white, middle-class feminists, to
move beyond a universal position and hear the voices of sex workers grounded in local
situations and differing cultural contexts, taking into account the full spectrum of
commercial sexual experiences as well as diverse social knowledge about intimacy. The
philosopher Martha C. Nussbaum similarly questions whether women are always hurt in
systems of prostitution.79 She queries whether the objectification of the female body in a
commercial sexual exchange is always damaging, as ‘in the matter of objectification,
context is everything’.80 Radical feminists may assume that the use of a woman’s body
is always harmful, without noting circumstances and particularities, and Nussbaum
outlines the conditions of objectification to show that in diverse sexual encounters there
are degrees of objectification which may or may not be damaging for either party.
Nussbaum recognises that ‘our culture is more heterogeneous and allows us more space
for negotiation and personal construction than [radical feminists] MacKinnon and
Dworkin usually allow’.81
Another consideration that Kempadoo and Doezema name is the presence of racist
sexual structures which exoticise black and non-white women. They claim that poverty
is not the only driver, and that the intersections of race and ethnic structures must also
be considered by feminists when looking at sex work. Neo-colonialism in the discourse
of prostitution is similarly challenged in Global Sex Workers. Authors such as white,
Western feminist Kathleen Barry82 have utilised a form of cultural imperialism to
construct a ‘Third World’ sexually exploited, impoverished and ignorant victim who is
bound by tradition and in need of rescue and guidance. This silencing portrait comes
about through the use of second-hand stories, statistics and observation from afar, rather
than direct engagement with the multiple subjectivities of those who work in the sex
industry in the developing world. Alongside this, the image of victim is juxtaposed with
white, emancipated and educated Western women who are represented as having control
over income, body and sexual expression. The non-white other lacks self-determination
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and must be rescued from sexual commerce, pictured always as abuse. The question
arises: why is it that Western, non-sex working women’s definition of prostitution has
become the primary representation in a global forum? Are Third World sex workers,
who oppose exploitation and poor working conditions, and express agency in multiple
ways across national borders, silenced by Euro/American feminist ethics and
ideologies?83 International discourse must be informed by subaltern understandings and
lived experiences of sexual-economic realities if research and feminist theorising is to
move beyond the project of colonial essentialism.
An important aspect of Global Sex Workers is affirming agency, even in situations
of oppression.84 It is only as sex worker agency is acknowledged and understood in
contexts that include structural limitations and relationships of power that ‘sites of
transformative practices’85 can be strengthened and enhanced. Kempadoo and Doezema
‘position sex workers as actors in the global arena, as persons capable of making
choices and decisions that lead to transformations of consciousness and changes in
everyday life’.86 This understanding of agency has always been at the heart of feminist
activism and theorising: so why is it that sex workers are excluded from an agentic
experience?
In Sex at the Margins, Laura Agustin explicitly supports this nuanced view of
agency as she questions the discourse constructed around prostitution and helps to
establish theoretical space for sex workers themselves to name their subjectivity and
agency. Migrant sex workers are especially her focus, those usually labelled by radical
feminists and Christian groups as trafficked, disempowered and passive victims, a set of
categorisations that leave little room for understanding the preferences and power of
those who travel to other regions to prostitute. Agustin also interrogates the benevolent
social worker and reveals an historic genealogy of the category of sexual deviant
(prostitute and homosexual are the key examples) which has been analysed and
controlled in Western society since the 19th century by the scientific community, the
legal system, and religious and social organisations. In an original turn, Agustin
questions the purpose and agenda of contemporary abolitionist feminists and social
workers—supposedly social inclusion is the goal but are they instead continuing to
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recreate a neo-colonial prostitution discourse which actually silences the diversity of
people in their everyday circumstances?87 Agustin calls for reflexivity and asks
challenging questions of those wanting to help others, especially prostitutes. Who gets
to define what a social project will focus upon? Do helpers and feminists find out what
the objects of their help actually want? What happens if their aspirations are
unacceptable to social helpers?88
In Australia, sex workers like Elena Jeffreys and scholars such as Roberta Perkins
have challenged the idea of prostitution as exploitation by affirming consent and choice
between adults.89 In naming sex work as real work, what is demanded is the
decriminalisation of the sex industry to give sex workers more power to address the
exploitation that results from professional criminality and abuse. A pithy slogan
encapsulating this idea, used by sex worker activists across the globe, is ‘Only Rights
Can Stop the Wrongs’. Jeffreys et al. state that radical feminist demands to abolish sex
work directly oppose what sex workers want90: ‘Abolitionist feminists who are not
supporting decriminalisation of the sex industry, that is, a decrease in the regulation of
sex work so that it is in line with the regulation of other occupations, are also not
supporting sex worker organising’.91 Further, sex workers claim that it is only as they
have organised, protested and lobbied that they have been granted social, legal and
political powers historically:
Everything that sex workers have won in terms of work conditions, dignity, health
and access to services, we have won because we have fought for it ourselves. Our
feminist strategy today is to run our own organisations, our own services, define
our own health, human rights and political agendas, create our own political
organising spaces and to respond directly to the issues that affect us, including HIV
and trafficking.92
This Australian focus of empowered sex workers is in agreement with the original
statement of the International Committee for Prostitutes’ Rights World Charter and of
the World Whores’ Congress, who have made a global call for decriminalisation of the
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sex industry.93 Standard commercial codes, which may need special provisions to
prevent the abuse and stigma of sex workers, are affirmed by the transnational group of
sex workers and their feminist allies as best practice and what workers want, and the
demand for them indicates that the human rights of sex workers are to be taken
seriously. Sex worker advocates make powerful claims about the harms done to women
in unlawful prostitution. Criminalisation tears families apart, as those in interpersonal
relationships with sex workers are also criminalised, particularly if they benefit from a
prostitution income stream.94 Criminalisation allows much exploitation, violence and
rape to remain hidden, including that of brutal police treatment, a frequent complaint of
sex workers.95 Criminality encourages social stigma and discrimination, in future
employment, housing and travel, for example.96 The complete decriminalisation of
buyer and seller sexual transactions would begin to address these fundamental
inequalities. ‘To treat any population as requiring of surveillance and worthy of less
rights—in effect to hold sex workers separate in law from the rest of society and then to
expect them to accept and comply with these laws—is unreasonable, unrealistic and
ultimately discriminatory’.97 In this argument, the collective voices of sex workers
articulate a rights discourse that is nuanced and specific, challenging oppressions and
basing their claims on a feminist praxis that is empowering and inclusive.
Sex Wars: Ambiguous Feminist Perspectives
As we can see, these are two very different perspectives on sex industry work. A
number of feminist scholars, in light of these ongoing sex wars, have begun to look to
the middle ground or the in-between space. Rose Wu98 and Musa Dube99 both make the
claim that we read the biblical story of Rahab from our own perspective; Shannon Bell,
in Reading, Writing and Rewriting the Prostitute Body, goes further to show that we
similarly read the act of prostitution and the commercially sexed body from our own
moralistic, academic and social locations. Bell’s main thesis is that ‘prostitute’ is an
extremely ambiguous identity marker, which can contain both partially actualised
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positive possibilities as well as negative experiences.100 She shows this through her
analysis of the oppositional discourse surrounding sex work, revealing that we impose
what we believe on ‘her’ body and claim this as truth using stories, statistics and
historical alliances to support our claim. According to Bell, there is no inherent meaning
in prostitution—as rights and exploitation discourse slides back and forth between
opposing positions. Utilising the texts of six prostitute performance artists, Bell shows
that sex workers are able to hold this tension of ambiguity, find meaning in their art and
work as well as critiquing the status quo and any prejudice they encounter.101 They are
able to interrupt the larger hegemonic discourse that is exclusivist102, rather than
continuing to be silenced.
Like Shannon Bell, Gail Pheterson in The Prostitution Prism103 claims that we look
at sex work through our own emotional and moral convictions, which stigmatise sex
workers and all women. This lens (which Pheterson names metaphorically as a prism)
drives the research into prostitution, which has typically focused upon diseased bodies,
psychological problems, criminality and victimology.104 Stigma thus becomes a driving
motif to understand sex workers, whom Pheterson names as whores throughout, in an
effort to reclaim women’s uninhibited sexuality. Pheterson connects women’s
‘unchastity’ with racism and classism to show that whores are profoundly discredited
and silenced in both academia and society. Her purpose is to ‘give visibility and
legitimacy to the accused’105 and show that whores are neither ‘exceptional nor
marginal’.106 As such, they hold a range of positions, and Pheterson allows sex workers
from across the globe to speak in their own voices about the positive and negative
aspects of their work. She claims there is no typical sex worker that can be identified;
and that unless all sex workers are included as part of a study, there is no final
representational example, as the full spectrum of experiences in sex work is not
accounted for. All studies (whether showing good or bad outcomes) are
methodologically flawed as they examine only small groups of sex workers; these
findings are then generalised to the entire sex working community to depict stable and
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fixed attributes, when what is actually presented are ‘static and distorted models of
reality’.107 Pheterson also challenges the victim/ agent dichotomy, claiming this is a
false binary model as the two experiences are not mutually exclusive. Sex workers—
and all women in a patriarchal system—can experience both a sense of their own
empowerment as well as the limitations of gender oppression.108
Pheterson’s vision for sex worker equality is wide-ranging. Rather than abolition,
The only solution to the oppression of women exploited as prostitutes is a political
elimination of the very notion of female sexual/ economic transgression … by
granting all women the same rights, liberties and protections against violation as
those to which human beings in general, i.e. men, are entitled. All women’s rights
are attached to prostitutes’ rights because the whore stigma can disqualify any
woman’s claim to legitimacy and throw suspicion on any woman accused of
economic and/ or sexual initiative.109
In giving voice to sex workers, Pheterson prioritises their demands: an end to violence
(particularly from police and customers), decriminalisation of the sex industry, and
increased human rights.
From another perspective, Carisa Showden in her text on women’s agency in
constrained circumstances, Choices Women Make110, says that sex workers are not just
victims of an oppressive economic and gender system:
In choosing to adopt stigmatized roles like ‘whore’ over stigmatized roles like
‘poor’ (or welfare dependant), women are demonstrating exceptional normative
competence and normative resistance. By insisting that stigma and poverty are the
problems, not sex outside desire, women take the position of victim and reveal both
the agency within it and the structural conditions that limit further agentic
development. This revelation is resistance; it is agency as political prerogative and
political critique.111
This choice to sex work is not just a means to an end, but a means to a different end, one
that is more palatable for many women than abject poverty.112
Showden also questions why we automatically assume that women are powerless in
the commercial sexual exchange, turning the tables by claiming that prostitution ‘is
about the use of a man’s desire by a woman for her own profit’.113 Thus, agency is
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conflicted, multi-faceted and often ambiguous, but allowing sex industry workers to
define their own identity positions, and supporting them with legal protection and more
open discursive fields, challenges the essentialism and silencing used by radical
feminists.114
Than-Dam Truong in Sex, Money and Morality describes the emotional cost of
becoming aware of global structures in the oppression of women in prostitution,
particularly in Asia.115 As a feminist academic, it is not easy to face up to what is
occurring in the sex industry, noting the lack of rights and exploitation that women
experience. Truong describes her own pain as she travelled across Asia to document her
text, noting the constrained circumstances of women and examining how the global sex
trade operates. This is a classic text on the complexities of prostitution and has been
used by feminist scholars to argue both sides of the debate. Truong straddles the middle
ground, arguing that a focus upon global structures of domination do not mean that
women’s subjectivity must fade from view, but instead becomes all the more imperative,
because how women in sex work understand and characterise what they do in their lived
context will contribute to the global, systemic changes required.116
Locally, Australian researchers Catherine Holmes and Eva McRae-Williams look at
the intersectional conditions of transactional sex and homelessness for Indigenous
women in the Northern Territory of Australia, in a report called ‘Captains’ and ‘Sellywelly’.117 They claim that transactional sex is another category which offers an
emerging academic understanding of the wide-ranging conceptual space between
explicit sex work and the material exchange of gifts and support which are part of love
and romance.118 As such, transactional sex comprises both unambiguous sex for money
as well as subtle relational exchanges119: ‘The use of the term ‘transactional sex’ is
intended to be flexible in order to capture the intricacy of sex as a physical embodied
experience that is defined and shaped by larger social and cultural processes and is
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always simultaneously material and meaningful in complex ways’.120 Commercial and
non-commercial sexual transactions are therefore not perceived as being either/ or, but
rather represent points in a continuum of sexual exchange which takes place in all social
strata. This designation allows for multiple interpretations, acknowledging subjectivity
and empowerment in the experience of prostitution, as well as recognising vast societal
and cultural forces which impact upon lived experiences, especially those of
marginalised groups such as homeless Aboriginal women. Interestingly, those who
participated in the research project did not identify transactional sex as being a problem
in their lives: they noted positives like the power that comes with earning money for the
group and for alcohol; feeling desirable; and the opportunity to get into a car and cruise
around with a non-Indigenous male, giving them temporary access to mainstream
society.121 As such, transactional sex has its merits as a key part of daily survival for
these women, and if the practice was abolished there would be negative impacts for
those concerned.122 Yet the study also reveals extreme levels of violence and sexual
assault from a range of perpetrators which significantly impacts on Indigenous women’s
access to safe life alternatives.123 Ultimately the authors conclude that it is not
commercial sex which is the root cause of problems here, but the legacy of colonialism
which has displaced Aboriginal people and dishonoured their ways of being through
ongoing stigma, rejection and social control.124
Indian scholar Prabha Kotiswaran makes explicit a way forward in this discourse,
which she names middle-ground feminism.125 This is not a well-formulated position, but
views the polarising feminist arguments about sex work with both suspicion and
support. In her ground breaking text, Kotiswaran employs what she calls ‘a feminist
legal realist analysis’126 to disrupt the idea that sex workers are a monolithic group and
to question the use of the theoretical in this debate. Middle-ground feminists seek to
build bridges between the contested positions by recognising the diverse methodologies
in use: ‘abolitionists read prostitution as structure or system, and decriminalisation
advocates as practice (sex work)’127, and attempt to ‘reveal the limitations of both
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analyses’128 in the hope of constructing a more sophisticated feminist perspective.129
This perspective asserts that sex work can be a site of resistance, but there are no
guarantees that it will be.130 Reconciliation and the formation of broader feminist
alliances are only possible if sex work abolitionists and advocates recognise the
complexity in each other’s arguments, rather than closing down interchange through
accusations of naiveté based on classism and essentialism (for abolitionists) and failure
to engage with social forces (for advocates).131 Kotiswaran asserts that middle-ground
feminists are often both suspicious of the ‘sex as work’ position and sympathetic for
calls to improve working conditions.
As part of this hermeneutics of suspicion which critiques both positions,
Kotiswaran notes that sex workers need to do further work to explicate a deeper
contextual and academic understanding of agency, as the term risks becoming
valorised132 as has already occurred with the radical feminist representation of ‘victim’.
Ultimately, middle-ground feminists embrace a paradoxical position of ‘abolishing the
system while empowering the practice, [and] indeed achieve the first by means of the
latter’.133 How this is to occur in reality remains elusive, but context, history of
oppressions and sex worker voices are imperative.
In advocating for a middle-way and changes to the law, Kotiswaran suggests a
postcolonial materialist feminist theory, that is; feminist perspectives that are based on
analysis of the conditions of class, labour, and commodification, and do not engage in
colonial amnesia, especially when considering sex workers in the developing world.134
(Religious) Sex Wars: Feminist Liberation Theology
In looking to specific theological resources, feminist liberation theology examines a
number of key foci including the exclusion of women in patriarchal theology, sexuality
and sin, women’s bodies and relationships of wellbeing, especially in a religious
context. Carter Heyward, in her classic text Touching Our Strength: The Erotic as
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Power and the Love of God135, speaks of authoritative patriarchal power which alienates
the erotic, healing power of us all. The church’s ancient ‘natural law’ male/ female,
Christ/ church also means that humans play no part in co-constructing sexual morality
and theology and are thus cut off from self, each other and God. Heyward critiques
traditional Christian morality and also liberal theology, as being too individualistic—
based upon a God who is a hierarchical and self-referential being.136 Her argument is
with the use of power over others, as traditionally encapsulated in Christian sexual
morality through religious authority.137 Heyward’s work shows a good argument for an
ongoing co-construction of meaningful and relational sexual ethics, deeply embodied in
our shared sensory experiences and the tension that lies between systemic critique and
individual sexual choice. She affirms that the ground of our being is co-creative138,
which ultimately means that mutuality is key, expressed through friendship and
solidarity. Power must always be relational, mutual, embodied, and sensual, and is
foundational to sexual pleasure, playfulness and justice making. This she calls power in
right relation, which is erotic and is God. Her emphasis here is connection and coalition,
love, joy, compassion and sex, which can come together for a liberation that enlivens
and expands our wellbeing, individually, communally and planetarily.
Using the concept of eros, feminist (and) liberation theologians such as Heyward
affirm the sexual experiences of women as means for theological reflection; some
address sex work as part of their concern with erotic living, right relations and the
economic situation of women. Lisa Isherwood and Dorothea McEwan in Introducing
Feminist Theology139 touch upon this subject within the broader context of women’s
lives: prostitution and pornography are wrong because they are not mutual nor built
upon relationships of trust. Rather, women are exploited by powerful men who make a
lot of money from their bodies through sexual objectification.140 Isherwood and
McEwan want to move the debate away from the categories of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ and
instead to use the powerful words ‘blasphemy’ and ‘exploitation’. Prostitution is
considered blasphemy because relationship is not present. When men look at female
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bodies and use them for sex they engage in a system which is ‘alienating and
asymmetrically power-laden. It is not mutually empowering, an expression of creative
energy or the divine’.141 Furthermore, commercial sex is neither erotic nor empowering,
as women are controlled and dominated by capitalist, economic systems that leave them
poverty stricken, with limited options for feeding children and surviving. Prostitution
and pornography are ‘chosen’ by women in these exploitative circumstances; non-white
women are often particularly vulnerable. Prostitution and pornography (selling women’s
bodies for profit) are compared with the feminist liberation ethics of partnership, free
erotic power and the mutuality of justice making, and in that light the sex industry must
be challenged and named as deep blasphemy.142
In Prostitution: A Feminist Ethical Analysis143 Karen Peterson-Iyer attempts to
chart her way through the debates surrounding prostitution. She is concerned with
addressing the morality and legal status of prostitution as well as exploring normative
understandings and philosophical approaches to the sex industry and female sexuality.
At the outset, the author names her own bias, indicating that she holds a negative view
of prostitution as it is harmful to women’s wellbeing and to the general flourishing of
society. While sexuality is socially constructed, it is also related to the sense of self
which, she says, is severely damaged through work in the industry. Using a Christian
liberation framework of feminist sexual ethics that includes the ideals of freedom,
embodiment, nonsubjection, mutuality, equality and sexual integration, Peterson-Iyer
demonstrates that prostitution is harmful and ultimately destructive to women, men and
society. For her, it is obvious that prostitution must be condemned if we look through
the lens of healthy, loving, mutual and feminist Christian sexuality. However, she fails
to deeply consider the voices of sex workers themselves, who name prostitution as
work, with multiple benefits for wellbeing.
Brock and Thistlethwaite in Casting Stones144 condemn the sex industry along
similar lines, as is noted in the first chapter. Prostitution is violence because eros is not
present. Feminist eros is situated in all that is good in the female body and in mutual
relationships. It is a divine, immanent manifestation of the deeply primal, life-giving
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force that brings us into the delightful and co-creative aspects of erotic sensibility,
including sexuality. This is living by heart145, in Brock’s terminology, and not only is it
a challenge to traditional patriarchal theology which dominates women’s sexual and
divine experience, but it is also a challenge to the sex industry that is a deep perversion
of eros.
This understanding of feminist liberation eros, which guides feminist theological
theorising about the sex industry, has been critiqued by Kathleen Sands in ‘Uses of the
Thea(o)logian: Sex and Theodicy in Religious Feminism’, as an essentialist and idealist
theology that does not take into account the constructivist nature of sexuality.146 It also
ignores the controversial debates about eros and the sex industry by both radical and
liberal feminists. According to Sands, rather than holding onto to an essentialist
definition of ‘good’ eros, the gift that feminist liberation theologians have to offer is
support in developing a ‘practical sexual wisdom’147 that is perceptive to the
complexities of human sexuality and is based firmly upon reality, stimulating creative
ideas for equilibrium and renewal. Sands proposes a feminist sexual theology which is
sensitive to tragedy and can encompass paradox and ambiguity, rather than labelling the
violence that exits as false or denying the potential for both good and evil within human
sexual activity. ‘Sexual desire and satisfaction can be painful or pleasurable, or can defy
one’s usual distinctions between pleasure and pain … In relation to sexual theology, this
means that we must honour eros as an elemental power, and recognize that precisely as
such it calls for moral discernment and choice’.148 Instead of specific moral regulations
regarding sex or an idealised vision of eros, what becomes important for Sands are
minimal standards of sexual integrity. Important too is the power expressed in a sexual
encounter. If a sense of political or interpersonal power is reduced, then there is no
integrity in the experience. Creativity and beauty, good living, and expanding capacities
for love, trust and loyalty are all benchmarks in deciding if particular sexual activities
are good or bad. These must be realised within a community setting, while sexual
expressions that undermine collective good and justice should be excluded. Finally the
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protections of health, safety and vitality of individuals must be taken into account when
deciding upon positive sexual practices, including sex work:
Theologians could shed much more light on the sexual experience of women if
instead of prescribing a one-size-fits-all sexual ideal we asked what functions sex is
actually serving in the lives of individual persons or communities. At certain stages
of life, or for certain people, or for certain communities, sex is much more about
pleasure than it is about relationship. For others, sex is more about mystical
intensity than about either of these. For still others, sex is fundamentally about
economic and social survival. Sex is not automatically bad if it lacks one or another
of the dimensions I have mentioned. The salient moral question is whether and
where these dimensions appear in the whole life of a person or community.149
Alyda Faber in ‘Eros and Violence’150 also critiques Brock and Thistlethwaite and,
more broadly, feminist liberation theology for failing to open up any space for the
advocacy and empowerment work of sex industry unionising movements. She also
states that the ‘essentialist’ eros neglects the ambiguous spaces of passion and pleasure
that can be expressed via violence, submission, SM and other risk-taking sexual
practices—in fact in any sort of deep or ambiguous sexual experience, including
prostitution. In Faber’s critique, feminist liberation theology represents a form of
dualistic sexuality, with eros as the good and perfect antidote to the disembodied,
transcendent and triumphal patriarchal sex of Christian theology. According to Faber, as
feminist liberation theology is using the same mechanics to reverse the dualism, ‘it must
be asked what powers are buttressed in the rift between idealized essences and chaotic
lived experience? And whose suffering and loss, and whose sensuous responses, must
be made to disappear?’151 It is my contention that it is the voice of the sex worker,
agitating for recognition and rights and an end to whore stigma that is made to disappear
in feminist theological thinking.
Yet as Lucy Tatman152 argues, the charge of essentialism to certain feminist
theologians functions as a political marker that is used to dismiss their work,
committing what Tatman names theological matricide. Tatman asserts that any and all
research can be accused of essentialism as a complete rejection of metaphysics means
that nothing can be known. In studying reality and the nature of being, everyone is
located somewhere, and all have a standpoint in the quest to understand relationships of
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power and feminist frameworks for ethical living.153 She proposes that feminist
theologians ask questions about which ontologies ‘enrich rather than limit and constrain
“our” understanding of the apparently incredibly complex world in which “we” live’.154
Context, motivation and respectful ways of scholarly dialogue become central concerns
as we move on from essentialist positions while still trying to construct illuminating
feminist frameworks of knowledge. Diversity in understanding the nature of reality is
highly valued in this process: ‘Are we willing to admit that many, many answers are
possible, or do we insist on a single answer?’155
Postcolonial scholar Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak has also addressed the criticism of
feminist essentialism, not specifically with sex work in mind, suggesting that ‘strategic
essentialism’ is a useful concept.156 Strategic essentialism means that an oppressed
minority group presents a united front in the specific aim of increasing human rights in
a particular context. Strategic essentialism is a political stance, which does not mean
that diversity is erased, it is acknowledged internally within the culture or group; but the
collective struggle for freedom from exploitation means that a common experience or
identity is advanced: ‘The idea of strategic essentialism accepts that essentialist
categories of human identity should be criticised, but emphasises that one cannot avoid
using such categories at times in order to make sense of the social and political
world’.157 Even though many in the sex work-positive community have been vocal in
their critique of feminist essentialism, I would argue that sex workers themselves are
also utilising ‘strategic essentialism’ with their political action to acquire better legal
and social status. This raises the question: are those who are being hurt through their
experiences in prostitution silenced by the strategic essentialism that sex worker
activists may be employing?
From a feminist liberation theological perspective, Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza158
addresses essentialist critique as well as other concerns. Specifically in reference to
early Christianity, Schüssler Fiorenza affirms that any feminist historical reconstruction
must begin from the site of women’s agency and active presence in community.159 She
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believes that a methodological change of focus from women’s religious victimisation to
a feminist systemic analysis of struggle is required, one that allows gaps, slippage and
ambiguities to emerge:160 ‘Such a change of theoretical frameworks or hermeneutical
“binoculars” makes it possible to understand early Christian beginnings as shaped by
the agency and leadership of Jewish, Greco-Roman, Asian, African, free and enslaved,
rich and poor, elite and marginal men and wo/men’.161 I would argue that this change of
focus from victim to agent can strengthen marginalised groups, giving impetus and
energy for ongoing political action in our own time; and as noted in Chapter one, this
methodological shift is important for this thesis. As Heather Thomson states in her
analysis of Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza’s profound contribution to public theological
concerns, ‘feminist theology is not “about” women as objects of study, but it stands in
solidarity with wo/men as agents and subjects of their history and theology as they
struggle for liberative visions, practices and identities’.162
Like middle-ground feminism which is sceptical of both positive and negative
interpretations of sex work, Schüssler Fiorenza proposes that the feminist theologian
should act as a ‘troublemaker, as a resident alien, who constantly seeks to destabilize the
centres, both the value free, ostensibly neutral research ethos of the academy and the
dogmatic authoritarian stance of patriarchal religion’.163 She rails against having to
choose between feminist scholarship and grassroots activism. Systemic feminist
analysis, especially regarding Christology, is critical at this time, but not as descriptive
or neutral scholarship. Feminist liberation theology should facilitate politically aware
practice that encompasses personal transformation and structural change.164
What is shaped from feminist articulation is an ekklesia of wo/men, a figurative
space which makes room for struggle, with dissenting voices amid varied social
locations, all the while grappling with the intellectual and religious discourse of the
‘father’.165 Ultimately the kyriarchy (a term Schüssler Fiorenza uses rather than
patriarchy) is challenged.166 Kyriarchy speaks of the rule of the emperor/ master/ priest/
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king/ husband, ‘a complex social pyramid of graduated dominations and
subordinations’167 that makes visible the intersections of gender, race and class in
systems of oppression, helping to break down essentialist categories. This opening-up of
feminist liberative perspectives is important, as alternative voices of sex workers can
then be heard, and room be made for them to find their place in the ekklesia of wo/men.
While unrelated to prostitution per se, Ellen Clark-King in Theology by Heart:
Women, the Church and God168 seeks to bring disparate female voices together. This
time it is working-class women in England who speak about their experiences of
spirituality and faith. She juxtaposes their voices with feminist theologians, both to
sustain and critique. One of the most challenging aspects of this work is how the voices
of real women contradict much of what feminist theology takes for granted. According
to Clark-King, there is a more robust and realistic perception of relationality as
understood by the women interviewed, who do not consider their close relationships to
be entirely positive, as feminist theology would suggest. There are sorrows as well as
joy, and much obligation to family duties. Identity for these women comes primarily
from interlocking networks of specific people, and is not based upon the self who gives
herself freely in mutually enriching relationship, a common theme of feminist theology.
In this sense, Clarke-King exposes a great divide between the academy and real lives,
especially of those not often considered. Clarke-King weaves aspects of feminist
theology together with women’s voices so that both are challenged and also affirmed.
She calls this a choral theology: many voices, in tune and not, each resonating with an
understanding of God that enriches the whole. This critical endeavour can teach us
something about how to listen to the voices of sex industry workers with respect, while
yet incorporating feminist theological thinking into the picture.
Clark-King suggests the experience of women counts here: but which women and
whose experience has become an emerging, challenging question, especially important
in light of the critique of essentialism in both radical feminism and eros-informed
feminist liberation theology.169
The African theologian Beatrice Okyere-Manu decided that the voices of sex
workers themselves were important in feminist debates on sex work. In her paper
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‘Sacrificing Physical Health for Wellbeing: A Theological Challenge of Sex Work as a
Livelihood Option for Poor Women in Pietermaritzburg South Africa’170, Okyere-Manu
asks this fascinating question: if material wellbeing is so greatly improved by
prostitution, shouldn’t Christians support it? She deals with the practical issues of sex
work as well as the physical and material wellbeing of women in South Africa. The
wonderful thing about this text is the strong and vibrant voices of the women
themselves. Okyere-Manu interviewed twelve sex workers in the city of
Pietermaritzburg regarding their experience and attitudes towards the industry as well as
‘the dilemma they face between material wellbeing and physical health, dignity and
integrity’.171 Money is the primary benefit, with women having enough to pay bills,
support their extended families, buy expensive luxury items and break out of the
pervasive cycle of poverty. Another advantage is that the women in prostitution have
their own earning capacity and do not have to remain in abusive relationships. Sex
industry work is easily accessible, and education is not necessary to earn a lot of money,
as in many other industries. Women in prostitution say that they also get to see another
side of life, being escorted to beautiful places like expensive restaurants and casinos.172
Okyere-Manu turns to the character of the women themselves and stresses the
importance of women’s agency: ‘These poor women are not sitting down waiting for the
government or any other person to come and help but are trying to do something to
live’173 : essentially, the Pietermaritzburg prostitutes have made a practical decision to
put an end to their destitution and live a better life. The author also presents a
celebration of the women’s dedication, commitment and creativity by outlining some of
the ways in which the Pietermaritzburg prostitutes protect themselves and minimise
their risks on the job; all in all, they are presented as resourceful and imaginative in
negotiating the sex industry as they strive for safe, independent and lucrative working
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lives. Yet after hearing these strong and beautiful voices, Okyere-Manu concludes that it
is the role of Christians to broaden the horizons of women in prostitution by convincing
them that the abundant life promised by Jesus also includes bodily health, and that they
should not struggle just for financial prosperity. Okyere-Manu fails to consider the idea
that the women have quite consciously (and with broad perspectives themselves) chosen
sex work as they work towards improving their life outcomes.
Apart from the proselytising stance in the conclusion, this is a very practical article
based upon the complicated and lived realities of women whose ambiguous voices are
heard clearly. The affirmation of women’s agency, choices and creativity is vital and
exciting. By using female condoms, having regular clients and protecting themselves in
multiple other ways, the women are choosing to minimise harm, increase their sense of
worth and prosper financially. They have developed strategies for empowerment. It is
clear that the women are more competent and dignified than they are generally given
credit for. Prostitutes are choosing life despite crimes against them— not ideal, but life
nonetheless.
This touches upon one of the main concerns when feminist liberation theologians
(along with radical feminists) look at sex work, which is the economic situation of
women within patriarchal capitalist economies. Kwok Pui-lan critiques the use of Asian
women in the global sex industry as a system of colonisation in her book Postcolonial
Imagination and Feminist Theology.174 She is interested in the structural factors such as
racism, poverty and capitalist free markets that ensure scores of women throughout the
developing world are kept in a vulnerable position, susceptible to becoming enslaved in
sex work.175 This insidious form of colonisation also extends to the discourse about sex
workers in the Third World, where the Asian prostitute is again pictured as a global
victim. Even while discussing systems of domination, Kwok Pui-lan could also have
viewed the sex worker as one who has the ability to negotiate a better life (through sex
work, which may or may not be an unpalatable choice) for herself, family and
community, while challenging structural oppression through unionisation, critique of
neo-colonialism and affirmation of agency amid complex realities. These are efforts
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which sex work advocates across the Asia Pacific region, such as the Asia Pacific
Network of Sex Workers, are engaged in.176
Feminist theologian Thia Cooper177 offers an invaluable tool for understanding the
complexity of sex markets, sexual poverty (which she identifies as an imbalance of
power in sexual relationships and in broader structures) and relational authenticity.
Cooper utilises a hermeneutical approach based on liberation theology’s praxis of action
and reflection, ‘which can help us to draw the line between sexual exploitation and the
celebration of sex as a way to know God’.178 Here it is important for Christians to do
two things, to understand the poverty that drives entry into the sex industry, and to
deconstruct traditional sexual theology because it has been used as a means of
oppression and is situated far from the realities of our lives. Cooper asks a pertinent
question: ‘Could there be “fair trade sex”?’179 In thinking through the sex industry in
light of liberation theology, she begins with ‘conscientisation’, defined as a coming to
critical awareness of social and structural conditions which impact upon the lives of
everyday people as well as an ability to transform those structures.180 For Christians,
this means understanding the perspectives of those involved, and especially how power
is distributed. Historical and cultural contexts in South America (where Cooper is
based) help to frame a deeper understanding the sex industry, including sexual slavery
as a form of colonisation of Indigenous peoples, and the role of the church in supporting
this.
Cooper looks at the situation using analytic tools which question the motifs of
globalisation and capitalism as well as of racial and gender structures which stigmatise
and marginalise the most vulnerable in society. Part of the problem is deep inequality,
especially concerning the market, which is focused upon growth rather than an end to
poverty: ‘The sex trade is shaped for the benefit of those who can consume’.181 This is
at the expense of those who have very little to sell.
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Cooper then turns to her faith, locating the positive presence of sexuality and sex
workers in the biblical text. How was sex traded in Bible times? —for survival and for
pleasure, she decides. Ultimately, she concludes that to engage in the issues of our time,
theologies must work to ‘articulate what a fairly traded sex trade would look like, in
individual relationships, in a community, in the marketplace, on this planet’.182
According to Cooper, working within the confines of the market and also challenging
unfair structures, fair trade sex would:
1. Be organized democratically by the sellers. 2. Have sex worker unions. 3. Have
sellers and buyers of legal age. 4. Have ‘decent working conditions’. 5. Not damage
the environment. 6. Ensure sex workers were paid a fair wage. 7. Ensure sex
workers were paid enough to continue improving their conditions. 8. Ensure that
buyers and sellers would build long-term relationships.183
All of these characteristics would contribute to a more equitable praxis by honouring
relationality, the justice-making of sex workers, and ethical considerations about abuse.
While Cooper posits a traditional understanding of sex workers as those who are totally
powerless and those who purchase sex as being all-powerful, her work is insightful in
showing that liberative and sexual theologies can help to open up a dynamic and
complex space where awareness of structural oppression is understood only in
conjunction with the voices of those who live in that context and are working to
transform it: ‘And so perhaps a fairly traded sex trade would be a pragmatic step to
improve the lives of the sexually poor. But will it bring Christians closer to the new
heaven and new earth where justice will rule? Communities of those most sexually
marginalized can help us to answer this question’.184
While feminist liberation theology has been concerned with developing a theology
of eros, of right relation and of mutuality and of the deconstruction of patriarchal
religious dominance, other positions regarding sex work have been disregarded. Cooper
is the exception rather than the rule. There is a great silence by feminist liberation
theologians, especially around the lived experience of sex workers, the ambivalence and
complexity of agency as a dynamic conceptual framework and the potential for positive
(and erotic) encounters through work in the sex industry. If Clark-King and Cooper are
correct and feminist liberation theology (and sexual theology) is located far from
women’s actual lives, then listening to the voices and stories of sex workers would
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deepen the discussion and take seriously both the structural and feminist critiques
offered.
(Religious) Sex Wars: Faith-based Organisations
Faith-based organisations (FBOs) in this field are often aligned with a model of
liberation theology and sit closely beside feminist theology when it comes to
prostitution. Rebecca Chopp in The Praxis of Suffering185 says that ‘the struggle for the
transformation of the circles of death replaces the existentialist decision of faith as
theology’s main issue’.186 Thus the suffering of prostitutes is named as the starting point
for reflection and drives the impetus for action. This is a ‘heavy burden’ for faith-based
organisations, and in their approach to work with people in the sex trade ‘what is most
striking about this suffering is the necessity to speak the unspeakable’.187 It is important
to remember that Brock and Thistlethwaite’s work Casting Stones, which looks
extensively at the patriarchal networks of the suffering of women, was written at the
request of several transnational FBOs, in their desire to speak the unspeakable about the
sex trade.
The poverty and economic inequality of women, especially in the developing
world, is the foundation for constructing a liberation framework as the basis for faithbased helping. In the first instance, sin is aligned with structural sin. Edwina Gateley,
the founder of Genesis House in Chicago, a forerunner in FBO outreach to sex workers,
was one of the first to ask the question: are women in the sex industry being sinned
against more than sinning?188 This theme is picked up by Joyce Ann Mercer in ‘Red
Light Means Stop’, a reflective article about the experience of immersion of pastoral
care-givers in the Red Light District of Manila. The purpose is to challenge standard
views of the individual sin of prostitution and to help ‘construct more complex and …
adequate perspectives for understanding the sex trade, especially by lowering resistance
to the consideration of race, class and gender analysis’.189 The victimisation of women
occurs because of structural factors beyond individual control, and is not about personal
immorality. In these circumstances, liberation theology means a preferential option for
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the poor190, as well as focused political action to assist women in the sex trade. As one
of the pastors noted,
I never thought that the prophet’s words about care for widows and orphans should
apply to the baby of a prostitute who made the baby through her sins. I only thought
she must be punish [sic]. When I saw her … trying to take care of her child and
make some money to live, I feel shame about judging her and her baby. They are
God’s beloved too.191
The type of liberation theology and faith-based intervention that results from this
awareness of structural inequality has also been questioned, especially by Averan Ipsen
in Sex Working and the Bible.192 She aims to re-read biblical texts about prostitution
from the perspective of sex workers who are active in the sex worker-positive
movement. From this perspective, paternalistic approaches to structural issues of
poverty must be rejected193: ‘Abolitionists often claim that prostitute rights activists are
falsely conscious, have internalized oppression, or are mentally damaged from growing
up in dysfunctional or incestuous families. In this way, they can ignore the
consciousness and analysis of prostitutes and replace it with their own, as being ‘“for
their own good”’.194 Too often FBOs take this position, but a genuine reading of
liberation theology means that sex workers themselves, with their concerns, their
leadership and their social analysis, are to be the driving agents in any anti-poverty
strategies intended to assist them.195 As Guider noted in Daughters of Rahab196, the
Catholic Church and (male) liberation theologians did not want to hear this message
when sex workers first began unionising in Latin America in the 1970s and 80s. They
continued to reinscribe traditional roles for women, ignoring prostitute political
activism.
Feminist liberation theologian Musa Dube has critiqued Sex Working and the Bible
for failing to hear the voices and stories of sex workers who are non-white and nonAmerican.197 While she credits the text for bringing feminist liberation theology into
conversation with actual prostitutes, the sex workers who speak do not represent a wide
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range of perspectives, and race, class and gender analysis are underdeveloped in their
engagement with the biblical text. For Dube, speaking from Africa and thinking about
globalisation, poverty, mission and the era of HIV/AIDS, context is everything. What
about sex workers who haven’t freely ‘chosen’ their occupation? She critiques the way
the biblical text, especially about Rahab, is interpreted. Rahab becomes a martyr for her
family, but as Dube points out, she was functioning in a context of war, which often
goes hand in hand with forced prostitution.198 Dube says that Ipsen’s text is a beginning
point for discussion between feminist liberation theologians and sex workers, and on
that point I agree. Dialogue between numerous sex worker groups, pastoral practitioners
and feminist liberation theologians would be enriching and lead to further, nuanced
awareness of intersectional issues as well as indicate future steps for political action.
Dube asks similar questions in her analysis of globalisation, poverty and HIV/AIDS
in Africa199 where neo-colonial conditions (lack of education, land and resources) drive
African women and girls into commercial sex and trafficking and puts them at high risk
of becoming infected. Gender biased cultural and religious practices limit their access to
therapeutic, healing interventions200; they are caught in a global system of profound
inequality: what sort of choice is it for black women to sex work? Dube’s ultimate
challenge is to the church. It is only as these structural factors, the ‘structural sins’ that
impact on women’s limited choices, are confronted that change and transformation can
occur.201
For many Christians involved in this type of ministry, underlying the structural
critique of the abuse of women through exploitative sexual commerce, a theology of
prostitution as individual sin remains. Patricia Green is a key speaker at international
conferences, churches and gatherings which focus on issues of sex work and trafficking;
her voice is influential and well received in this global context and has been for many
years. She has modelled this ministry across the world, has written a guidebook on their
practices at Rahab in Thailand called A Model for Ministry: To Women in Prostitution202,
and is in the process of recreating these ministry foundations all over Europe. Green
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provides a typical example of FBO thinking. Her text presents a model that is
incarnational203 in focus, identifies204 with women in the sex industry, provides for them
with simplicity205 and is biblically-based upon faith, prayer and healing.206 Evangelism
and holistic skills-building for future employment as well as social assistance is crucial
to this prostitution ministry207, but cultural complexity and ambiguity begin to emerge
in practice once a woman has been converted via traditional evangelistic methods. In
Green’s own words, the prostitutes encountered in the bars of the city (in Thailand) did
not identify their work as inherently sinful but instead were pleased to be able to
provide for their families. To many of the women it was employment, plain and simple.
To Green and to most other Christian ministers it was much more:
In the beginning, I would spend time with a woman, she would maybe come to
church, accept Christ, and then rush back to work ‘to go’ with a customer. How
could the two go together? There was no relationship to her experience of receiving
Christ, confessing sin and receiving forgiveness and her perception of prostitution.
She saw this as a job, not as sin. In fact she sometimes felt proud that she could do
this job as it meant she could feed her kids and support her family. Working as a
prostitute had nothing to do with her real life, which now included being a child of
God. So we had to do teaching in this area.208
Rather than nuanced socio-political understandings, there is a strong emphasis on
assisting prostitutes to get their lives ‘cleaned up’ and reintegrated into mainstream
society.209 Ipsen calls this ‘conditional forgiveness’, which is presented to prostitutes as
they are encouraged to leave the sex industry, but she wonders how is it possible for
many to exit, especially women in poverty who have dependants in their care or who are
unable to find other employment because of discrimination or lack of work options.
According to Green, sex workers may be subjected to larger forces of deprivation, but
they are also suffering from the sin of sexual brokenness and are in need of Christ’s
forgiveness, transformation and healing.210 This is where many FBOs depart
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significantly from feminist liberation theology, which is much less traditional in setting
guidelines for sexual expression, utilising instead concepts such as mutuality, respect,
fair trade sex and erotic pleasure as touchstones for deciding what is good, and in the
process critiquing systemic oppressions rather than individual morality.
(Religious) Sex Wars: the Space Between
What feminist liberation theological reflection has lacked in this discussion of sex
work is the ability to tolerate much ambiguity. With an emphasis on an essential or ideal
eros and an examination of global structures of oppression, feminist liberation
theologians have historically rejected the ambiguities of diverse sex worker perspectives
and are unable to hear the many different voices that attest that this is a contested and
complex space of enquiry. FBOs have also been complicit in this agenda.
Looking to the foundations, it is easy to see how paradox and ambiguity have been
quashed. Radical feminism often takes an overly idealistic approach, setting
expectations and standards for human sexuality far removed from reality while at the
same time encouraging silence from dissenting voices and using questionable methods
for social research.211 Liberal feminism, on the other hand, can sometimes fail to give
adequate room to stories of abuse against women, especially sex workers, which are
embedded in the larger framework of patriarchal domination. The focus is upon rights
through harm minimisation strategies; but overlooks whether overlaying the concept of
individual choice can really work to change the system of patriarchy and stop incredible
levels of violence against sex workers. It is no easy task to locate the space between, but
rather than ignoring the richness of this discussion, known as the ‘Sex Wars’, feminist
liberation theology and FBOs could begin to allow alternative voices, space for
paradox, dissent, difference; where women’s challenges to religious institutions and
ambiguous (real) sexual and sex work experiences, may penetrate their thinking.
Theologians Averan Ipsen, Karen Petersen-Iyer, Thia Cooper, and to a certain
extent Rose Wu and Beatrice Okyere-Manu, present an exploration of sex work,
feminism and patriarchal systems of abuse which draws out some complexity and also
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reveals that women are not powerless, even in difficult circumstances. There are many
ways to perceive the sex industry. Lia Claire Scholl in I Heart Sex Workers: A Christian
Response to the Sex Trade212 is able to hold and articulate the balance between global
systems of oppression and individual agency through the lens of her own experience in
pastoral care with sex workers. We will be looking at Scholl’s perspective in further
depth in Chapter six. The stories, and the living in friendship with sex workers
themselves, contribute to Scholl’s deeply ambiguous understanding of people involved
in the sex industry.
This is where my own research is situated. As a middle-ground feminist theologian
and pastoral practitioner, I am committed to four main aims. First, to honour and
support sex workers in their unionising as they enter and remain in the industry or,
alternatively, in their desire to get out of prostitution. Second, to use my influence to
advocate laws that transform the institution of prostitution rather than abolish it. Laws
that will best achieve this are total decriminalisation of the sex industry, bringing it into
line with other workplaces laws such as those governing occupational health and safety,
tax and industrial relations. Laws that make strong provision for sex workers to address
coercion and client violence as well as police brutality are imperative: that is, fair trade
sex, in the words of Thia Cooper.213 Third, to help challenge religious sexual systems of
patriarchal abuse, so powerfully named by Brock and Thistlethwaite in Casting Stones,
which have led to the stigma and silencing of sex workers. Fourth, to listen with respect
to diverse narratives and perspectives that enrich and contest my own understanding of
the issues. And over all, to do all of these in a manner that highlights my own
accountability to sex workers.214
In this paper I aim to challenge other feminist theologians and pastoral practitioners
to likewise move to an in-between feminist standpoint, marking out a middle way or a
third space which regards opposing perspectives of sex work as each holding some
truth, yet not all truth. There must always be a recognition of partial truth, as Agustin
affirms.215 This is a dynamic space which welcomes contradiction and opposing
viewpoints, robust argument and unresolved tensions. Like Kotiswaran, I believe that
postcolonial thinking can help hold open that paradoxical space for feminist theologians
212
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and FBOs and direct discussion towards diversity and respect for the voices of sex
workers, rather than advancing radical and victimising anti-sex work positions, as is
usually done. This space is for multiple voices and questions, rather than solutions and
outcomes. It is a continual deconstruction in an effort to engage honestly with sex
workers in a model of giving and receiving. In some ways this aligns with Brock’s
original vision of eros in Journeys by Heart216, as perpetual recreation or living by
heart.
Utilising the deconstructive approach of postcolonial theory and theology which
questions neo-imperialistic agendas, I aim to show that those in the sex industry can
inhabit this deeply paradoxical space, an in-between space of ambiguity, experiencing
both positives and negatives in their prostitution encounters. This thesis aims to affirm
that women in prostitution are powerful, much as they are disempowered, and capable
of making up their own minds concerning sex work even as they experience coercion
and force. Sex workers negotiate patriarchal systems as we all do—with moments of
subversion and of capitulation. I also aim to show that the type of feminist liberation
theological understandings of sex work and solidarity espoused via models of
condemnation of the industry and rescue (utilised by FBOs) further stigmatise,
dehumanise and cement traditional Christian ideologies concerning women’s roles,
rather than opening up options for sex workers to speak and be heard and for religious
motifs to be challenged.
There is another way: the in-between, which creates and sustains dynamic tension,
making room for diverse sex work experiences and voices always, and thus taking us
closer to the heart of great pastoral praxis while acknowledging the painful realities of
oppressive structural forces. It is only as we turn to postcolonial thinking that such
spaces begin to emerge.
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Chapter Four
A Postcolonial Matrix
This one wears many guises: misfit, mestiza, mulatto, half-breed, Creole,
mongrel, Gypsy, queer, krip, immigrant, outcast—the ones whose language or look
keep them always somehow alien. Even perhaps with one another.1
Postcolonial Theological Concerns and Feminism
Postcolonial theology is concerned with how colonisation has been intimately
connected with the gospel and an understanding of the transcendence of God vis à vis
the authority of the church. As such, postcolonial theology assumes there has been a
system of ‘colonial theology’ at work across the globe, which it calls into question.2
Colonial theology has been complicit in the ‘civilising’ of Indigenous peoples via
Western missiological endeavours, in close conjunction with imperialist and capitalist
expansion of the last four hundred years, so that ‘Postcolonial analysis challenges the
many ways in which Christian mission has been part of the colonial project of
destroying people’s culture and self-esteem, and associating God with gold, glory,
sexism and racism’.3
Postcolonial theology provides a powerful, deconstructive reading strategy,
particularly for those who have been traditionally silenced in mainstream theological
enquiry. Its foundation lies in the voices and political struggles of colonised peoples.
Under the policy of colonialism, ‘the ability of colonial groups to speak for themselves
had been stripped away, wherein they were customarily the object of discourse and
rarely the subject’.4 That is powerfully challenged with a postcolonial reading. The use
of literature is a main component of this type of theological deconstruction and critique,
especially that of re-reading the biblical text from a marginalised position. Voices and
figures which normally form the backdrop of a narrative suddenly convey deeper
meanings as their perspectives are revealed, their suffering examined and taken
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seriously, and their subversion or resistance highlighted. Subjugated stories in the
biblical text can become a point of connection for marginalised communities who reread
in this fashion, using the deconstruction process to open up the text and reveal gaps,
contradictions and spaces of resistance to a hegemonic Euro-American theology.
Postcolonial theology, along with liberation theologies, womanist and feminist
theologies, gives impetus for renewed political action, for the development of cultural
esteem and for contextual relational approaches to God, which stand against absolutist
claims.5 It is concerned with exploring the contradictions between ‘the rhetoric of
liberation and democracy, and the reality of oppression’6 which has often found its
sources in the traditional patriarchal structures of biblical interpretation and civilising
missions. Consequently, postcolonial theology seeks ‘a new vision for the church, one
of peace, justice and inclusive practices’.7
Speaking as a white, well-educated women who spent many years working in
marginalised and poor communities in the USA, Letty Russell picks up the sense of
ambivalence at work in this field of theology and in contemporary religious structures:
‘As postcolonial subjects we share our groaning and unjust world together, and are often
both colonizer and colonized at the same time’.8 Russell asserts that pastoral and
mission work hold the possibility of liberating people as much as they are capable of
oppressing cultures and people groups.9 An awareness of difference and a commitment
to build solidarity through alliances between diverse groups holds the key to a renewed
postcolonial missiological endeavour in our time, according to Russell.
Katja Heidemanns builds on this, providing a framework for a feminist
missiological approach and suggesting that postcolonial thinking brings a necessary
critique to feminist theology. There is no one universal feminist or Christian
perspective, but many different local narratives that contribute to holistic mission
endeavours. Like Russell, Heidemanns affirms that difference among Christian women
must be honoured, discussed and shared through story.10 She questions the ‘one way
traffic’ approach of mission, which presupposes a giving church and a receiving
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society11, criticising this via feminist theology that affirms an inclusive and
incarnational approach with emphasis upon divine power relationally present with the
life of the world; 12 thus, a dialogical methodology and a listening logic is needed.13 As
well as challenging structural abuse and offering tenets of care and justice, a feminist
vision of relationship contributes to an understanding of mission that is enriching and
reciprocal, based upon shared strength and courage.14 Feminist theology also seeks to
challenge an ‘ethic of control’ and Heidemanns, in light of Sharon Welch’s ‘ethic of
risk’, posits a ‘missiology of risk’ which values interdependency, change and finitude.
Yet, in terms of relationship, the otherness of the other must not be collapsed, simplified
or idealised, and this is where the postcolonial challenge becomes necessary for feminist
thinking15: ‘In order to overcome the romanticizing emphasis of redemptive mutuality, it
is crucial to create an awareness of the ways in which the colonial legacy still has a hold
on people, communities and cultures, and of the share we have in this’.16 The
postcolonial subject can ‘qualify the notion of relational consciousness’17, helping to
dislodge an oppressed/ oppressor dichotomy and open out new ways of living and
sharing power across traditional lines.18
Kwok Pui-lan, in her ground-breaking text Postcolonial Imagination and Feminist
Theology19, discusses the complex, colonising and interwoven relationships between
missionary women and Indigenous women from another angle. Kwok Pui-lan criticises
contemporary feminist theologians for their silence about and support of the missionary
movement which gave Western women a sense of power and purpose.20 She names the
bind that is still present within much feminist theology: that white women’s power
(especially in the missionary movement) has been gained through the enculturation and
re-education of native women. The colonising process was used to further the cause of
Western feminism and give white women important roles outside the home. There is
still a gap or silence concerning this within feminist theology, and Kwok Pui-lan seeks
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to address that silence with her work, which outlines numerous ways of acknowledging
the subjectivity of colonised women and of developing biblical and theological richness
that is not oppressive towards the female other.
According to Kwok Pui-lan, postcolonial feminist theology must take into account
three main loci: resignifying gender, requeering sexuality and redoing theology.21
Resignifying gender means placing gender within a much wider social context, one
which looks beyond the deconstruction of binary essentialism and gender based
religious language that is the traditional abode of white feminist theology. Globalisation,
cross-cultural and transnational networks of relations must be included in any feminist
theological analysis of gender roles.22
Requeering sexuality means asking questions about the framework of religious
decency and the role of colonisation in maintaining these constructions.23 ‘Do the
religious other and the sexual other mutually constitute each other, serving as
placeholders for the boundaries of religion, purity, and sexuality?’ Kwok Pui-lan asks.24
The issues of race must be incorporated into any queer or sexually deconstructive
theological project.25 Sexual oppression is not separate from the systemic use and abuse
of power, and postcolonial feminist theology needs to scrutinise this deep intertwining
of moral control and imperial development, using multiple lenses.26
Redoing theology concerns methodology. What are the potentials of a postcolonial
feminist theology? Kwok Pui-lan outlines some examples which bring the concerns of
subaltern women into dialogue with traditional theology. Systematic categories such as
creation, redemption and deity can remain, but thought, stories and myths from
Indigenous peoples are brought to bear on these Western forms of sacrality. Theological
hybrids are the result, taking account of globalisation, renewed symbolism and the
subversion of white, male, middle-class Eurocentric theology.27
In light of these intersecting themes, Kwok Pui-lan suggests a process of applying
postcolonial theory by imaginatively mapping a more inclusive and nuanced feminist
theology; she encourages others to do this also. The inclusion of difference,
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interrogation of hidden and controlling constructs and of nuanced feminist thinking are
integral to my argument about an appropriate faith-based response to sex workers. In
that spirit, we proceed.28
Introduction to the Postcolonial Frame
In Postcolonial Reconfigurations by R.S. Sugirtharajah, a threefold description of
postcolonial thinking is presented. First, postcolonialism is part of an historical process
that recognises colonialism as a guiding principle of Western advancement29 and is a
critique of this endeavour. Colonialism was the policy of exploration, exploitation of
resources, trade, global missionary endeavours, annexing of lands and slavery/
transformation/ annihilation of Indigenous peoples used by Britain and other European
nations in the last 400 years. These powerful nations created ‘colonies’ outside their
countries for the purpose of wealth creation, scientific exploration and spreading
European civilisation. This involved the theft of land from Indigenous peoples as well
as displacement of cultures. Decolonisation has been in operation throughout most of
the 20th century once colonial expansion was no longer an official policy of European
and other Western countries, but this was not the end of the story: neo-colonialism is
currently in operation. When Western nations withdrew from their colonies, much
cultural influence was left behind, such as an ongoing emphasis on learning English,
and the practice of Western education systems and methods of farming. A strong sense
of Western superiority and cultural centrality has remained. Neo-colonialism explains
that the original colonising agendas are now spread around the developing world
through the use of the internet, the presence of multinational corporate capitalism, the
trend towards globalisation, and the sheer weight of economic and military power held
by Western countries. European and American ideologies and ways of doing and being
still dominate in non-Western nations.30
Neo-colonialism has been called the second wave of colonialism, or the ‘humane’
mission.31 While the official policies of Western imperialism have ended, the last 70
years have seen a great influx of social workers, doctors and missionaries from the West
28
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moving into the developing world, bringing healing, health and Western cultural and
religious constructs for living. These are still civilising missions, but in a more
compassionate and covert form.
Sugirtharajah’s second point is that as well as being a critical look at the
foundations of Western progress, postcolonialism is also an academic exercise, a critical
theoretical look at Western ways of knowing. It is a discursive practice which attempts
to question with suspicion, and hold accountable, texts and theories that are both
consciously and unconsciously colonial in nature. It is a way of uncovering suppressed
voices and giving space and air to those who have been ignored and silenced by Western
discourse. Readings are therefore attempted from multiple sites, from perspectives
which encompass hybridity and other forms of identity construction as a way to
challenge dominant understandings. Postcolonial theory offers alternatives to Western
ways of being and knowing, and is most concerned with the wellbeing of people groups
and cultures that have suffered under the policies of colonisation.32
Finally, Sugirtharajah argues that postcolonialism implies a political expression, a
standing against forms of neo-colonialism and global conformity to Western
frameworks both theoretically and in practice. It is an act of resistance to the powerful
imperial outlook that characterises much European and American intellectual discourse,
political action and community development.33 Postcolonial criticism is ultimately
concerned with political action, social justice and positive local outcomes for
subjugated peoples.
Historically, the main theorists in this field are Edward Said34, Gayatri Chakravorty
Spivak35, Homi Bhabha36 and Franz Fanon37; for them, postcolonialism is both a
‘reading strategy, and ... a state or condition’.38 Postcolonial thinking emerged through a
process of critique, primarily in literature and linguistic studies, and adopts the Western
philosophical outlook that actively deconstructs the methodology of binaries. For
Spivak, an upper-class Indian woman educated through the Western education system,
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this questioning stance was enlivened by reading and interpreting Jacques Derrida in her
formative years; his understanding of sign/ signifier tore apart the notion of inherent
meaning and showed that Western discourse and naming is always a process of
displacement and objectification39: a thing is only named in relation to a disappeared
other.40 For example, the West is only known as such because explorers from there
identified an East. Civilised cultures are only considered so because they can be
contrasted with what their inhabitants consider ‘primitive’ cultures. Every affirmation
needs a corresponding other to exist, and this binary framework has been foundational
to Western intellectual concerns.
In light of the postcolonial subject position, I will be looking at four key concepts
of postcolonialism in this chapter, incorporating otherness, hybrid identity and the third
space, agency, and the politics of rescue into our feminist conversation. Together, these
form a helpful conceptual framework or postcolonial matrix with which to begin
analysing FBO work with sex workers, which continues in the next chapter. My method
is to allow deconstructive questions about practice and purpose to emerge in light of
these principles. I will also be looking for sparks of connection with a reconstructive
postcolonial theological endeavour, reflecting consciously upon the intersections of
feminist liberation theology to deepen the picture.
This fourfold postcolonial framework will be applied as a deconstructive reading
strategy and a state of being when looking at FBOs and, specifically, their attitude to sex
working women. Primarily this means that reading strategies of challenge, scrutiny,
suspicion, to ‘investigate and expose the link between knowledge and power in the
textual production’41 of pastoral and press writings about sex work by FBOs, will be
employed. It is my belief that neo-colonialism sets the contours of much Christian
outreach work to sex workers across the world. For instance, the common appeal by
FBOs to a universal, sad, ‘victim’ of commercial sex trade shows ‘an inability to respect
diverse [sex work] cultures’42 and is an expression of ‘a colonising motive: the
incorporation of the Other into one’s own culture or perspective’43, to utilise the words
of Kwok Pui-lan. Concomitantly, I come to the post-structuralist idea that the subject is
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constructed via discourse44, a concept at the heart of a postcolonial perspective. What is
the purpose of this construction and the Christian missionary discourse around a
‘victimised subject’? Who gains power and voice by drawing pictures of powerless
women caught in a system of prostitution? Are these representations open to change; are
they negotiable; are they provisional?45 These sorts of question begin to emerge as I
bring FBO methods and postcolonial thinking into dialogue.
As a political stance, postcolonialism is also a state of being for many in the sex
industry and for some pastoral practitioners in this field, and ideas like hybridity,
ambivalence and multi-faceted ways of living and flourishing in the third space can
contribute renewed theological impetus for ongoing connections between FBOs and
workers in the sex industry.46 This type of reconstruction will become clearer in
Chapters six and seven, which examine what it means to understand and embrace a
postcolonial feminist perspective as a way of being in relationship.
In what follows, the four key concepts of postcolonialism will be examined in more
detail.
Otherness
At its core, othering is a process of disconnection and separation from another
human being. The basic supposition of othering is that one way of being (racially,
culturally, sexual preference etc.) is superior to another.47 The stance that follows is one
of objective distance. Western colonial expansion, ideology, administration of
government and civilising mission were all based upon the foundational concept of
otherness.
Othering does not seek to understand another’s behaviour or comprehend why
people have developed in a certain way or act in a certain manner. It removes people
from context and views them in light of the ‘truth’ of the colonising culture, usually
through observation and objectification. Rather than being a site of empowerment,
perceived otherness is a site of curiosity, fetish and analysis. It is a key concept of
inquiry in postcolonial thinking and can happen geographically, economically,
psychologically and socially, and often involves all of these. The focal point of
otherness is difference, which is highlighted to the point that another becomes
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completely alien to oneself: deep discomfort and the desire to annihilate the difference
can be the chilling result. Othering breeds contempt and is used to de-humanise. Often it
is subconscious. It can be seen as embedded in an historical Western approach to
alternative cultures and people groups.
In postcolonial theory, otherness is seen as an ideological construction used for the
purpose of stereotyping and discrimination. Bhabha asserts that at the heart of this
process is paradox and ambivalence. What is indicated by the stereotype is rigidity and
unchanging order, and yet contrasting this, disorder, chaos and degenerative
identification are also recognised in the colonial subject.48 Bhabha, in The Location of
Culture, names otherness as a key strategy of colonial discourse, which is used to
stereotype, fetishize and discriminate against the colonial subject for the purpose of
constructing ‘the colonised as a population of degenerate types on the basis of racial
origin in order to justify conquest and to establish systems of administration and
instruction’.49
The use of language is an important component of otherness and paradoxically can
provide positive enrichment as well as diminishing experience. Postcolonial thinking
picks up this thread in stating that when people remain nameless, their stories, nuances
and personal multiple identities are quickly subsumed beneath a blanket of judgement.
This is part of the system of stereotyping that Bhabha analyses. ‘They’ are often
externally labelled by hegemonic power structures, while self-identification is
discounted, ignored or ridiculed. For example, in colonial discourse Indigenous peoples
were called ‘noble savages’ by Europeans. This type of ambiguous and patronising
designation justified the treatment they received at the hands of white settlers.
Condescension as well as murder, slavery, segregation, assimilation, stolen children,
rape and land theft were the direct results of the process of othering. A potent use of
language helps us to think that the other is alien and therefore inferior, and thus can be
treated as a sub-human. Othering can be motivated by fear, hatred, racism, ignorance,
bigotry and the multi-level abuse of power.
Desire for the other is also a driving factor and helps to create the sense of paradox
that Bhabha examines in colonial discourse.50 Bhabha says that there is both pleasure
and unpleasure in this type of discourse which ‘gives access to an “identity” which is
48
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predicated as much on mastery and pleasure as it is on anxiety and defence’.51 For
Bhabha, this is closely connected to Foucault’s understanding of the use of power/
knowledge. He claims that they are not part of a dialectical relation (all power on one
side, totally powerless on the other) but rather that power/ knowledge functions at
multiple and intersecting levels, subjects are always in complex relations to power and
each other; thus aspects of support, targeting and adversarial dynamics between
coloniser and colonised are identified by Bhabha, rather than binary approaches.52
The one with imperial power often imagines a relationship with the objectified
other that is benevolent and voluntary. The power to see and the colonial motivation of
surveillance function—in this instance— to perpetually objectify and ‘locate the
surveyed object within the “imaginary’ relation”.53 Those who are othered are stripped
of their humanity, desires, life histories, networks and connections, nuances, own
opinions and ways of knowing, as well as their ability to be self-determining. They have
little or no subjectivity to the colonising powers. They are silenced, and even if they do
speak, their voices are diminished by their listeners’ contempt, disbelief and lack of due
care. Their perspective is worthless. Othering often entails a blindness, a failure to see
one’s own vulnerabilities and failings, one’s confusion, one’s multiplicity and
ambiguity. A sense of desire and repulsion may come into play. The rejection of another
and objectification of the other is a rejection of a part of oneself, in psychological terms.
On a larger cultural scale, it is a rejection of our social and rational failings.
It is my contention that this type of neo-colonising discourse and practice is
widespread in faith-based evangelism and pastoral work towards sex workers. The
bodies of women in sex work, their breasts, legs, buttocks and exposed skin (but often
not their faces) have become a form of capital and play a part in the development of a
Christian fetishized discourse which is enacted in images and narratives of sex workers,
presumed, imagined and objectified as other.54
Not only Christians have traditionally othered sex workers. One of the most telling
occurrences within feminist history is that sex workers have been constituted as the
‘other’ of the ‘other’.55 If woman is historically considered the other within hegemonic
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heterosexual patriarchy and sex workers are perceived as outside this designation, they
are marginalised even within this typical category of otherness. They have a double
disadvantage, as they are categorised as essentially bad and in direct opposition to good
women.56 Shannon Bell, in Reading, Writing and Rewriting the Prostitute Body, asserts
that:
Feminist discourse since the eighteenth century has consistently reproduced
prostitutes in the position of female other. Mary Wollstonecraft, in A Vindication of
the Rights of Women (1792) argued for the extension of human rights to (middleclass) women; yet in so doing, she produced an ‘other’ within the universal
category ‘woman’; ‘unfortunate females’—prostitutes—whom she refers to as
‘poor wretch[es]’.57
This process of othering is a motif that also guides the perspectives of many FBOs,
through language, through distancing, through a lack of acknowledgement of sex
worker subjectivity, and through the continued use of ‘rescue, recover and restore’
ideology, and through observation, surveillance and instruction in salvation. The
language used—prostitute, victim, rescued woman—helps to silence individual
subjectivity, dynamic multiplicity and nuanced voices and represents fixity and a
shrunken identity. When women’s narratives are used, they are often clichéd, onedimensional stereotypes. This construction of otherness is used in FBO press and print
media for the purpose of education, awareness raising and soliciting financial and
practical support, as we will see in chapter five. Voices of challenge that are not in
agreement with a traditional understanding of sex work are strongly discounted through
silencing, attempted legislation and the influencing of public discourse in Australia as
well as overseas.58 Otherness is the starting point for much pastoral work, which begins
from the imperialising assumption of deep estrangement—from self, from society, from
healthy sexuality, from life. In most FBO work with the sex industry, there is a failure to
challenge the traditional Christian framework of good woman versus bad girl, and thus
the designation ‘other of the other’ is maintained. Rather than extending or challenging
boundaries of inclusion and exclusion, many FBOs actively seek to restore sex workers
and remake them into ‘good’ women, returning them to the boundary of acceptable
female roles.
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Otherness, in following Bhabha’s ambivalence, can be seen as a positive
characteristic, and has been constructed as such by postmodern thinkers and
theologians. Alterity and difference set each of us apart and can be an enriching
experience, as postmodernism is quick to assert. It is also a fact of life in a globalised
environment, and must be taken seriously. As well as being a marker of active
oppression, therefore, otherness (as in respecting the difference of the other) holds the
seeds of potential to build connections with sex workers.
The experience of the other is often likened to estrangement and, as a Christian
concept also lends itself to talk about God, perceived as the Ultimate Other. Is it
possible that sex workers can have a relationship with divine otherness through their
own experiences of being othered? Perhaps FBOs and pastoral practitioners can
understand god’s self-disclosure in radical new ways within the lives of sex workers,
not seeing them as deviant or deficient but as fully and mysteriously human, ‘to be
encountered, genuinely and openly?’59 By encountering sex workers this way, FBOs
may come to know something original and other about the mystery of divinity. This
would require a new way of seeing sex industry workers, and more receptive and
vulnerable methods of engagement. FBOs are well placed for his, as their proximity to
sex workers means that they will encounter the other in all her complexity and
contradiction.
Hybrid Identity and the Third Space
When talking about oppression, asking who are the oppressors and who is being
oppressed60 seems straightforward enough, but in complex, globalised environments a
simple answer does not always result. What the concept of hybridity affirms is different
subjective positions and especially the ‘multiple and often contradictory elements of
who “we” are. Our colours and cultures, our sexualities and nationalities, crisscross
each of our identities, forming complex mazes of power’.61
Hybridity challenges the assumption of cultural imperviousness and claims that the
boundaries of self and, more broadly, of nation and culture are much more fluid and
porous than colonising powers have asserted. In this regard, Bhabha states that ‘no
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culture is full unto itself’.62 Yet hybridity is a contested concept, and in postcolonial
studies has been subject to much debate. Initially, the term was used negatively by
colonial powers: any hybrid identity was a challenge to cultural purity, especially of
Anglicised cultures, and to be called or known as hybrid was deeply insulting and a
label which resulted in further exclusion—from both the colonising power and the
original culture. Again, Bhabha has turned this concept inside out, to discount the myth
of purity and help create spaces for formerly colonised peoples to acknowledge their
multiple commitments, influences, languages and narratives, by overturning the silence
of exclusion and exposing multiple sites of power and ambivalence. Hybridity has now
come to be identified with the complex intersections of cultural power and political
identity.
As a theory, hybridity focuses on the disparities of colonising powers at work in
literature and discourse, and especially of the mirroring that has occurred. Imperialistic
nations took control of other countries and instituted policies of ‘impersonation’ where
Indigenous people were required to learn English, become English, and live in close
proximity to the English, as happened for instance in India. This resulted in hybridised
cultural identities, as colonised peoples became almost, but not completely, white.
Bhabha recognises the great ambivalence of this experience for both colonised and
coloniser. While imperialistic powers insisted upon cultural purity, at the same time they
worked to create an atmosphere of learned imitation. In the process of repetition there is
a displacement63, and here gaps and spaces emerge. Hybridity can thus be seen, in
Bhabha’s interpretation, as a counter-narrative, a critique of the canon and its exclusion
of other narratives.64
Hybridity—as Bhabha understands it—goes further, to say that no aspect of identity
is pure, fixed or essentialized. He destabilises what is taken for granted, especially in
dominating cultures. Broadly, each of us is made up of different experiences and
cultural commitments; gender, race, class influences, family of origin and sexuality are
also part of the picture. Even within broad cultural categories, there are nuances and
shades of perspective.65 Ultimately, there is no supreme or totalised self but only
subjectivity that is hybrid. Hybridity encompasses both multiple internal subjectivities
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and complex relational fields. This idea as a marker of identity construction can be both
positive and powerful. Hybridity is a way of understanding the complexity of people
and power, without shrinking or fixing their identity one way or another. Being nuanced
in understanding hybridity in this way can help guide practitioners in opening up
discourse about sex work, and allowing some space to form around sex worker
identities, which are usually essentialized:
The fragmentation of identity is often celebrated as a kind of pure anarchic
liberalism or voluntarism, but I prefer to see it as a recognition of the importance of
the alienation of the self in the construction of forms of solidarity. It is only by
losing the sovereignty of the self that you gain the freedom of a politics that is open
to the non-assimilationist claims of cultural difference. The crucial feature of this
new awareness is that it doesn’t need to totalize in order to legitimate political
action or cultural practice. That is the real issue.66
As well as recognising multiple ways of being, critiquing cultural purity and racist
structures, Bhabha alludes to a deeper postcolonial process at work which may have a
stark and challenging correlation for pastoral practitioners. The (colonial) self that has
been ‘self-assured’; the self that has been confident within designated boundaries, is
questioned. The dis-location of that all-knowing self is required especially when
working with minority groups such as sex workers. Bhabha asserts that solidarity with
marginalised people is only possible via the process of stepping across the boundaries of
essential ‘self’ to be located in the in-between: ‘You must go ‘beyond’ yourself in order
to return, to a spirit of revision and reconstruction, to the political conditions of the
present’.67 It means being dis-located from self-righteousness and located in the space
of the liminal. There can be a great discomfort in that, which Bhabha calls the alienation
of self, but he claims there is also a freedom which allows ‘one’ to be in/ with the
presence of another, who may hold quite different subjective commitments. And
strangely, we are now on emergent theological ground. Jesus ‘emptied himself ... being
born in human likeness’68. This radical loss of the supreme self and the postcolonial
challenge to essentialist identity is in line with the life, testimony and death of Jesus/
Christ, with all the risk that may involve.69 Importantly, for Bhabha empowerment can
only come ‘from posing questions of solidarity and community from the interstitial
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perspective’.70 It is in that moment of fluidity, vulnerability, dislocation, possibility,
silence, creativity and discomfort that a third space arises.
African-American artist, Renee Green, who was self-consciously reflecting on the
third space by asking questions about representation and how the other is constructed,
incorporated a staircase into her exhibition at The Institute of Contemporary Art, New
York in 1994 to display and challenge binary logic: as people moved up and down the
stairs, they saw plaques which referred to race and colour. In The Location of Culture,
Bhabha picks up on this theme and posits the staircase metaphor as an example of this
third or in-between space which questions power structures and creates a pathway
where people cross back and forth, meeting in close proximity:
The stairwell as liminal space, in-between the designations of identity, becomes the
process of symbolic interaction, the connective tissue that constructs the difference
between upper and lower, black and white. The hither and thither of the stairwell,
the temporal movement and passage that it allows, prevents identities at either end
of it from settling into primordial polarities. This interstitial passage between fixed
identifications opens up the possibility of a cultural hybridity that entertains
difference without an assumed or imposed hierarchy.71
This is an interesting picture which can help us understand the process of identity
formation, political action and dynamic engagement in-between binary representations.
If much FBO work with sex workers is categorised by a form of neo-colonialism—and I
am arguing that it is—how can the idea of hybridity help us to move beyond
essentialism? Adversarial politics which buy into exclusion, silencing, degradation or
totalisation do not offer a way for us to hear and understand multiple subject-positions,
aspirations, nuanced experiences and ambivalent contrasts. Nor do they open up space
for play of positions, dialogue, exchange and deepening perspectives on diverse
realities. There is no close proximity either; binaries tend to separate. But hybridity can
be an antidote to essentialism.
For sex workers, personal and political identity is constructed within a social
system of inequality and stigma. There is a great ambivalence in this. When women (or
men) become sex workers they enter ‘a marginal path which is not located outside the
culture but within it’.72 Despite the great work of liberal and feminist discourse,
traditional dichotomies of good and bad, high and low, dirty and pure are still the
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intrinsic frameworks of representation for sex work.73 When those in authority name sex
worker identity as being an either/or proposition, neo-colonialism is at work. This is
about how identities of difference are constructed: black/ white, self/ other; and I would
add victim/ whore or even prostitute/ Christian.74 The resistance to these essentialising
categories opens up room for sex workers themselves to name and design new hybrid
identities and be empowered in the process, and I argue that this can happen in
conjunction with FBOs. Hybridity is a humanising strategy based upon narrative
complexity and the divergent voices of sex workers. This means that Christians are
actively confronted with the existence of sex workers as full human beings, as those
who have interests and talents that lie outside of sex work and are a diverse group, not
able to be conformed to one identity structure. Hybridity complicates representations of
those in prostitution, undermining the ability of FBOs and feminists to say that sex work
in one thing only and that sex workers are all oppressed. Hybridity makes room for
mutual connection, for difference and for a recognition of the multiple experiences that
sex workers name. When sex workers question the stigma that society imposes, and the
values of the dichotomous system, by counteracting and blurring these categorisations,
hybrid identifications are being created and affirmed75; thus hybridity is a way of
breaking through polarities: ‘For Bhabha it is the indeterminate spaces in-between
subject-positions that are lauded as the locale of the disruption and displacement of
hegemonic colonial narratives of cultural structures and practices. This new mutation
replaces the established pattern with a “mutual and mutable” representation of cultural
difference that is positioned in-between the coloniser and colonised’.76
Bhabha has been criticised for his use of hybridity and the third space, which is
seen as purely theoretical.77 In one sense that is right: this is a metaphorical space that
enables people to dream, and sketch out original playful moments and connections78;
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but it is also a great challenge to those who represent minority groups employing
essentialist categories, and can have very practical implications for FBOs.
One of the first questions to ask is: is there a recognition of complexity in identity?
Are sex workers ‘allowed’ by Christians to ‘wear many guises’79—such as
businessperson, sister, radical, queer, home-maker, student, performer, disabled,
passionate lover, migrant, writer, yogi, photographer, political activist, powerful sexual
woman, mother, Aboriginal, public speaker, loving daughter, advocate, educator,
theologian, compassionate healer, artist, shaman, journey-woman, believer—or is sex
worker the most essential, critical aspect of the person? To claim that it is and to base
the crux of ministry upon this precept fails to take into account the many shades of
difference, hybridisation and fuzzy boundaries of identity formation that make up
individual workers and the positionalities of sex working communities.
In Bhabha’s rendering, hybridity shifts the lines and institutes new patterns for play
by declaring that personal and political identity is not fixed but is heterogeneous, a
liminal category open to multiple, conflicting and creative subjectivities.80 This type of
hybridised identity is perceived as a strength rather than a weakness as it encourages
subversion, complexity, resistance: ‘It is not a case of the oppressor obliterating the
oppressed or the coloniser silencing the colonised. In practice it stresses the mutuality of
the process. The clash of cultures can impact as much upon the coloniser as the
colonised’.81
This is where feminist liberation theology can be instructive, by asserting the
deeply involving nature of divinity.82 As such, any approach (to sex workers) must be
encompassed by ‘a reciprocal dynamic of missionary practice based on an
understanding of God as a God of intrinsic relationality and communion’.83 Is there a
recognition of mutuality in FBO work with sex workers: that this is not a one-way
traffic model of evangelisation but a complex negotiation (up and down that stairway)
in a process of mutual engagement? Are the boundaries between sex workers and
pastoral workers always so clearly and purely defined? Interestingly, British scholar
Teela Sanders draw attention to the elements of sex work that are similar to other
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service-based (and sometimes exploitative) gendered emotional labours.84 Occupations
like nurse, beauty therapist, hairdresser, flight attendant and other caring professions are
included. Pastoral care work could be situated on this continuum that includes sex work
also, with the recognition that it is certainly emotional labour.
In an intersectional analysis of sex work, class, racism and hegemonic masculinity,
Sherene Razack asks a number of interesting questions, such as ‘what is the purpose of
sex work?’ and ‘how do social relations constitute the bodies and spaces of
prostitution?’ While I do not concur with her conclusions that all prostitution is
violence, her answers to these particular questions is very focused upon the racial zones
of degeneracy that have been essential for the enhancement of imperialistic, white, male
elites.85 While asking questions about the hierarchical connections between white,
powerful men and sex workers, she asks a related question of women: ‘How are middle
class women constituted by the existence of sex workers?’86 I would like to extend that
question to ask, how are FBOs constituted by sex workers? How are they established by
their work with sex workers? FBOs gain credibility in the public sphere by this ministry
and qualities such as respect and admiration from Christians and non-Christians alike is
rarely acknowledged. Christian pastoral workers increase their prestige by a call to
‘enter a zone of degeneracy’ and be present to the sex industry. My argument is that
FBO stakeholders in this field are helping to construct the systems of power that
replicate narrow representations of women, and yet there is very little questioning of
harmful binary gender representations, because the calling to rescue victims of the sex
industry takes precedence.87 Without an understanding of hybridity and its potential to
disclose the strength, humanity and complexity of marginalised people, distinct
boundaries between the zones of good girl/ bad girl are constantly being endorsed and
maintained by FBOs. Do FBOs have a vested interest in keeping these binary
constructions alive? Laura Agustin, in an effort to stimulate reflective praxis, writes in
Helping Women Who Sell Sex: The Construction of Benevolent Identities88 that they do
have a vested interest, and she points to the Western genealogy of the helping
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professions and the construction of the ‘fallen women’ which is linked with colonial
expansion, early feminism and the rise of the scientific classification of deviance.89
Rather than questioning these constructions, she reports that the rescue industry has
strengthened and is increasing at this time.90
There remains one question. Is the postcolonial hybrid identity so deeply
challenging because pastoral practitioners in this field (many of them white, middleclass, conservative women) are themselves eager to maintain the social and religious
boundaries that constitute a good woman? For a good woman cannot be so without a
bad one. The missionary woman is dependent upon this construction of the ‘bad girl’ for
her living call to rescue and redeem sex workers plus other victims. Hybrid
identification begins to address this neo-colonial motif. Complex discourses about the
lived experience of agency also help in naming neo-colonialism here.
Agency
Agency is concerned with self-determination: that is, how and where individuals
and groups expressly make decisions concerning their own lives. Historically, the
concept of agency has centred around the discussion of ‘the relationship between an
agent’s free will and the determining structure, meaning or “power” that shapes and
limits this will’91, thereby setting up a binary disposition. This discursive strategy was
noted in Chapter three, embedded in feminist debates about sex work which contrast an
individuals’ choice to engage in such work and the structural factors that keep women
locked into poverty and oppression. Rather than isolating sex workers by stating that
they experience a very limited sense of agency, could it be more useful to begin by
looking at self-determination as something much more interconnected and
communitarian, without removing ourselves from the picture?
Christians too experience limited agency. As such, FBOs cannot be immune or ‘step
outside culture to find a truly transcendent, uncontaminated ground from which to
criticise … social structures’.92 Rather, we must seek to recognise that we all inhabit an
agentic continuum, expressing self-determination with joy and sadness, sometimes in
coerced ways or troubling circumstances and with degrees of choice and freedom,
shaped by the social and institutional forces which surround our lives. Simply, ‘agency
89
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is always performed under constraints, within a determining structure’93, and no one is
excluded from or superior to this process. Agency becomes a relational concept rather
than a method of segregation when thinking about sex workers, and this relationality
helps to open a postcolonial space.
We must recognise that sex workers are not alone in living with limitations that
impinge upon their free will and active being in the world. Simone Bignall, in
Postcolonial Agency94, says that ‘subjectivity is only ever partial’95 and that human
beings can never be fully realised because of the institutional discourses and structures
that determine our lives. There must be a recognition of shifting relationships of power
which are contextual, adaptive and fluid, for sex workers and others. That which shapes
‘social meaning, practice and identity is never uniform, fixed or final, but multiple and
unstable, and therefore always has the possibility of being transformed through
collective practice’.96 Bignall claims that the subjective capacity of social actors—
agency—is ‘enhanced when the embedding societies strive to maximise opportunities
for established truths to be contested and transformed’.97 When sex workers demand
rights and form political coalitions, they are striving to enhance their capacity for
agency. Could FBOs, in the work of decolonisation, begin to think about this type of
critical agency (which seeks to challenge structures) and constructive agency (which is
concerned with producing something that does not yet exist)98 together with sex
workers, rather than using the concept of agency to deny another human being’s sense
of self-determination? In this instance, it means asking questions such as which type of
agency is being expressed by diverse sex working communities and individuals, rather
than what agency sex workers have, if any?99
I believe there is a great sense of ambivalence at the heart of this understanding of
women’s agency in sex work because, on the one hand, many FBOs and radical
feminists insist that being in the sex industry ‘defines the self of women—and that
women’s selves are being sold in prostitution’.100 Alternatively, sex workers’
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subjectivity and self-determination are also seen as very limited. Their power and
agency, the ability to make conscious choices about their own lives, is also absent from
much Christian thinking. The self that is sold is a no-self. FBOs must start asking the
critical question: ‘what view of selfhood, of agency, lies at the heart of the
transformative theories we currently draw upon to bring about social change?’101
This idea of agency as interconnection can help open postcolonial spaces of
relationship with sex workers, spaces that encompass shared reflections on constructive
subjectivity and challenges to oppressive structures, and are quite different to usual
Christian practice. The concept of the victimised prostitute ideologically locates that
person in a space of vulnerability and weakness. Agency is obliterated through this
superficial portrayal which denies the interconnection, complex foundations and
ongoing experience of subjectivity.102 As Yvonne Zimmerman affirms in her analysis of
sex, trafficking discourse and religion, Other Dreams of Freedom, it is then a quick step
to the presumption that rescue is necessary and desired.103 As a result, social helpers—in
this case FBOs—believe they are situated outside the dynamic of an agentic continuum,
and ‘consider themselves as wiser, stronger, and more competent, and therefore as
“knowing best” for trafficked women’104 who are then assigned roles like ‘“damsel in
distress” while those who work with them act as saviours’.105 This invalidation of
another’s expression of agency, even in difficult or complex circumstances and within
the contours of ongoing structural oppression, leads to a politics of rescue.

Politics of Rescue
In recent years there have been a number of high-profile cases of women and
children being forcibly ‘rescued’ from brothels in countries such as India, Thailand and
Cambodia, with journalists present to live-tweet the experience.106 In Australia, an
organisation known as The Grey Man has been conducting ‘adrenaline fuelled’ rescue
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missions107 since 2007, gaining public attention in 2011 after allegedly saving 114
women and children from the sex trade in Thailand.108 Funded by donations and staffed
by ex-military and police officers, raids are conducted to rescue young people from
brothels.
Claims have emerged recently of faked rescues and falsification of the ages of those
rescued. The police in Northern Thailand have cut ties with the organisation, and The
Grey Man has come under investigation by Thai officials.109 Sex worker support group,
Empower in Thailand now believes that more women are being abused by
transcontinental anti-trafficking practices, such as forced rescues, than are being
exploited by the sex industry110, which again raises sharp questions about agency, the
practice of empowerment and respect for the autonomy of sex workers. Empower is not
the only organisation that has questioned the practices of this type of transcontinental
rescue. VAMP, a peer-based organisation that empowers sex workers in their
communities throughout India has also criticised the “militarised humanitarianism”111
that is now being used to remove Indian women from brothels because it removes
women from their friends, family and community, keeps them under lock and key,
provides little worthwhile training and puts their health at risk.112
Internationally, a number of Christian groups involved in this type of rescue,
including International Justice Mission (IJM), The Rescue Foundation, and Hope
International, have received millions of dollars in funding from the US government as
well as extraordinary support from churches and religious denominations.113 Scholars
like Ronald Weitzer and Gretchen Soderlund are now beginning to claim that ‘measures
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that couple Christian-based forms of rehabilitation with traditional law-enforcementstyle brothel raids have emerged as the dominant institutional means through which
U.S. organisations now interface with sex workers domestically and internationally’.114
Known as the ‘Raid, Rescue and Rehabilitate’ model115, a number of neo-colonial ideas
form the starting point of this radical approach, including the conflation of sex
trafficking with sex work; the assumption of abject powerlessness of female sex
workers; the lack of choice of non-Western women who are always coerced into
prostitution; and the need for a white, Western saviour.
While Australian FBOs working with sex workers are generally only loosely
affiliated with this type of alliance and may experience much more subjective and
nuanced encounters with sex workers, they often still use the language and ideology of
rescue without a self-conscious or critical awareness of broader neo-colonial
connections at work.
To presuppose that all sex workers, for all time, in every circumstance, are passive
victims of deep suffering who lack agency is a dehumanising judgement which does not
help to create a mutually enriching space for creative, humane connections.
Furthermore, sex workers are seen by Christians as deficient in value, especially
spiritual value, because they do not fit the ordered scheme of decency. They must be
saved because we are uncomfortable with their part in the sexual economy; they must be
transformed because of their lack or brokenness; and the industry must be eliminated
because it is abuse. For FBO programs, this salvific potential is entwined with middleclass morality.116 When it comes to prostitutes, ‘they serve as a stage set for the display
of divine power, specifically of the power of Spirit to resurrect life, to make bodies
whole’.117 In other words, deviant women can be transformed and purified by the power
of a paternal God, mediated through the pastoral concern of FBOs. Feminist
theologians have extensively questioned this type of repressive atonement theology that
conceptualises women’s bodies as impure and of the earth, and in need of redemption,
for the simple fact of their (sexual) embodiment. The transcendence of the authoritarian
male, represented as Father here, does not provide a positive, integrative spiritual
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framework for women or men.118 Feminist liberation theology asserts that Christian
spirituality can and must be grounded in the facts of our earthly existence, including
erotic expression; acceptance of finitude and the pastoral/human work of building
mutually enriching relationships of passionate care, not based upon a resistance towards
life in the body but rather a deep grounding in the everyday illumination of
embodiment, which also seeks justice. These nuances and critiques of traditional
patriarchal theology do not seem to have been understood by many FBOs in this field
and this is reflected in their continuation of redemptive motifs which alienate women’s
being and bodies, while reinstating paternal and transcendent church authority.
This is accomplished by benevolent missionary charity, based upon the premise of
victimisation that requires a Christian response of mercy and compassion, and is thus a
short step to rescue language and ideology. Sharon Betcher, in ‘Miracles and
Monstrosities’, names this as a stance of wholeness overcoming the broken.119 This is
paternalism at its worst. What is lacking is respect, deep acceptance, and humble
engagement with working women: a look beyond the label to see the strength and
originality of the person.
As well, there is a judgement of horror that comes over Christians (especially
missionary women) as they imagine what it would be like to be a prostitute.
Prostitution, and those involved in it, is viewed from a position of heteronormative
religious security which judges sex work as total degradation, presuming and projecting
deep pain and estrangement onto the lives and being of women without really knowing
what it is to be in sex work. Rather than authentic connection, FBO workers are caught
up imagining the terrible fate it would be if they were in that position. In that way,
women in the sex industry become others, blocked by assumptions about their lives and
livelihoods as FBOs maintain the position of missiological authority and distance.
It is not radical love but pity at the heart of this type of rescuing pastoral encounter,
and is often the place from where good works flow, buoyed by the desire to save women
and get them out of the industry. In Vulnerable Communion, Thomas E. Reynolds writes
about this from the perspective of aid for disabled persons. He sees a strong connection
between pity and charity which, I believe, characterises much FBO work with those in
prostitution.
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Pity is an emotional state of being that sees persons with disabilities as passive
objects upon which non-disabled persons act as benefactors. Disabled persons are
projected as needy, ‘the least of these’, essentially helpless people in need of
assistance. Presumed to have little to offer, people with disabilities become perfect
candidates for charity, for self-less giving. Pity takes for granted that another
cannot help him or herself, the product of undue suffering.120
Sex workers too are often considered passive objects, upon which FBOs act and
project foreign pictures of their lives. We enter into that ‘imaginary relation’ that
Bhabha addresses. The language of victimisation and rescue increases the objective
sense of helplessness that is regularly assigned to women in prostitution. When viewed
through the lens of Christian pastoral and evangelical ministry, these women are bereft
of the ability to offer compassion to another, to give spiritual insight or to contribute to
their own empowerment. According to Reynolds, ‘there is no real relation, no
vulnerability, no zone of mutual encounter’.121 Individual character and distinctiveness
fade as the laden word prostitute comes to be used as the primary identifier and negative
classification, heightening the sense of judgement, stigma and dis-grace: ‘The difference
of a person—that which makes someone alluring and special—is disregarded and
overlooked. Hence, indiscriminate love renders a person essentially anonymous, of no
particular value at all except insofar as he or she can passively receive the benefit’.122
Spivak begins to explore this idea of representation, identity and even rescue in her
essay, ‘Can the Subaltern Speak?’123 Particularly in light of the practice of sati,124 she
claims a double silencing of Indian woman, who are represented in Hindu religious
texts as objects belonging to the dead husband and in colonial literature as victims of
barbaric culture in need of rescue, therefore justifying the imperialistic practice of
‘white men saving brown women from brown men’.125 The subaltern woman cannot
speak. To push the idea further, when Spivak says that the subaltern cannot speak, she is
not discussing utterance, but rather the space that the marginalised occupy and their own
intentions for freedom. ‘It is this unavoidable muting of the subaltern’s intent, as a will
is constructed for her, that Spivak’s work asks us to be attentive to, in ‘our’ own
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work’.126 In an effort to politically represent themselves, they take action and speak, but
always within a cultural framework that serves to diminish them. The system renders
their words and actions alien; they cannot speak and neither can they be heard by the
dominant group. There is no getting beyond this, of speaking outside the insidious and
practical effects of oppression. This oppression helps to shape the representations of
resistance, and in fact is often the driver of political action. It is the systemic denial of
agency and voice as well as structural discourses that work to minimise women’s ability
to name their own sense of self and the meaning of their sexuality that many industry
workers are struggling against. In light of the feminist postcolonial challenge of Spivak,
it is vital that we recognise that sex workers are always resisting within a context of
cultural condemnation.
This is a very important point for this study because it highlights the risks that sex
workers take to speak, knowing they may suffer for speaking out and it also helps us to
begin to realise how we have been deeply enculturated against the rights of sex workers
to name their own counter-narratives. Thus, Spivak is talking about ‘a transaction
between the speaker and the listener’127 which is enacted through a mindset that each of
us brings as we engage. Further, ‘we act out of certain kinds of reflexes that come
through, by layering something through learning habits of mind, rather than by merely
knowing something’.128 How have we learned the habits of mind that would condemn
sex workers as being not fully human and as having no voice, in need of rescue?
Stable political identity which allows marginalised women to speak clearly and
consistently about their oppression is not a given, in Spivak’s thinking. It is a fallacy to
claim that any one particular group can be represented at all. When we say that all sex
workers are victimised, in need of rescue, we are buying into that fallacy of
representation.
Spivak’s engagement with the historical knowledge and experience of
disempowered groups is persistently critical of any attempt (including her own) to fully
explain and know the experiences of the disempowered as an object of thought. Part of
this critical endeavour reflects a ‘vigilance to errors committed exploitatively against
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the disenfranchised’.129 Indeed, for Spivak, the singularity of each of the disempowered
people she engages with tests the limits of dominant narratives of social change and
political representation.130 She is at the edge of discourse and identity politics here,
unravelling the ties that bind people to colonising structural powers.
This is an un-knowing space which resonates strongly in discussion about sex
work, women and FBOs. In an interview about her essay, Spivak’s words are powerful:
‘It seems to me that finding the subaltern is not so hard, but actually entering into a
responsibility structure with the subaltern, with responses flowing both ways: learning
to learn without this quick-fix frenzy of doing good with an implicit assumption of
cultural supremacy which is legitimized by unexamined romanticisation, that’s the hard
part’.131 The politics of rescue is a fall-back position when FBOs do not want to do the
hard work of mutuality, framed within an ethical postcolonial matrix of accountability.
Intersections of Power: First Peoples, Colonialism and Sex Work
As we begin to comprehend what it might mean to allow postcolonialism to
challenge FBO practice, it is important to talk directly about the issue of race and the
sex industry. First, it is easy to recognise that stereotyped racial categories are
commonly used in sex industry advertising: for example, that Asian women are quiet
and submissive. This does nothing to help complicate narratives and extend postcolonial
awareness, but re-presents a sexist typology. It has been the subject of feminist critique,
especially and most recently by The Feminist Porn Book132, yet these limiting and
essentialist categories may be seen as part of the ambivalent structuring of the sex
industry, especially when we place these narrow representations next to the advocacy
stories of groups of migrant sex workers from parts of South East Asia, for instance. A
conflicting characterisation emerges as many migrant workers describe themselves as
powerful, strong and highly travelled, in control of their own sense of wellbeing and
work choices.133
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In her essay ‘Globalising Sex Workers’ Rights’, Kamala Kempadoo looks at the
history of the sex worker rights movement and the lack of representation of nonWestern voices. While there has been an international groundswell of sex workers
demanding recognition and rights over the last 40 years, the concerns of sex workers
from the developing world have not been integral to global sex worker politics.134 Much
of what has been written about identity, decriminalisation and working conditions has
been defined by white, Western sex workers.135 This began to change in the 1990s with
the AIDS pandemic, during which sex workers in Central and South America and in
Asian countries shaped politically astute coalitions around sex worker health while
contesting structures of discrimination.136 Nevertheless, Kempadoo claims that
international sex worker conferences have generally remained North American-centric.
Western imperialism and racism within prostitutes’ rights activism needs to be
continually challenged.137
Another level where race emerges as a cause for concern is among the overrepresentation of Indigenous women in sex work in Australia. Recent studies have
shown that, statistically, more Aboriginal women are engaged in high-risk sex
commerce than non-Aboriginal women.138 Homelessness, AOD and traumatic impacts
have also been recognised, as noted in Chapter two. The most recent study, ‘Captains’
and ‘Selly-welly’,139 has been questioned for the very reasons that help us understand
the importance of postcolonial voices. Local sex workers wonder if the study is
maintaining stigma and increasing vulnerability for Indigenous women in the Northern
Territory140 by having their practices exposed to public and academic analysis via
informants who were interviewed by the researchers. As Elena Jeffreys notes, when
discussing best practice ethics ‘research into sex work is all too often perpetrated upon
the sex worker community by outsiders who use individual sex workers as a bridge to
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gain access to participants’.141 What is the outcome for these ‘informants’ in their own
community after the researchers have departed? I think this is a valid critique, sensitive
to postcolonial perspectives, but the question remains: how can policies which support
dispossessed Aboriginal women be strengthened without needs-based research? It must
happen in conjunction with Aboriginal sex workers. Can they be the subjects of their
own discourse of knowledge/ power creation rather than the objects of study? 142
Another consideration is what has happened to that research. Have better policies
actually been developed, or have Aboriginal women been re-presented as vulnerable and
degraded, yet again?
Selling sex can easily be viewed as inherently violent, where women have no real
choice. Yet rather than placing unequal gender relations, or the act of sexual exchange,
at the fore as abolitionist feminists have done, the structural violence of colonisation—
that is, the racial and cultural context surrounding the sexual transactions—has shaped
these women’s lives and the choices available to them.143
The conclusion of the study speaks about a nuanced approach and creating safe
spaces for Aboriginal women to inhabit which decrease their vulnerability to violence
and abuse as well as allowing them to define what selling sex means to them, and if
they consider it a problem.144 Colonisation is presented as the main contributing force to
the oppression of Aboriginal women: yet how were power relations between the elite
researchers and marginalised participants handled in the study itself? There is no one
way to determine best response to sex work among Indigenous people, but racism
matters. As with all people in the sex industry, safety, rights, freedom from abuse,
minimising stigma and listening to the voices of Aboriginal women are a helpful
approach.
Across the globe, opposing perspectives still remain. Feminist groups of First
peoples often see sex work as a site where colonialism, marginalisation and abuse
intersect. Abolition of prostitution is part of a postcolonial agenda, and has been
supported by Indigenous women’s groups in Canada.145 In Australia, Sisters Outsiders, a
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politically active group of Aboriginal women, have taken a similar stand which has been
the subject of heated debate among the sex working community.146 Are white women,
who are powerful and articulate in the sex worker activist movement, able to listen to
Indigenous women’s voices as they challenge oppressive, racist structures, and call for
an end to sexual exploitation?
Alternative Indigenous voices are also present in the discussion. Canadian
academic and First Peoples woman, Sarah Hunt, says that any dialogue about adult sex
work must be approached through a rights-based framework, rather than automatically
being merged with a narrative of violent exploitation of Aboriginal women and girls.147
What is required is an intersectional approach which values the divergent voices of
Indigenous women who may be in the sex industry and also recognises structural
violence and silencing of Aboriginal women:
As Indigenous people, we have long experienced being spoken for,
misrepresented, and silenced by dominant discourses about Indians and Others.
Why, then, are we continuing to reproduce these conceptualizations in our own
communities? We must advance new frameworks for addressing violence, while at
the same time we must undo colonial notions that Indigenous women lack the
ability to make decisions for themselves. Further we must reconcile the reality that
Indigenous people continue to engage in sex work within the context of colonial
violence in Canada.148
This is what the authors of Captains and Selly-welly call the paradox of agentic
expression: ‘If transactional sex is a problem, it is one that cannot be understood in
isolation as simple immoral behaviour but as part of a much larger complex narrative. It
is paradoxically both an expression of women’s agency and a symbol of continuing
racial oppression and disempowerment’.149
A postcolonial analysis is imperative when considering sex work, Aboriginality and
FBO presence in Australia, and also more broadly in the Asia-Pacific region. I suggest
that most FBO workers in this field are white, middle-class women; and if it is the case
that Indigenous women are over-represented in sex work in Australia, this means that
many recipients of this type of ministry are likely to be Aboriginal. Migrant women
from the developing world may be another overrepresented group. Immediately,
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unequal racialised power structures are in place, structures that are not usually
questioned because of the urgent focus on the ‘horrors’ of sex work. Is there sensitivity
to discordant and multiple Indigenous voices of critique of white power in Australia and
an understanding of colonial, historical structures, especially relating to Aboriginal
women and sex work? Or are FBOs colour-blind as they go about their work? What is
the truth here, if we get in touch with this neo-colonial repression? The racism directed
towards Aboriginals, and particularly women, has kept them outside traditions of sexual
decency—considered easy targets for the unmitigated lusts of white men. This historical
abuse, combined with their poverty and higher vulnerability to STIs, means that
Aboriginal sex workers have been generally disregarded by society. They have
traditionally had no part in the mainstream economy150 and for many, sex work then
becomes a very reasonable choice. An important question is how FBOs can hold and
hear these multiple perspectives and begin to address the intersectionality of
oppressions, without denying or effacing Aboriginal women’s and sex workers
experience of agency and strength. These are the type of probing questions which help
us start to deconstruct and question the politics of rescue, colonialism and FBO work.
Postcolonial Analysis
In this chapter we have examined a number of relevant motifs of postcolonial
theory (otherness, hybrid identity and the third space, agency and a politics of rescue)
and begun to shape a matrix of analysis with which to understand Christian outreach
work with sex workers. This has led to emergent, challenging questions of practice and
ideology. As well as studying the forms of neo-colonial control at work in the discourse,
it is imperative that we also look directly at questions concerning racism, FBO work and
the sex industry.
We have also begun to see some of the potentials for connection and mutuality, selfreflection, and new responses which embrace complexity and make room for different
subjective positions, but it is important that we remain with the questions while
continuing to understand postcolonial subjectivities, sex work and FBOs, explored in
the next chapter. We will be revisiting the concept of third space in Chapter six and
exploring the in-between implications of the lived experiences of sex workers and
pastoral practitioners.
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To recap some of this chapter, a postcolonial method asks probing questions like:


How does otherness manifest in faith-based organisational literature and pastoral
work with sex workers?



Do FBOs represent sex workers as one fixed type or is there room for difference
and multiplicity?



Can FBOs honour the agency of sex workers, even in the midst of oppressive
circumstances and structures; is there respect and recognition for a sense of
personal agency, choice and responsibility experienced by sex workers?



Could it be that there is ‘a productive and creative history of this minority group
(of sex workers) as active social agents’151 and are FBOs aware of these richly
autonomous, historical ways of being?

Despite good intentions and a desire to move to the margins to help sex workers,
FBOs may easily exert a form of neo-colonial control by speaking on behalf of sex
workers, by publicly representing them as victimised, and by utilising overwhelming
images of brokenness in efforts for fund-raising, volunteer support and prayer as well as
changes to law and policy. This type of Christian social activism continues to reinstate
traditional power models152 and silences the heartbeat of great pastoral work and
nuanced feminist concerns—reciprocal, mutually engaging relationships as well as
interpersonal and structural accountability. It leaves little room for ambiguity or for
questioning the status quo for women, especially among Christian feminist women, who
are also often tyrannised by the models of decency/ indecency within Christianity.
Helping sex workers can mean that little change or reflection is required from the
helper. Pastoral workers are able to remain the same, assured in a superior social
position and belief system, working towards the integration of sex workers into
mainstream society, by helping them to be ‘saved’, ‘cleaned up’, ‘healed’ and ‘set free’.
Rescued, rehabilitated and restored, to use the standard language. This type of agenda
blocks many encounters with sex workers as they truly are. Sex workers are generalised
in an FBO construction of their reality, made by standing apart and at a distance and
using the powerful religious voice to repress those in the sex industry. By doing this,
FBOs can hinder real options, which is what they are supposedly working towards. This
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is neo-colonialism; and a critical awareness is needed if outreach work and theological
thinking is to be done with integrity. ‘What is lost ... is not only a sense that people at
the margins are agents rather than mere objects; what is lost as well is the possibility of
creating broader alliances with people at the margins and the possibility of sharing in
the energy set free in those encounters’.153
Postcolonial theology asserts that it is in the border zones that aspects of sacred
truth can be known, as we build upon the understanding of shared agency, the
questioning of usual power structures, and the interplay of human and divine
relationships while deconstructing many of the colonising assumptions that have been
taken for granted. ‘Postcolonisation is an ongoing practice of social construction that
requires the permanent cultivation of a postcolonial ethos of relation, which
acknowledges and affirms difference, positively conceived’154; and such a cultivation of
relational truth is a rupture to imperial sovereignty, lived in the tensions and ‘the
counterpressures that are formed when we get in touch with the repressions of life’.155
As we move beyond dichotomy (whether saved/ sinner or victim/ whore) and begin to
hear the voices of sacrality and challenge in sex industry workers generating deep
theological insights and understandings, can we risk letting go of dominant religious
power structures and be transformed? This is the postcolonial challenge.
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Chapter Five
Australian Missionary Positions
I see a platform-booted Barbie standing ‘for sale’ on the street;
YOU see a precious much-loved daughter’s aching back and tired feet.
I see inches of thick make-up and a head of peroxide bleach;
YOU see a mask of self-protection through which feelings cannot reach.
I see a pair of hard, cold eyes staring back at me;
YOU see a bound and damaged spirit longing to be free.
I see an air of confidence, inviting wandering eyes;
YOU see an actress on a stage, advertising among the worst of Satan’s lies.
I see an imposing woman without conscience or a care;
YOU see her child at home, just wondering why Mummy isn’t there.
I see a lip-glossed mannequin ‘choosing’ her way of getting by;
YOU see questions and the emptiness she’s fighting to deny.
And so I close my eyes and ask ‘OH LORD, PLEASE LET ME SEE!’
‘Bestow YOUR love, YOUR heart, YOUR will for them, on me.
Scales fall away and somehow through tears, my heart begins to ache,
And a longing to reach these ‘fallen Princesses’ begins to take its shape.
Oh Lord, forgive my passing so often on ‘the other side’;
Forgive my wrong presumptions, my complacency, my pride.
Please lead our way to reach them so YOU can touch and heal their scars,
And may we pour out all we have from our own ‘Alabaster Jars’.1
some religious ladies from the local church came in to the club and brought us
all gift bags with hand knitted scarves and a little tube of lipgloss or bottle of body
spray. included was also violet tissue paper and a card that said ‘you are cared for,
just the way you are’. i thought it was sweet and i wore my scarf around the club.
the other girls were less impressed but took the lipgloss. i do think the goodie-bags
would be more well suited for the wal-mart employees down the road but despite
the somewhat misguided gifting, i can appreciate the intention and all the hours of
knitting.2
There is a continuum of perspectives regarding sex work from FBOs across the
nation. As noted in the previous chapter, Christian mission programs across the world
(which includes those to sex workers) have been the subject of criticism in postcolonial
thinking and theology, and yet there seems to be very little transparent or public
engagement with these critiques among FBOs themselves, especially when it comes to
the sexual rights of women, language related to sex work, legality, and methods of
evangelism. Many times the emphasis remains one of prayer against the sex industry,
Kate Snowden, ‘Alabaster Jars’, Patricia Green with Alabaster Jar in Berlin (June 2007),
http://www.wouk.org/2007/06/rahab_international.php.
2
The Story, ‘My abc’s’, The Story of Story Blog (10 April, 2011),
http://thestoryofstory.wordpress.com/2011/04/10/my-abcs/.
1
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rescue models for disempowered prostitutes and advocacy against legal rights for sex
workers, themes which are all knitted into the poem above.
In this chapter I will be further exploring the postcolonial critique of the previous
chapter and how this is worked out in actual faith-based organisations. I will be
applying key aspects of postcolonial theory to FBO work and attempting new ways of
mapping, as encouraged by Kwok Pui-lan.3 As developed in the previous chapter, I will
be using a postcolonial matrix, which includes the stance of deconstruction based upon
the concepts of otherness and the politics of rescue, as well as a reconstructive approach
towards ministry with sex workers that recognises hybrid identity and the third space as
well as agency.
There are a number of significant Christian programs in Australia. These are
Starfish Ministries in Sydney, the Women’s Space also in Sydney, The Gatehouse in
Melbourne, Rahab in Adelaide, Priceless in Perth, Linda’s House of Hope in Perth and
The Hope Foundation in Brisbane. I will be examining how each of these organisations
publicly views and responds to those in the sex industry. Are language, practice and
public accountability in Australian FBOs influenced by a postcolonial critique? If they
are not, what is actually being enunciated? Are there possibilities for change and further
insight, and what is going well for FBOs when it comes to integrating postcolonial
insights? Finally, it is important to note that there may be differences between how
FBOs talk about what they do and what actually occurs ‘behind the scenes’. In this
chapter, how the work is articulated and what is being publicly endorsed is of primary
concern.
Starfish Ministries: Sydney, Australia
Starfish Ministries has been operational in Sydney since 2009. Their website details
the advocacy, community awareness, fieldwork, networking and research that they are
currently engaged in, as well as previous campaigns. Their mission is to ‘reach out, with
the love of Christ, to women and children who are affected by commercial sexual
exploitation in Australia’.4 For Starfish, this is defined as ‘(1) the sexual abuse of an
individual; and (2) a commercial transaction which takes place on the basis of the sexual
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Kwok Pui-lan, Postcolonial Imagination and Feminist Theology (Louisville: Westminster John Knox
Press, 2005), 128.
4 Starfish Ministries, ‘Mission Statement’, Starfish Ministries
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act with the individual. The individual is treated as a commodity for the purpose of
sexual activity’.5
Starfish Ministries have five main values that include love in action, a focus on
God’s unconditional love, expressed as compassion for those who suffer; and human
dignity, highlighted through the affirmation of the worth of all people, especially those
who are enslaved or oppressed; the sacredness of God’s gift of sexuality is also
highlighted here. Genuine relationships encompasses humility and non-judgementalism
as well as meeting survivors in their place of need. Hope and healing covers
empowerment of the individual and responding to needs holistically; and finally
Christian faith and integrity focuses on prayer, reflection and unified dependency upon
God’s guidance and provision.6
Starfish Ministries highlight the coercive nature of sex work, with women and
children controlled by pimps and the use of threats and force in the sexualised
exchange. There is a particular focus upon child prostitution and sex trafficking, but all
women in prostitution are included in the analysis. Their stated attitude is not of antiprostitution but of pro-human rights, and they ‘uphold a human rights-based, survivorcentred approach to prostitution and sexual servitude ... and seek to engage and build
relationships with those working in prostitution and with sex worker unions as a means
by which to further the rights of women and children’.7
A confusing picture begins to emerge when Starfish Ministries conflate sex work
with sex trafficking. Significantly, they position themselves in accordance with the
Swedish model which, they claim, ‘does not seek to judge or condemn any person
engaged in sex work. Rather, we endeavour to appreciate the dynamics of prostitution
and respond to all people with tolerance of and respect for them as people and their
rights to choice and self-determination. For this reason we do not think it helpful or
correct to use simplistic dichotomies such as “trafficked victims” versus “voluntary
prostitution”’.8
Starfish Ministries are not being honest about this discourse, which takes place in
contested space. In affirming the Swedish model, they fail to acknowledge that this
5 Starfish Ministries, ‘FAQs’, Starfish Ministries,
http://www.starfishministries.org.au/index.php?page=faqs.
6 Starfish Ministries, ‘Mission Statement.’
7 Starfish Ministries, ‘Attitudes’, Starfish Ministries,
http://www.starfishministries.org.au/index.php?page=attitudes.
8 Ibid.
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legislative framework has been roundly condemned by sex workers across the world.
All the research that is utilised by Starfish Ministries on their website comes from the
radical feminist anti-prostitution position which gave rise to the Swedish model. Sex
work advocates have heavily criticised the methods and outcomes of this research for
failure to address inherent bias, for universalising essentialism, for the stereotyping of
women’s and men’s experiences in the sex industry, for presenting women as pitiful
victims, and for statistical errors.9
On the FAQ page, Starfish Ministries discuss the failure of legalisation as a model
for sex work, yet are silent (evasive) on decriminalisation, which is now considered best
practice in many regions (including New Zealand and New South Wales), is being
proven to increase safety and lessen stigma around sex work and, importantly, is
supported globally by sex worker unions. How can Starfish Ministries claim they are
not anti-prostitution if they do not at least engage with the model that sex workers
themselves are advocating, the model of decriminalisation? Further, what type of
genuine relationships can they establish with individuals and sex worker peak bodies if
they hold the view that sex work is abuse and state their commitment to the Swedish
model, which promotes a radical feminist agenda seeking to outlaw sex work and is
known to routinely silence sex worker subjectivities and dissent? Are these relationships
based upon top-down ministry10 that lacks a learning perspective and a listening space
to hear and engage with the real-world, complicated experiences of the sex industry?
There is also a focus upon ‘humane mission’, which is another type of ‘civilising
mission’ as Sharon Betcher affirms.11 Starfish Ministries aim to empower, to walk
beside and give dignity to sex industry workers. All of this assumes that these are
qualities mission workers hold and can ‘impart’ to sex workers who lack their own
power, sense of dignity and ability to address their needs for wellbeing—all key
indicators of the politics of rescue. Another concern is their link with International
Justice Mission (IJM), an organisation that has come under scrutiny for the forced
abduction of sex workers from brothels by white American men in the developing

9 Laura Agustin, Sex at the Margins—Migration, Labour Markets and the Rescue Industry (London: Zed
Books, 2007), 59.
10 Katja Heidemanns, ‘Missiology of Risk?: Explorations in Mission Theology from a German Feminist
Perspective’, International Review of Mission 93, no. 368 (2004), 107.
11 Sharon Betcher, ‘Monstrosities, Miracles, and Mission: Religion and the Politics of Disablement’, in
Postcolonial Theologies—Divinity and Empire, eds Catherine Keller et al. (St Louis: Chalice Press,
2004), 89—90.
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world. Starfish Ministries support the work of IJM and have links to their website.
Significantly, sex worker advocate groups such as Empower in Bangkok and VAMP in
India have raised important questions about the work of IJM, as we have seen in
Chapter five. Cheryl Overs’ important research about the impact of rescue policies in
Cambodia includes many narratives from sex workers who have been routinely abused
and held against their will for the sake of anti-prostitution advocacy, which are
outworked by IJM, in conjunction with the police.12 A collective of sex worker
organisations recently held a prayer vigil in Phnom Penh to protest the anti-trafficking
policies of rescue which are widespread throughout the country and their prayer is
telling.
We come from the poor and most vulnerable groups in society. We believe in the
law of Dhamma and we are praying to the Buddha, and the guardian spirits to take care
of our members and friends avoiding violence and all kinds of abuses from police,
rescue centres and gang……forgive those who physically and mentally abused sex
workers in the anti-trafficking campaign.13
These colonising strategies (white men saving brown women from brown men)
silence sex workers as they are kept under lock and key by the rescuers. Neither life
complexity nor sensitivity to imperialistic motivations are recognised by I.JM. Why
would Starfish Ministries support this type of neo-colonialism at work across the
developing world?
In light of postcolonial perspectives, another emergent issue for Starfish Ministries
is the representation of those involved the sex industry. They are extremely othered. It
begins with the art on the Starfish Ministries website. Four delicate, coloured drawings
of female bodies without faces dot their web-pages. While this could be to express the
anonymity of women who are caught in systems of prostitution, it serves to establish a
distancing and objectifying stance. It reinforces the very objectification that is
supposedly being challenged and pictures women (literally) as without face or story,
without their own insights and voice, devoid of any sense of agency and abilities, which
can thus be ‘drawn’ onto their bodies and faces by Starfish Ministries and their Christian
supporters. Along with these images, questions of multiplicity and hybrid identity are
neglected: the voices of sex industry workers are notably absent on the website. There is
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no space for the self-identification of women in sex work, but there is an externally
imposed label used by Starfish Ministries: ‘commercially sexually exploited’. As such,
this ministry begins from the proposition of the deep estrangement of women, who are
pitched as sad victims of powerful men. A narrowing and an othering takes place in line
with the stereotyping that Bhabha states is part of a neo-colonising agenda. Hegemonic
power structures decide the label (in this case a Christian ministry calling all sex
workers ‘commercially sexually exploited’), and self-identifications are discounted.
By trying to avoid the dichotomy of ‘trafficked woman/ voluntary prostitute’ as
Starfish does they limit and simplify the issues involved and cut off complex discussion
about agency and voice. Sex workers who have historically fought for their rights,
diverse and proud sex work cultures and communities who have challenged stigma, are
not mentioned. Powerful advocacy work by migrant sex workers, questions regarding
inflated figures of sex trafficking and recent court challenges to the Swedish model by
sex worker unions are also ignored. These diminished representations mean that Starfish
Ministries are incapable of looking female sex workers directly in the face. As Spivak
says, the subaltern (sex worker) cannot speak14 in this context. Instead, she is fetishized
as a powerless, victimised other in need of ministerial intervention.
Yet to interrogate this dichotomy of trafficked/ voluntary is the beginning of a
postcolonial reckoning. Spivak argues that postcolonial theory ‘turns its critical glance
not specifically at the putative identity of the two poles of a binary opposition, but at the
hidden ethico-political agenda that drives the differentiation between the two’15; and by
valorising only one side of this contested space and discounting sex worker-positive
perspectives, Starfish Ministries do not follow through on their stated aim to avoid
binary classifications.
From a postcolonial perspective, if Starfish Ministries could utilise this
ambivalence and open to an understanding of the hybrid identity, it would go some way
towards affirming the dignity of sex workers, migrant women and even those very few
who have been trafficked, which is one of their stated aims. Hybridity recognises that
women’s identity is greater than only the work they engage in, and even within the
industry multiplicity is likely. Thick descriptions of sex work experiences would
14 Gayartri Chakravorty Spivak, ‘Can the Subaltern Speak?’ in Can the Subaltern Speak? Reflections on
the History of an Idea ed Rosalind C. Morris (New York: Columbia University Press, 2010): 48.
15 Catherine Keller, Michael Nausner and Mayra Rivera, ‘Introduction: Alien/nation, Liberation, and the
Postcolonial Underground’ in Postcolonial Theologies—Divinity and Empire, eds Catherine Keller et
al. (St Louis: Chalice Press, 2004), 11.
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strengthen Starfish Ministries integrity and encourage Christian listening to marginal
voices, while holding the tension of commitment to radical feminist understandings.
This is not a triumphalist position, but rather means having a presence in an
irreconcilable space of contradictory realities.16 Paradoxically, this is the space for
resistance, as it challenges the disrespect of sex workers as well as the dichotomous
representations which are so often used to silence and segregate. By entering this inbetween space with an acceptance of hybridity, FBOs such as Starfish Ministries could
go beyond neo-colonial designations17 and be enriched by equal engagement with sex
workers themselves, transforming those binary equations into energising and innovative
ministry connections.
The Women’s Space: Sydney, Australia
This project has a three-fold purpose: to provide a drop-in centre for women in the
sex industry to come and relax, to find friendship and support with Christian workers,
and to offer practical assistance. Day and night outreach to local streets and brothels is
provided, as well as actively support to women to make changes in their lives, including
leaving the sex industry. The target group is mainly street-based sex workers, but other
women are also engaged, especially in the parlour and brothel visits. The Women’s
Space has been active since 1995 and is located in the inner city of Sydney, close to the
‘sex work hotspots’ of Kings Cross and Darlinghurst. It is a project of Hopestreet, an
organisation affiliated with the Baptist Union of New South Wales in Australia, and
their position on sex work is that it is a harmful and exploitative system of
disempowerment and abuse of women.18 They recognise that a humble and realistic
approach must be adopted, affirming that sex workers cannot be rescued from the
industry and that a great deal of strength and resilience is required to work on the
streets.19
In an analysis of the Women’s Space literature,20 it is easy to see that this FBO has
an understanding of some aspects of postcolonial critique, but fails in other ways. The
Women’s Space are very aware of the othering process that takes place in the lives of
16 Ibid., 13.
17 Ibid., 7.
18
Hopestreet – Urban Compassion, ‘The Women’s Space for Sex Workers: Project Description’, (July
2006).
19
Mary Atkins, ‘A Place of Her Own’, Alive Magazine (August 2001), 28.
20
This includes published articles about The Women’ Space and the formal project description.
Organisational ministry distinctives as well as an information pack given to interested parties.
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sex workers, who can experience discrimination, isolation and rejection.21 Their
emphasis is always friendship and acceptance:
Ministry among sex workers has shown us that behind the myths there are real
people with real needs. We have heard their stories, shared in their lives,
experienced their pain and celebrated their joys. These people have become our
friends and have trusted us and shared what they have with us. Like all people they
need acceptance and love.22
In many ways this sense of rejection is internalised; God offers hope ‘to those
working in the sex industry, people for whom the word “prostitute” signifies
depersonalisation, social degradation, shame and marginalisation’.23 Little is said about
religion’s profound role in contributing to the social and political rejection of sex
workers, or the dehumanisation that has occurred and is still occurring. The binary of
decent/ indecent women which has structured the discourse about sex workers24 is not
examined; it is ‘abuse’, ‘neglect’, ‘drug use’ and ‘low self-esteem’ that have trapped
women in the sex industry25:
People in the sex industry often have low self-esteem and tend to accept the abusive
and self-destructive aspects of their work as part of the job. This makes it difficult
for them to be motivated to seek a better life. One aspect of our work was to
encourage prostitutes to discover for themselves the self-worth that comes from
understanding that Jesus loves them.26
In that sense, the Women’s Space understanding of the concept of agency is partial
and conflicted. They are to be acted upon rather than considered equal actors. Sex
workers, especially street-based workers, have ‘enormous strength’27 yet are not deemed
self-determining agents: ‘We believe that female sex workers working in the inner city
of Sydney are a highly disempowered group of people who require access to choice as a
first step towards empowerment’.28 The sense of actively being in the world and
recognising a sex worker’s ability to make good decisions, especially in light of
structural oppression, is missing from the program’s foundations. Instead the Women’s
Space ‘enlarges the self’ of a sex worker by providing opportunities for creativity, such
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as jewellery making.29 On the one hand deep social connections with sex workers are
seen as the antidote to the process of othering; on the other, alienation of the self, and
language which presupposes a type of self-harm through involvement in sex work, are
upheld.
Laura Agustin addresses benevolent neo-colonialism in her ground breaking work
Sex at the Margins. When sex workers are not seen as real or whole but as victims, their
ethical capacity is annihilated.30 There is a failure to recognise and affirm that this
singular ‘truth’ or negative experience of sex work is only partial.31 There are many sex
workers, including some who work on the street, who already have a wide and varied
toolkit of confidence boosters and survival strategies32 that are not mentioned by the
program. Finally, the ‘sad prostitute’ stereotype remains intact, while the divide between
helper and helped is strengthened.33 This model (inadvertent or not) encourages a
picture of the sex worker as anonymous and the pastoral minister as a selfless giver,
worthy of applause. Rather than recognising a continuum of agency and mutual
interactions, the minister is the authority who, through love, can amend deviance.34
Along with this missing sense of agency, the presentation of sex workers is as
powerless victims. Hybrid identification markers are limited, as the program makes
clear: ‘We therefore seek through incarnational ministry to provide opportunities for
positive choice making which will redefine a woman’.35 Sex workers are marked out by
this job. No recognition of the multiplicity of being human in community, or having
diverse life experiences and numerous roles, is indicated. The pure prostitute identity is
the one that matters. The ministry begins with this one characterisation only, and staff
work to enlarge and redefine the sex worker rather than recognising that she might live
in gaps between the usual dichotomies or might hold many contradictions together or
that her identity is already defined by more than sex work. Finally, there is a failure to
acknowledge that her strength and resilience may lie in her distinctiveness, which has
been developed through mixture—or hybrid identity—such as being an advocate or
mother, artist, friend or lover, or all of these. Yet third space thinking is not entirely
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alien to the project. In the organisational ministry outline, it is acknowledged that ‘we
have crossed boundaries between “church” and “charity” and deliberately blurred lines
between the two’.36 Their strength as a ministry comes from borrowing ideas from the
welfare sector and from management practices, and integrating these into the
‘distinctive nature of who we are in our context’.37 They seek mixture, and complexity
or hybridisation. It would be helpful if they allowed those who are the recipients of this
ministry to claim their own strength in hybrid identity also.
Finally, the Women’s Space has done some thinking about the politics of rescue,
although the picture that emerges is conflicted. They ask hard questions, such as ‘In a
context where transgender, male and female prostitution occurs 24 hours a day, what
does liberty to those who are oppressed really mean?’38 There are no simple answers
provided, and staff are quick to acknowledge that ‘rescue’ is not possible: ‘This is not an
outcome-driven program, nor does it attempt to rescue these women. It aims rather to
get alongside them, to walk with them and meet them at their point of need, not to
impose any particular standards, morals or expectations upon them’.39 Yet the language
of entrapment is present: ‘For most [women involved in the sex industry] there is a
sense of futility that precludes any thought of having a future, an alternative career or a
safe lifestyle’.40 They are stuck, caught in sex work which cuts off all other options. By
implication, rescue and release is the only option. It is how that happens that is
important here. Alternative choices and authentic relationships are key, as is the love of
Jesus. As for a postcolonial approach, this ministry has taken steps towards respectful
engagement with individual women through relationships of accountability, but needs to
go much further in dismantling traditional religious frameworks that represent sex work
as one-dimensional. In that way, the Women’s Space could become a stronger voice in
public debate, questioning neo-colonialism, challenging stigma and the othering of sex
workers.
The St Kilda Gatehouse: Melbourne, Australia
The St Kilda Gatehouse in Melbourne Australia has been established for 29 years to
provide a safe haven off the streets, mainly for street-based sex workers, their partners
Hopestreet – Urban Compassion, ‘Distinctives of Urban Ministry’, (2001), 5.
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and friends. The sex workers are not othered through isolation, but recognised as people
with partners, in multiple relationships with normal friendships, which are welcomed
into the relational life of the ministry. Their identities are recognised as hybrid, and not
based solely upon prostitution as a shameful marker. The Gatehouse run a drop-in centre
in St Kilda, the hub of street-based sex work in the city. The program facilitates
practical support, relationship-building and community empowerment for those who are
marginalised through their prostitution and drug-use. They are focused upon helping
those who work in the sex industry, especially street workers, to navigate pathways
away from sexual commerce. St Kilda Gatehouse say they are a place of belonging for
sex workers. They focus on community participation through short-term art projects,
social inclusion activities, weekly barbeques and awareness-raising. The Gatehouse
seek to holistically build upon strengths and resources of sex workers, and see their
purpose to bring ‘hope to those who seek out street sex work as a result of abuse,
addiction, poverty and other hardships’.41
Based on Christian principles of inclusion and justice for those who are outcast,
their website has very little religious rhetoric other than a mission statement and short
vision for the project. They neither condemn the sex industry nor put forward a mantra
of abolition. Words such as ‘evil’, ‘victim’, ‘lack’, ‘sin’ or ‘salvation’ appear nowhere.
What is stressed many times is the humanity, dignity and complexity of the lives of the
women and men who visit the centre. This presents a picture that seeks to work against
the othering of sex workers. They explain why a woman might choose to work on the
streets, which can appear to be such foolishness and horror to outsiders. For the
majority of those who attend the Gatehouse, the dominant reason is drug use, to quell
longstanding, internal pain. Sex work can be a practical choice to provide the money for
drugs.
The staff, volunteers and board, while affirming dignity, also strongly facilitate the
opportunity for positive life change. They state that it can be very difficult for those who
have been hurt by the ‘straight’ community to start again and leave behind a life on the
streets. Many of the social activities of the Gatehouse are about building self-esteem and
opening doors to other frames of reference away from the streets. They have held a
number of successful collaborations with artists and photographers, producing rich
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works of art from the perspective of sex workers. The most recent, in 2011, was a
collaboration with resident artist Gemma-Rose Turnbull, who spent a year based at the
Gatehouse, creating art and building relationships. In the process of forming
collaborative, creative connections, many of the sex workers who access the Gatehouse
were given cameras to record moments in their daily lives. The book Red Light, Dark
Room: Sex, Lives and Stereotypes is the result.42 This work captures what women in
street sex work, the most vulnerable sex workers in Melbourne, have to say about their
lives, visually and verbally. This book acknowledges and showcases the powerful and
raw circumstances of these women in this context. It also captures Turnbull’s
perspective in coming to know many of the women. She calls them remarkable, brave
and beautiful; and a small story illuminates this.
After an evening spent getting to know the streets of St Kilda, Turnbull heads
home.
I spot S. when I’m almost at my door. She is one of the most beautiful women I’ve
met here and it’s always a pleasure to see her … I tell her about the men who have
stopped to ask me if I’m working and we talk about if women find it intimidating.
Some girls puff up with pride, she says, and some cower under the male sex gaze.
She tells me that she’ll heckle mugs if they upset non-working girls and tell them to
piss off. I like her even more. She’s cheery tonight and her eyes are lined with
black. She really is beautiful. We make our farewells and I head inside to sleep as
she heads down Greeves to work. We are living different lives right next to each
other and as I drift off, I’m glad I’ve made the effort to get a glimpse of what her
life feels like.43
In the process of creating space to facilitate this artistic endeavour, Turnbull, in
conjunction with the St Kilda Gatehouse, has shown what it may mean to challenge
otherness, breaking down binary codes of good/ bad girl, and assisting sex workers to
creatively reveal their own hybrid identities even in the midst of very difficult and
painful experiences. This is a powerful book which greatly humanises those whom
many despise.
Despite their life-controlling addictions and past traumas, there is a sense that the
idea of the abject powerlessness of sex workers is rejected here. As well as the art
project, the one-dimensional victim narrative is subverted through regular sport. Once a
week, sex workers and supporters gather to play netball for fun; they also compete
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locally. What are the implications of a game of netball in this pastoral setting? A level
playing field is required in the game, undermining the politics of rescue. A sporting
team cannot be based upon pity, judgement or horror but on inclusion, working together
and interdependence. Human identity is much more porous than modern Western
anthropologies have imagined44, and this small example of playfulness through sport
may be powerfully working to create a ministerial context in which barriers between
‘us’ and ‘them’ are renegotiated and a collective, relational identity is established.
Ultimately, sex workers cannot be marked as ‘the territory of mission and objects of
social pity’45 when they are partners on the playing field. This is a small and unusual
example of a renewed form of justice in this particular social context, as ethical
relations46 are formed around the challenge and joy of the netball court.
While there are many moments of complexity and hybridity and a direct challenge
to the othering process that sex workers endure, the Gatehouse are also engaged in
representing the experience of sex work as traumatic. Nuance, difference and positive
experiences of street sex work are suppressed; so what of the woman in Red Light, Dark
Room who sees her job a little differently, when she is interviewed by Turnbull?
Most people think when you work on the street you feel quite bitter about men,
but not you?
No, it’s opened my eyes as far as men are concerned. As a lesbian I didn’t have
a very good opinion of men basically at all, and this has opened up my eyes,
working in the sex industry, to how many guys out there that are having problems
and that are very lonely.
And do you have regular customers?
I do. Yeah, yeah I have regulars to the point now where I only have to go down
the street about once a month. I at least get one or two phone calls a week.
And that’s enough work for you?
Enough to keep me off the street.
And how has it changed how you feel about yourself?
Oh, it’s been grouse. I’ve been able to go out and enjoy my life a bit more. I
have money to go out and have meals with friends or just go for a drink down the
pub you know? I could never do that before. I was always broke. It was always,
‘No I can’t do it, I haven’t got any money’. So it’s opened up a few avenues as far
as socialising is concerned. And I can pay my bills on time!47
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Working on the streets has paradoxically kept this worker off the streets, challenged
her perspective about men, and opened up further life options. This woman’s view,
defying the stereotype, is a position that features throughout the book.
The St Kilda Gatehouse could be more direct in creating space to challenge
stereotypes. This is why we are looking at these types of ministries from within a
postcolonial frame, to allow such challenges to emerge. Nevertheless, I feel this is the
most mature and nuanced Christian project aimed at sex workers in Australia. Their
long-term presence in St Kilda may contribute to this as they have gone some way
towards confronting otherness, creating space for hybrid identifications and
undermining the politics of rescue so common in this type of mission. However, their
language and wording used to discuss agency and multiplicity do need more reflection.
Linda’s House of Hope—Perth, Western Australia
Linda’s House of Hope began in the late 1990s and since that time Linda Watson
has been an active spokesperson against the sex industry as well as a ‘rescuer’ of those
‘trapped’ in prostitution. Watson speaks from a position of authority.48 She has been
involved in the sex industry for many years, first as a sex worker then as the owner of a
brothel, an educator of new workers and a brothel receptionist; now she is a helper of
sex workers.49 Her perspective on the sex industry and her own rescue via Christian
transformation was the impetus for the ministry; this is not uncommon in these types of
mission program.50 She has been supported in this project by the Catholic Church,
particularly Archbishop Barry Hickey, who has given Watson a house for the purpose of
rehabilitating sex workers. Up to four women at a time are housed there and Watson
lives close by, providing counselling and other practical support services.51 According to
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Watson, her refuge has been inundated with calls, and has grown from a small ministry
to one that now needs new, larger premises.52 Women in the sex industry respond
positively to her offer of rescue and assistance53 and she has strict guidelines for
supporting them: they must give up sex work and take steps towards a restored life.54
It is my opinion that Watson is largely working from a nineteenth- and twentiethcentury benevolence model of paternalism (or in this case maternalism), used to
rehabilitate poor or working-class girls. Her language and the pictures she paints of sex
workers would not be out of place in a missionary brochure from that era; for this
reason, a postcolonial critique must be applied to her work.
In 2011 Watson made a submission which spoke against prostitution law reform
and the creation of tolerated zones in Western Australia. In the document she made a
series of strong and emotive claims, the first one being ‘there is no such thing as a “safe
work place” in prostitution’.55 Watson believes that all sex work damages women and
communities56, and in this she aligns with a radical feminist position. Watson supports
the Swedish model of abolition, where clients are criminalised and women workers are
considered victims to be rehabilitated.
Of brothel workers, she paints the young women as dupes without agency or a
sense of self-determination: they have no internal structure of identity once they have
entered the business. ‘The girl is told that she has to choose a new identity … If the girl
cannot choose a name, she will be given one. Sadly some girls have not heard their birth
names for some time and some have even forgotten what their names are’.57 Clients, on
the other hand, are violent predators, and anything is possible from them: ‘Perverts
roam the streets where private operators or brothels are located. Paedophiles seek
children from prostituted mothers. Clients who are paedophiles like sex workers to dress
up as children and they want them to pretend to be 10 years old or younger. Some want
them to wear nappies and put a dummy in their mouth’.58 Watson seems to relish talking
about the horror of sex work, and she shares many lurid tales. The damage done to sex
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workers is endless, turning them into degenerates, and her solution is rehabilitation. She
proposes that sex workers be offered a village-like atmosphere (with patrolling guards
and access to detox and medical support) to recover from the monetary and drug
addictions involved. What should be incorporated are:
In-house programs teaching life skills along with art, music, homemaking and
cooking classes. The girls love to attend these as most have few domestic or social
skills and little understanding of personal hygiene. Some have simply forgotten or
have never been taught fundamental life skills. Pastoral care is also paramount for
their recovery because all have been dispirited and lost hope. Many have some form
of a religious background and it is helpful for them to re-connect with their
childhood spiritual foundation or roots. Also where possible, reuniting them with
their family and integrating them back into society through gainful employment,
will give them some hope for the future.59
Women experience abject powerlessness in sex work (and in life), and Watson’s
role is to help ‘recreate’ them. In this neo-colonising picture, ‘the representation of
otherness is achieved through sexual [as well as class] modes of differentiation’.60 They
are separated out by the deviance, and the cure is further separation for healing the
shame; then a final reintegration occurs after they have been ‘house-trained’61 and made
whole. This is a very similar ideology to that of missionary movements from previous
eras which colonised cultures and people groups throughout the world via ‘civilising’
missions.62 Like representations of Indigenous people from the past, sex workers here
are exotic, primitive and not fully human.63 There is an emphasis on cleanliness,
hygiene, domesticity.64 The Victorian ideals of womanhood are stressed: family, sexual
purity and social politeness. Thus sex workers become the objects of Watson’s
compassion, supported by traditional Catholic orthodoxy and publicised widely by
conservative Christian media outlets in Australia which advocate the abolition of
prostitution.65
Thinking through the postcolonial matrix here, it is clear that sex workers who
access this service are considered blank slates, like those anonymous women that
59
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Agustin and Betcher discuss in the context of rescue work.66 Watson uses words like
‘rescue’ and ‘save’ extensively in interviews and articles about her program. Like the
Women’s Space and Starfish, ‘the main objective of Linda’s House of Hope is to put
dignity back into women’s lives’.67 This assumes that dignity and respectability are
absent, because of the implication of dishonour around the sexual role of the prostitute
and social judgement. Watson holds to the pure/ impure ideology of women’s sexual
roles, in this case of victim/ whore. Sex work is shameful; her reflections upon her own
experience highlight this. She knew it was wrong before she entered the industry, and
thought at the time that sex work was something only ‘bad girls’ do68; that is, only
whores would consider it. After many years caught in the industry, Watson was set free
by God, facilitated by Princess Diana’s death, and was able to clean up her life and reinterpret her circumstances in the light of victimisation.69 She was addicted to the
money and the lifestyle, hooked in a vicious trap which she could not escape.70 This
interpretation of her experiences forms the ethos of Watson’s ongoing work with sex
workers.
Yet complexity and contradiction do emerge in Watson’s understanding of the
othering process, as does hybrid identity: women in the sex industry are not to blame for
discrimination levelled against them, and they certainly don’t deserve to be called
degenerates or the worst of sinners.71 Watson is working against dehumanisation here,
particularly when speaking with Christians72, and that challenge to religious
condemnation and social judgement is admirable and could be the beginning of an
approach that challenges stigma both within this ministry and much more systemically.
Yet Watson’s very vocal political support for the Swedish model diminishes this sense
of women having agency, or of experiencing ambiguity.
At times Watson outlines what she perceives as sex workers’ context: most have
been abused, or exposed to pornography early on. Some are single mothers desperate to
support their children. Others want to buy nice things, much like Linda herself.73 There
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are a multitude of stories but they have one thing in common: the toxicity of the sex
industry is to blame for destroying the lives of so many human beings, and is why they
are in need of Watson’s rescue. Thus the cycle of neo-colonial victimisation is complete,
and women’s diverse strengths and experiences—their agency—is silenced. Linda’s
House of Hope has a long way to go in thinking about pastoral ministry in light of the
postcolonial matrix.
Rahab: Adelaide, South Australia and Priceless: Perth, Western Australia
Rahab in Adelaide and Priceless in Perth are active in outreach to brothels and
streets, connecting with sex workers and providing ongoing support to women in the
sex industry. Both of these ministries are part of a global phenomenon called Youth
With A Mission (YWAM) that have a ‘common purpose is to know God and make Him
known’.74 Founded in 1960 by the American missionary Loren Cunningham75, YWAM
at heart is about mobilising young people for aggressive world evangelism and
missionary endeavours.76 Highlighting the words of Jesus found in Mark, often called
the Great Commission, they are especially committed to reach those who have not heard
the gospel; who are committed to different religions, especially Islam, Hinduism and
Buddhism; who live in non-democratic countries; who inhabit cities; who live in tribal
people groups; or who are poor and needy77:
We affirm that Christ sends his redeemed people into the world as the Father sent
him, and that this calls for a similar deep and costly penetration of the world. We
need to break out of our ecclesiastical ghettos and permeate non-Christian society.
In the Church’s mission of sacrificial service evangelism is primary.78
This sharing of the ‘good news’ occurs through a process of ‘personal evangelism and
practical concern’79: ‘Accordingly, we will, by God’s grace and mercy, proclaim the
good news and perform acts of mercy so that men and women will embrace the truth of
the gospel’.80
YWAM’s leadership structure is heavily decentralised. There are approximately
1100 locations in 180 countries with about 18,000 paid staff members. Each YWAM
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ministry is expected to be largely independent, to use contextual methods of sharing the
good news and to be accountable at both local and international levels to the broader
philosophy and underpinnings of the organisation. YWAM’s three-fold focus includes
active evangelism, which happens by developing friendships via outreach; and training
Christians to do evangelism, which occurs through their international Discipleship
Training Schools and the YWAM University in Hawaii. The final emphasis is mercy
ministries, exhibiting the love of Christ through social service which provides relief and
development to needy people.81 Outreach to sex workers in Australia82 via Priceless and
Rahab fits neatly into this three-fold focus.
The work of Rahab in Adelaide is best understood through the series of video
stories that are loaded onto their website. Several women (and one male) sex worker tell
their stories of salvation from sex work, dancing, stripping and drug abuse. The video
stories are there so that sex workers who access the site can be inspired and supporters
can see the type of healing to sex workers that is possible through ministry. The stories
are all American, from Christian television programs such as The 700 Club.83 There are
similar themes throughout: all the women were abused as children, had low self-worth,
were pressured or introduced by others into sex work, and describe an experience of
powerlessness. They loved the money and lifestyle, but reached a low point from where
they ‘cried out to God’, experienced salvation and left the industry. They now perceive
sex work as shameful and have been re-integrated into normal life, with heterosexual
marriage, children and Christian ministry emphasised.
This repeated narrative trope works to show what God, and rescue-based ministries,
can achieve, taking ‘bad’ girls and making them ‘good’. This is the mark of otherness
which conceptualises people (sex workers) as distanced and living across a great divide.
Rather than questioning the social and religious conditions that exclude the other, these
video tales, and Rahab, assume the usual position of wholeness overcoming the broken.
The first statement on their website’s About Us page is that over 90% of women in the
sex industry were abused as children. This is not an evidence-based statement but it
does set up Rahab’s discourse of victimisation: ‘I will give you freedom. I will grant
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you autonomy’.84 Challenging, self-reflexive questions are redundant because of the
deep and pitiful condition ascribed to all women in the sex industry. Neither is careful
consideration given to the interrelationship between the Christian ministerial self and
the sex worker, who is approached via cold calling and always as the recipient of gifts.
Mayra Rivera in The Touch of Transcendence names this as a foreclosure in power
relations, which rather than showing something of the oppression that sex workers
experience reveals the dependence of liberated subjects [Christians] upon the other.85 To
challenge this form of neo-colonialism and think about what is happening in the contact
zone, she advises searing questions like ‘how is my own subjectivity already determined
by and determining the fact that a particular person appears to me as a stranger—to be
welcomed or excluded—as other? What allows me to imagine myself approaching her
or him with full hands?’86 What is presented by Rahab is an objectifying anthropology.87
Women are trapped by sex work and require Rahab’s support, prayer, English lessons
and counselling to get out.88
The ethos of Rahab does not value hybrid identity. Contradictions, complexity,
mixture and strength are not represented in any form by this ministry, although as
Crockett and McDaniel point out, ‘If others are to be loved, our love for them entails
sensitivity to their hybridity and the fluidity of their own subjectivity, recognising that
the construction and production of subjectivity is also partially caught up in oppressive
structures of domination, dehumanization and depersonalization’.89 There is a balance
acknowledged in postcolonial thinking here: different sex worker subjectivities and
multiplicity must be acknowledged if FBOs are to do the work of challenging structures
of dominance. Rahab’s narrow representations of victimisation set up an agenda that
diminishes women’s agency and fails to affirm that sex workers are able and willing to
make good decisions about their lives and livelihoods, including whether to enter and
continue in sex work. Those women given space to speak on the website are white
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American women, former sex workers, documented by Christian television, always
following the narrative trope of rescue and restoration.90
The idea of hybridity can function as a normative ideal for people who
might otherwise be enclosed, perhaps trapped, within rigid self-identities which
lead them to create unnecessary boundaries between themselves and others. For
people in this situation, hybridity is not descriptive; it is prescriptive. Hybridity is
not just a name for the way things are, but a name to talk about the way things
ought to be.91
Without a sense of hybrid political and personal identity construction and a deep,
self-reflexive understanding of human agency, Rahab are caught in the FBO trap of
rescue—the rigid identification of sex workers as anonymous, needy objects rather than
full and complex human beings.
Priceless Ministries in Perth take a similar stance and have worked together with
Rahab during overseas mission trips to educate Christians about sex work and
trafficking. Priceless focus on verbal evangelism and believe that outreach is for the
purpose of sharing the gospel with women in the sex industry, telling them the truth of
who God is.92 There is no distinction between sex work and human trafficking. Women
are exploited and enslaved by prostitution, whether locally or overseas.93 As one of their
staff members wrote online, this sort of program is about ‘learning to be a voice for the
voiceless’,94 which is a biblical motif that has been embraced by some pastoral
ministries. Based upon a scriptural passage from Proverbs, a mothers’ oracle, which
says speak for those who cannot speak; this is taken literally to mean that Christians
must speak on behalf of sex workers.95
Priceless are concerned with educating Christians to interact with women in
prostitution, and facilitated a Human Trafficking Seminar in Perth in mid-2013, where
they revealed to community members the plight of women in the sex industry.96 As well
as reaching out to brothels and streets in Perth and elsewhere, Priceless run English
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classes for prostitutes at the YWAM base, to build skills and relationships.97 They are
also connected with overseas ministries, going to the United Kingdom, Europe and
South Asia to network, educate and outreach to sex workers there. From the publicly
available material about their work, any sort of reflection on a neo-colonial agenda of
white people going to India, Nepal and Eastern Europe to educate other cultures about
sex trafficking remains largely unrealised.
Ultimately Priceless (like all YWAM ministries) is about salvation and
transformation. Rescue language is freely used, and motifs of sexual purity figure
prominently. God is the one who can cleanse and purify sex workers.
Sex workers are extremely othered by the representations of these ministries. The
emphasis on abject powerlessness, and enslavement, the presentation of heartbreaking
stories, and the voicelessness of local sex workers positions women in the industry as
vacant and infantilised. All complexity is removed and the rescue work of Priceless
becomes the central focus—to protect vulnerable women, to save those already trapped,
and to educate others about prostitution/ trafficking. The will or intent of sex workers,
already socially marginalised, is silenced. Instead they are spoken for, spoken about, and
spoken to. Concepts such as agency, multiplicity and self-determination are irrelevant.
What is highlighted is the ministerial authority to teach about the abuses of prostitution
and to rescue the sexually broken.
These YWAM ministries are concerned with training and resourcing Christians
about the sex trade, but it would be helpful, I believe, if they took some time to look
deeper, listening with sensitivity to different sex worker subjectivities and lived
experience, and do some further training themselves. Space for educative awareness
could only improve their practice and ability to connect with integrity to different
workers in the industry. As it is, their rates of success remain a mystery. Further research
on their impact and the long-term implications of the work they are doing would also be
helpful.98 Finally, it is uncertain whether YWAM, as a whole, have seriously considered
postcolonial critiques of the missionary movement. They definitely want representatives
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from all countries and people groups to do their work, and see themselves as moving
beyond white, Western male leadership models99; the primary reference to the value of
other cultures on their website is an affirmation of ‘redeemed cultures’, but they do not
explain what this means. YWAM like to use local and contextual methods of
evangelism and in that respect they value diversity, multi-lingual gospel sharing, global
awareness raising among their members and cross cultural ministry, which are all
positive; yet they remain committed to a worldview of ‘us’ and ‘them’, with a Christian
responsibility for conversion via evangelism their most urgent priority. When it comes
to their ministry with sex workers, Rahab and Priceless still have some way to go in
understanding and incorporating postcolonial reflection.
The Hope Foundation: Brisbane, Australia
The Hope Foundation100 was set up in 2007 by Bronwen Healy, herself a former
drug addict and sex worker. Healy got off drugs with the assistance of a Christian
rehabilitation program, and desires to give hope, help and healing to other women in the
same predicament. She has self-published a book describing her experiences of rescue
and salvation101 and uses her story to demonstrate that there is a way out of addiction.102
She has ‘turned her mess into her message’.103 There is no other story but hers, and her
take on sex work is overwhelmingly negative: to work in prostitution is to sell both
body and soul; there is no respect in the industry; and her own experience is described
as the most soul-destroying twelve months of her life.104 There is always an alternative
to prostitution.
The Hope Foundation is unashamedly religious, and scriptures such as Proverbs 31:
25, which describes characteristics of the ideal wife, dot the website. Also outlined are
stories of rescue which show the transformation that is possible for sex workers via the
love of Christ. These stories, written by two women who accessed the service, reveal a
great deal of struggle and complexity in their lives, and offer no simple solutions despite
the claim of daily miracles.105 The Hope Foundation is evangelistic, and Healy says she
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will always speak of what God has done in her own life106; yet she also claims it is not
about Christian conversion but rather ‘showing women they are not alone and they are
valuable individuals, worthy of love and respect. “We’ve always said we take women
that have been a cost to society, equip them and empower them to become a benefit.
[They’re] getting jobs and finding homes, one got married and two are pregnant, and
another just announced her engagement. Our girls are growing up”’.107 This is a
damning statement about the value of women who choose to actively and creatively
remain outside the social codes of decency.
Proclamation is the focus of the ministry, which is notable for the amount of
Christian references, scriptures and salvific testimony used throughout the program,
which Healy claims will ‘open a pathway to the gospel’.108 The Hope Foundation set up
a drop-in centre called Hope Haven in 2011, very similar to the Women’s Space
program, where women in the sex industry and those experiencing life-controlling
addictions can come along several days a week and receive help and mentoring as well
as gift-giving, lunches and birthday celebrations. Healy and her staff offer personal and
prayer support, as well as meeting basic needs with resources like food packs and
services such as court support. The Hope Foundation connects with women in need
through extensive media publicity, brochures in appropriate venues, and word of mouth,
rather than by brothel or street outreach, although they have two main outreach events
each year for women: a celebratory lunch on Valentine’s Day, and Christmas in July.
Healy’s catchcry is ‘we want them to know they are loved, valued and created with a
purpose’.109
As we have seen in the programs studied thus far, women are often othered,
whether that is consciously known or not. The Hope Foundation is similarly working to
this end. This is evidenced in a stated emphasis upon transforming women who are
‘deficits’ (i.e. bad girls) into those who are productive members of society, including
restoring sexuality through marriage. The Hope Foundation participates in a process of
constructing sex workers as degenerates, and so are justified in providing a system of
encouragement and instruction to help them cross the divide and come back to being a
‘good’ girl, as Healy herself has done. These are some of the marks of a politics of
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rescue as Healy’s FBO authority is established. Because she has been there, she can
claim authoritatively that needy women must be enabled to escape sex work; and her
performative role is one of selfless giving to those who receive her message. Rather
than being an ally to sex industry workers in their diversity, the Hope Foundation is
focused upon teaching women the right way to live, which is typical of a paternal, or
maternal, neo-colonial agenda. As such, power is unevenly distributed and sites of
mutuality remain undisclosed.
As well, there is a failure to note that there may be some positives experienced by
those in sex work. Any mention of prostitution by Healy and her staff is negative, and
she ultimately identifies it as ‘sexual brokenness’.110 The women who access the service
‘know nothing but pain’111 from their lives in prostitution and drug misuse. There is no
room—at all—for multiple or ambiguous expressions. Again, a form of body silencing
has occurred. Are women who access the support of Hope Haven required to suppress
or reject any formerly positive experiences of drug use and prostitution? I would
suggest they are. In her analysis of disability and neo-colonial mission, Betcher,
engaging with Derrida, wonders if ‘what is excluded may actually play a key role in
systemic construction and stabilization’.112 This disallowed (and transgressive) woman
helps to sustain the normative idealism of the decent woman, who is imaged in Healy
herself and prominent in the ethos of the Hope Foundation. In the sharp and perceptive
voice of a prominent sex worker activist, ‘without the Damned Whores there is no need
for God’s Police’.113 Betcher says that it is only as we disrupt this representation of the
normal, idealised female self that systemic modes of oppression, including disability,
gender roles, and racial profiling can be diffracted.114
Yet positives exist in this ministry setting too. The Hope Foundation, reflecting an
emphasis on contemporary rehabilitation methods, emphasises choice at every stage.
Women are capable of making good, bad or ugly choices, and there will always be a
consequence to what they do.115 Healy recognises the active being in the world of the
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women she meets, and sees a connection between their self-determination and the work
of the program. The Hope Foundation waits for women to come to them, noting that
only when they are ready for change, will life transformation occur. Agency is thus
acknowledged and affirmed, despite the othering process that is occurring. As a fairly
new ministry, the Hope Foundation must do further reflection upon postcolonialism if
they are to construct robust ways of being with sex workers and build a reputation of
respectful integrity.
Potentials
For FBOs, the sex industry in Australia is painted with broad brushstrokes as
overwhelmingly oppressive for all concerned. FBOs in this field work very hard to
reach out, to impress their missiological agenda on prostitutes and to inform lay people
of the situation of prostitution. The priority is individual transformation and rescue from
sex work which is perceived as deeply harmful. The work involves active evangelism,
compassionate ministry and up-skilling of women so that they can get ‘cleaned up’ and
get out. Prostitutes can then find ‘a real job’ and move back into vital employment and
gain a new life which is respectable, dignified and a good advertisement for FBOs.
Human sexuality tends to be understood and articulated within a traditional,
Christian dualistic framework of the sexual sin of prostitution and the chaste morality of
Christian women. For some, prostitutes are considered to be far beyond of the bounds of
acceptable Christian expressions of healthy sex; and marginalised sexualities and rights
discourse do not figure in this Christian discourse at all. Nor are the realities of
women’s daily circumstances and their complex or ambiguous choices always taken
into account when working towards the outcome of rescue and rehabilitation, although a
number of Christian groups have begun to recognise and articulate nuances, and to ask
questions about rescue and the shades of meaning in their roles. They are connecting a
Christian response with a deep acceptance of people and seeing the divine in the
embodied life of the sex worker. There is no recognition of issues around race,
Aboriginality and colonial context and these Australian ministries appear to be colourblind as they focus upon the oppressions of sex work.
On a political level, FBOs are not overly concerned with advocacy, but they seem
to concur that an abolitionist approach is the solution to ‘the problem’ of the global
trade in sex, and they strongly attempt to influence community thinking towards this
end. Disparate voices, narratives and open dialogue with sex worker activists are not
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welcomed on any level. As for God, he is the one who wants to save and heal, restore
and rehabilitate. He is overwhelmingly male—a father—who guides and directs
ministry and apparently looks upon sex working women as his ‘fallen princesses’. He
also has a surprising presence, as one who welcomes and receives those in the sex
industry—showing compassion and healing, wanting to transform.
The postcolonial matrix has revealed that each FBO to sex workers in Australia has
strengths and weaknesses. This is a very complex ministry setting, and the longstanding projects seem to have thought through these issues more fully; but there is still
much work to be done in respectfully engaging with sex workers with otherness, hybrid
identity, agency and the politics of rescue in mind. What might happen if FBOs were to
take seriously a postcolonial frame in this context? Bignall notes that postcolonial
theory offers a discontinuity, ‘a way out of the conventions and habits of practice
characteristic of past colonial histories’.116 A gap opens where ‘respectful listening to
others, which in practice requires mutual cultural intimacy’, is forged.117 In these
moments of discontinuity, practice, language, engagement and representation begin to
shift as complexity, risk and non-knowingness is foregrounded. This space or gap is
recognised in postcolonialism as the third space, a shifting metaphorical and relational
fissure which, if embraced, will facilitate further theological insight into identity
formation, lived experience and renewed understanding of pastoral ministry. The
technical name for the third space is Interstitiality, and in the next chapter we will be
stepping into that dynamic, discontinuous space.
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Chapter Six
Standing in the Gap
‘Susie’s in the in-between’1
I provide sexual service to a handful of clients, most of whom I’ve known for
at least a year. I trust these married businessmen. I know their real names and I have
their phone numbers at work. They tell me they love me or like me so much. They
pay what I ask and they leave when their time is up. I trust them. I need to trust
them. ‘You’re crazy, girl! Don’t let your guard down. Men have a bad attitude
towards women. Especially working girls. Fucking us over is a game for them.
Why do you think they call ’em tricks?’ ‘No, no, no! I can’t be that suspicious!’ But
it’s worth it. I only have to work a couple hours a week. The rest of my time I spend
at the typewriter, complaining and bragging about my life. I stay home a lot. I
entertain myself. At night I pick up my guitar and sing: ‘My life was so boring, Til I
started whoring…’ Pretty funny, huh? Oh, forget it! I’m being facetious, sarcastic,
sardonic. I’m miserable. I hate this fate. I made those changes in my life, but I can’t
go on living in fear and isolation. I can’t. If only…If only the streets were safe…If
only women were not haunted by submissive images. I remain home and depend on
my telephone.2
Between
The process of accentuating contradictory sex worker stories and contested
academic interpretations, while questioning FBO practice in light of postcolonial
thought brings us to a liminal space, supportive of further exploration. Ann-Claire
Mulder3, in her theological work based upon the writings of Luce Irigaray, says that by
acknowledging the other, which could be a person, culture or an ethical perspective, an
in-between space is generated. She states that a pause or moment of stillness is thus
engendered in an approach towards the other, and helps to create space around each
person or position. By this, difference is safeguarded and each encounter has the
opportunity to become an inter-subjective and creative moment.
This space in-between is, on the one hand, a shared space. This means that it cannot
be claimed as the property of anyone in it, for that would imply its eradication as inbetween. On the other hand, the in-between separates two subjects because it is between
them; it thereby enables them to maintain their difference and wards off the danger that
during the encounter the difference between the ‘I’ and the ‘you’ will be dissolved into
1
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the unity of one subject, the unity of a ‘we’, which more often than not is generated
through an effacement of difference.4
Mulder, following Irigaray, argues that it is through the passion of wonder that we
come to share in, acknowledge and be fully present in the in-between space, and
concludes that the only way to transgress this ethical space is through violence.
Suppressing, denying, eradicating and ignoring alternative sex worker perspectives are
all examples of violence. Respect for the equality and agency of all peoples is required,
but more needed is to dynamically encounter the other with newness, surprise,
difference, with a question: who are you?5 Thoughtful language and an attitude of open
engagement are crucial. How can this occur? I suggest a practical approach: that FBOs
begin to engage with various sex worker identities in order to learn to tolerate diversity
and to grow into healthy ways of being that encompass wonder, in ethical relations with
sex workers. And more so: that FBOs self-consciously locate themselves in the inbetween spaces.
Another name for this in between is the interstitial. The concept of Interstitiality
was first used in medical science to name the space between tissues or organs in the
human body.6 As a metaphor it has gradually been embraced by a wide number of
disciplines, including literature studies, visual arts and philosophy7, where it can be
useful in beginning to elucidate complex ideas (about prostitution) and ways of making
pastoral connections that are beyond hierarchical constructions of Western binary logic,
but do not obliterate difference. In previous chapters we began to explore how
postcolonialism constructs a questioning framework that opens up space between the
traditional boundaries of victim/ whore; now it is important to understand what the inbetween actually means:
The word "interstice" comes from the Latin roots inter (between) and sistere (to
stand). Literally, it means to "stand between" or "stand in the middle." It generally
refers to a space between things: a chink in a fence, a gap in the clouds, a DMZ [demilitarised zone] between nations at war, the potentially infinite space between two
musical notes.8
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The in-between or interstitial has also been called the third space, an idea that has
been developed by Bhabha and articulated in postcolonial studies across many academic
fields, where living between the edges of existence is articulated.9 According to Bhabha,
the third space is performative in the sense that it is enacted through a constant shift of
perspective and a robust engagement with internal and external discrepancy, in a very
self-reflexive way. It is differential in that contrast and disparity are strongly
encouraged. As noted in Chapter one, the third space is contrapuntal: narratives of
difference are juxtaposed again and again. And it is interruptive, naming gaps,
deconstructing accepted ‘truths’ and highlighting cracks and openings which are often
contained within status-quo thinking.10
We have been drawing upon postcolonialism in Chapters four and five, particularly
by using a framework which incorporates awareness of otherness, hybrid identity and
the third space, agency and the politics of rescue. This section will continue the
engagement, with a deeper theoretical exploration of the third space and interstitial
integrity11 as well as through storytelling, which can help to open up approaches based
upon wonder and complexity when thinking about human beings and their experiences
within the sex industry.
Rather than understanding and describing sex workers as being in one category or
another, could they be located somewhere at the midpoint, actively making meaning and
finding life in a fluid and flexible space that defies reification? We have come to the
interstitial space which is also the edge of unknowing and mystery. Rather than clinging
to one of two positions and excluding all alternatives, might a better way be to
acknowledge this in-between opening or rupture which does not compartmentalise
women for all time as either victim or whore?
This is not to fuse these very different perspectives, but rather to say that both
major positions, sex work is violence against women or it is acceptable work, hold
layers of meaning and reflect different perspectives about lived experiences, and have
something to teach us about the voices and realities of those who work in the industry.

9
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All of these perspectives are worthy of respectful engagement, with that pause for
stillness and breath work that Mulder talks about12, where ‘Nothing is thrust out, the
good, the bad, and the ugly, nothing rejected, nothing abandoned’.13 Holding onto
disparity and the interruption of diverse narratives helps to shed light on different parts
of the picture, with a recognition that the whole story will never be told. This is
contested space. In the in-between, tension, contradictions and competing challenges
endure and are sustained with playful irony, openness and an agile ambiguity, as well as
with great wonder. Thus a space in-between is illuminated, where paradox and
difference breathes14:
Third space is where we negotiate identity, and become neither this nor that but our
own. Third is used to denote the place where negotiation takes place, where identity
is constructed and re-constructed, where life in all its ambiguity is played out. This
term serves as a rebuttal or corrective to regulating views, and highlights a way of
seeing things differently.15
If we are to shift our focus, this interstitial space means that we are the ones who are
being called to let go of linear patterns of holding. An interstitial perspective, which
incorporates shifting perceptions, multiple stories and diverse viewpoints, with paradox
at the heart, is the crux of faith-based ministry with sex workers. Can pastoral workers
be real about this with women in the industry and with each other? Being positioned in
the in-between space makes work and faith vulnerable and unstable, and we find
ourselves in a space of mystery and flux beyond control. This is a space that requires
trust and vision that can see with a greater perception, with fixed lines around divinity,
faith, sexuality and identity continually challenged by the other. Stark silhouettes of
victims are not the only way to capture the stories of sex workers. There are many
shapes to story, each suggesting what is beyond our ultimate grasp—life in the play of
fullness.
We are looking for a multi-view, a bi-focus16, seeing something that is bigger than
ourselves that is not easily captured or caged by traditional viewpoints. In speaking of
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creative expressions of literature which are in-between specific genres, author Fenkl
says that
Interstitial works make the reader (or listener, or viewer) more perceptive and more
attentive; in doing so, they make the reader’s world larger, more interesting, more
meaningful, and perhaps even more comprehensible. The reader, who has been
seeing black-and-white, suddenly begins not only to see color, but to learn how to
see other colors.17
As we continue to look, perspectives are illuminated, only to shift again so another
view comes into focus, then movement, the dance of an other and we are back to our
original stance but with the challenge of multiplicity.18 This is how it is to engage with
multiple and diverse sex industry perspectives, and regard each with a sense of integrity.
Flying
Rita Nakashima Brock, a theological companion in this thesis, wrote an article
some years ago called ‘Interstitial Integrity’, based upon her own and others’
experiences as Asian Pacific Americans (APA). In the paper, published in Introduction
to Christian Theology: North American Perspectives, Brock develops an alternate
theological category which she names interstitial integrity—a space of many cultural
perspectives, shared ways of engaging spiritual reality, and importantly a way of being
in community that is authentic and honouring of different and shifting identities. The
idea of integrity is important here, and is expressed in ‘acts of connecting many
disparate things by holding them together’19 contrapuntally. Integrity means that no one
view is given ultimate rule, but each is shown honour and dealt with honestly. To seek
personal integrity, one has to face repressed, suppressed and unpalatable parts of the self
and integrate them into the whole. One must also include diversity and nonjudgementalism, an openness to difference and an accepting, listening stance. This
happens in the in-between space where each person’s integrity is challenged by the
other. It is not a matter of just celebrating difference, but can often be a difficult, tense
listening and sharing, where all are changed in the process (if they are open enough).

worn neural pathway decides which angle to favour, yet, in a microsecond, my perspective can switch
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Mulder particularly writes of the difficulty of this in-between experience, bringing it
back to the body: everything is felt and experienced within our humanness.20
Life in the interstices is also a way of understanding the complexity of human
identity and maturation. In current psychoanalytic research it is now known that there
are many shifting states of consciousness, multiple memory access points, and infinite
facets of experience which make up the self at any given moment.21 There is a lot more
flux and fluidity in anthropological development than previously imagined; we just
don’t allow ourselves to be fully aware of these shifting states of consciousness. This
fits well with Brock’s theological assertion that multiple social, political and spiritual
identities are experienced interstitially. It also fits with Irigaray’s sense of wonder at the
human condition, and at the moment-by-moment differences between us. This
difference is also within: ‘The self is often fragmented, split and invisible to the self and
is defined indirectly by a conflicting web of interpersonal relations and roles’.22 This
doesn’t have to be a negative reading of anthropology; only in the light of dualistic
essentialism and aloof judgement of the other is it so. According to Brock, reflecting
upon APA identity, it is not the Western autonomous model of individualism, but rather
a fluid, paradoxical, holy insecure collective character of selfhood, that fits best here.23
As she claims, it is an ongoing process of ‘renewal and restoration, learning how to live
the tensions of holding together all the complex parts of who we are’.24 Why would it
not be the same for sex workers?
As well as space for deep, compassionate self-awareness, life in (spiritual)
community with sex workers must encompass multiplicity, must challenge religious
segregation of sex workers and must be inclusive of deep paradox and irony—it has to
be lived towards the interstitial space. This can be a conflictual space and, as Mulder
says, ‘the encounter with the otherness of the other is most often marked by
unawareness, irritation or impatience; emotions in which the otherness of the other is
denied, effaced or violated’.25 It has been too easy for faith-based ministries to deny and
efface the multiplicity of sex worker identities as they seek to save and re-integrate the
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workers, but a recognition of those deep emotions and a stillness to understand and
listen can help shift the perspectives to another level. It means a conscious effort to
negotiate multiplicity without foreclosure.
Can the interstitial be a joyful space even in the midst of challenge, sadness or
irritation, a space that gives us the opportunity to keep exploring nuances, taking
spiritual risks and never settling into a frigidity of Christian character? Each moment is
a contextual (and for Christians a theological) revelation of shade, shape, light, colour
and texture rather than a monochrome pallet of predetermined value judgements. Brock
asserts that this is how APAs cope with the experience of being marginalised by the
dominant patriarchal culture.26 I would suggest that this is also how many sex workers
understand the work they do—and this is how Christians can articulate a more
respectful, vulnerable and real place with those in prostitution. ‘In the spaces between
oppression and liberation, sin and salvation, brokenness and wholeness, I find
interstitial integrity’.27 This is where women live; this is where we all live. Is it time to
be more honest about that, with ourselves and in any outreach or feminist theological
endeavour? Brock goes further, to symbolise this experience through the natural
patterns of flying and migration:
Interstitial life often feels like a process of being torn among several different
worlds that refuse to get along. It can, in its transcendence, however, feel as if one
is following the rhythms of a migrating bird. The bird cannot rest long in one place,
but it finds nourishment and strength to fly on. This refusal to rest in one place, to
reject a narrowing of who we are by either/ or decisions, or to be placed always on
the periphery, is interstitial integrity.28
There is a transcendent rhythm in this interstitial space, if only we can attune. Yet it is
not easy to dwell here, because this space suggests to us our own fragility and thus,
theological disorientation is starkly highlighted:
taken together these characteristics give an indication of why it is so difficult to
bear with the difference of the other, because it emphasizes that this other is
essentially non-me. It shows that the alterity of the other is often experienced as a
negation of the self, or as an antithesis to the self—to use the terms of the Hegelian
dialectics. Both these terms—negation and antithesis—illuminate that to encounter
the radical other can be experienced as a threat to one’s perception of self and one’s
worldview, thus as a threat to one’s identity.29
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A pastoral response located in-between means that we are invited to let go of traditional
epsitemes and move into an unknown space, which is subject to change. Like
theological scholars such as Brock who speak in terms of cultural fluidity, I understand
this space with sex workers as one that brings depth, originality, integrity and also holy
insecurity.30 If we can be here, we will go through a process of becoming attuned to the
other without the usual forms of religious control and fixed judgement but with
vulnerability and risk, as we are continually ‘exposed to what we do not know’31, the
realities of women negotiating their lives as sex industry workers. This type of
mysterious, open encounter will deepen and change us, as well as threaten us. It is a
unique threshold of perception that will draw and hold us here32, but it must also be
encompassed by an unassuming pastoral gentleness as well as a tender competence.33
According to Maaike de Haardt,
The term ‘tender competence’ is loaded with a critique on the contemporary culture
in which … the myth reigns that either you control your life and your surroundings
completely, or you are fully helpless and powerless. In both situations you exclude
or eliminate God (whatever God may mean). In a situation of total control and
power God is superfluous; in a situation of total absence of power, one not only
denies any form of the presence of God, but also denies any power or competence
in the individual. In both cases one cuts oneself off from the capacity to wonder, the
ability to see (new) possibilities, the capacity to be touched.34
Humour and playfulness, which can be useful in naming the shadow, or irony in
circumstance, helps too.35 In that sense, Interstitiality asks us to keep opening up, to
keep growing, to keep exploring and listening with stillness, yet to do it with humility
and in a way that honours the other. This is a deeply reflective space, especially
important for pastoral ministry with those who have been traditionally stigmatised.
To my knowledge, no FBOs have publicly affirmed any positive perspectives on
sex work36, nor consciously recognised the potential of an interstitial space for
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connection. Yet this is a way of honouring and respecting those we encounter in the sex
industry, who will often report both positive and negative aspects of the work. The inbetween perspective does not resolve or synthesise competing claims but opens up a
space for multiplicity filled with intellectual dissonance, cultural and personal
intersectionality, spiritual dynamism and difference, and opportunities for great
creativity, just as daily life in pastoral ministry with sex workers is non-static,
complicated, paradoxical, and subject to change.37 Interstitiality as a pastoral model
means creating a spiritual space that is rich enough to hold and sit with diversity of
perspective. This is a space where women and pastoral practitioners can collectively
name and address macro oppressions, while at the same time, women can articulate
their own subjective engagement with sex work, in the presence of FBOs. What will
bring and hold our ministry here and challenge us to look again? It is the stories and
voices of those in the sex industry. As Mulder says, it is the motif of wonder, of
respecting the other that becomes imperative. It is looking again and seeing something
new and utilising the (postcolonial) language of integrity to understand that. This
interstitial space is one of deep acceptance and learning to listen, which may be the one
thing that FBOs can give to sex workers.
In the remainder of this chapter, three narratives which complicate traditional
polarising perspectives about sex work, pastoral ministry and feminist theological
interpretations will be presented. The first focuses on the stark question, can a woman
be a Christian and a sex worker? Often religious people say no, not until she gives up
sex work; but my own encounters and the voices of many others say yes, indeed she can
and will. The second story analyses the complex motifs and pastoral practice of Lia
Claire Scholl as outlined in her recent work I Heart Sex Workers: A Christian Response
to the Sex Trade.38 Relationships of mutual care and friendship have drawn her practice
to an in-between space which holds onto ambiguity in real life circumstances amid
respectful connection. The final narrative contests the idea of a clear-cut feminist sexual
ethic based upon mutuality and freedom, often cited by feminist liberation theologians
as being a primary reason why prostitution should be considered unethical. Australian
sex worker Rachel Wotton shows us that a communal ethic of integrity, based upon
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compassion, mutual giving and receiving, is possible in sex industry work. Together,
these stories and questions help draw the discussion to an in-between space of
complexity where we may begin to gauge interstitial integrity.
A Faithful Sex Worker
The interstitial is a way of being with women in the sex industry, provocatively
open and embracing a restrained humility, realising that no one theoretical perspective
captures every woman’s story for all time. It means that we do not have to take a
predetermined, reductionist and exclusivist moralising position, but rather can stand
with workers as they negotiate their lives, sharing wisdom and learning from many
theoretical perspectives, but only as they include rather than annihilate the differing or
challenging voice of the other. I think this is a way of being that does not speak for the
other, but is accountable and reflexive as speaking with others: ‘Postcolonial theology
recognizes differences and allows for a multiplicity of responses, hoping to achieve a
reciprocal exchange of perspectives from all voices’.39 This perspective learns from
feminist philosophy, especially what Haraway calls the interconnection of all things: a
politics of articulation rather than representation.40
As a way of being, the interstitial approach looks for healthy, equal, self-reflexive
and critical pastoral models of practice that do not become reified and distant when
thinking about and interacting with women in prostitution. Those of us who are
religiously trained are conditioned to behave otherwise, as we ‘value being
uncompromised by relationships to the world’.41 We are on this side and they are over
there. For FBOs, this can mean keeping a sensible, authoritative distance from sex
workers, holding onto traditional motifs of separation and sexual purity especially for
women and continuing to draw that line in the sand: sex work is unethical and it is
wrong; women must be saved and transformed. This is the hierarchical approach to
sexual difference and salvation. Women must be rescued from this lifestyle if they are to
know healing and hope in Christ. As Brock states in ‘Interstitial Integrity’, the ‘self is
supposed to stand on principle and give priority to ideology through loyalty to the good
side of the either/ or divide’.42 This underpinning—whether stated or not—finds its
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source in an understanding of an autonomous God removed from the rawness and
humanity of prostitution and, concomitantly, as the one who drives the rescue impulse.
Thus a way of being which demands submission to either/ or choices around morality,
salvation and ‘new life’ becomes essential and also becomes the foundation of faithbased outreach work. But pastoral practice shared with sex industry workers is much
more complex than this.
I met Nadine when first working in faith-based outreach, and we got to know one
another over the next few years. I found her to be a gracious and caring human being
who had an amazing faith and knowledge of Jesus. She loved literature and philosophy
and was a musician and semi-professional photography. She and her partner were
practising Christians who loved God, prayed regularly, and were always open to deep
discussions of scripture. Nadine was also a sex worker who over the years had
developed a small and select clientele, forming very personal relationships with each of
her customers and sharing faith, life and intimacy. In time Nadine indicated that she was
a sex worker because it suited her lifestyle and gave her a great deal of flexibility and
control around her customer base as well as an excellent income.
With her incredible potential, creativity and caring as well as deep faith, I became
determined to help her ‘escape’ the sex industry, which was holding her back from
reaching full potential. For months, years even, I—along with other Christian
workers— actively encouraged her to make the move away from paid sex. Urging her to
live a frugal life, we encouraged her to reach out for something better and were
determined to see her succeed where she had failed.
After yet another morning of discussing job training options, she frankly stated, ‘I
don’t want you to help me leave prostitution, I want you to help me get through this
day’. Eating and praying together, discussing theology, being creative as well sharing
our ups and downs, were what she valued. Where the Christians in her life had focused
upon a fixed outcome (leaving prostitution) as a sign of healing and redemption, Nadine
was determined to deal with her daily circumstances, finding redemption in the midst of
life. She desired relationships that were supportive, direct, present, faithful and loving.
In essence, she demanded that we participate in a rich fellowship of Christian
community that also encompassed her.
Nadine’s candour and integrity was a turning point. I slowly began to discard my
own agenda and started to genuinely listen as women expressed their truth through
stories of joy, laughter and lament. I came to see that often women in prostitution held a
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strong faith in God as well as a deep understanding and acceptance of flawed humanity,
in their own hearts and in the lives of others. The words of Jesus came alive: Truly I tell
you, the tax collectors and the prostitutes are going into the kingdom of God ahead of
you.43
Rather than holding to a closed and tightly controlled absolute reality, the
interstitial pastoral life continues to help open and articulate a shared space where story,
divergent experiences and embodied presence—incarnation—is matched by dynamic,
fluid relationships. This is an in-between theology that seeks to join with women in sex
work, rather than viewing them as problems to be resolved or objects to be saved or
transformed. Writing from the mestiza perspective44, Maria Lugones names this type of
being as a split–separation, which has at its heart control and purity: familiar words in
prostitution theological analysis and mission. Lugones in her scholarship, like Nadine in
her life, is concerned with breaking down barriers, exploring relational elements,
playfully celebrating multiplicity while resisting relativism.45 Both live very
consciously in the tension between dichotomous differences, not resolving them through
an ‘objective’ separation but intuitively understanding the imaginative potential of the
interstitial life. This, I would say, is a way that we can be present with awareness and on
the side of those in the sex industry, who in many ways seem to dwell unreservedly with
Interstitiality.
Nadine is not either a sex worker or a Christian. There is no split–separation. Her
personal and religious identity encompasses both, negotiating a middle way with the
tension that entails. Can we allow ourselves to open to this type of multiplicity too? As
feminists maintain, the multiple, cultural identities of an individual and community are
neither static nor located in one particular location or artefact.46 There is an overlap
here, an interstitial space, which I vividly understood through my ongoing encounters
with Nadine.
Can we feel into this way of being with women in the industry, connecting our faith
with theirs to meet in the in-between rather than demanding separation? It means a more
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expansive pastoral character must be created. At the very least it is seeing differently. I
believe that it is only between fixed perspectives (sinner/ saved, whore/ victim) that
innovative religious connections and consciousness can be experienced. The mestiza or
APA woman might affirm that it is the tension, the friction and dynamic movement,
which gives individuals or marginalised communities their own distinctiveness, their
own flavours. As described here, the living experience of the sex working woman, like
other women, is at once simple and complicated, translucent and opaque.47 Like Nadine,
she may be Christian and a sex worker. She may experience victimisation and
discrimination, but she also has power and a sense of agency within her life
circumstances. She lives in the in-between. Lugones calls this diverse but nonfragmented formation process one of impurity. What a powerful refiguring of the word,
which has been used as an insult, especially towards sex workers! There will be no
anthropological exclusion in this third space, only a constant opening up to the other.
To perceive richly this interstitial space means that sex workers are acknowledged
and affirmed by missionaries in their passionate and pragmatic multiplicity, without
rescue or labelling and with a genuine recognition of their own sense of agency. Nadine,
in negotiating her life circumstances, has transgressed hegemonic systems of religious
decency by openly asserting faith while continuing to work in the sex industry, which
seems to be a contradiction. Yet Nadine knows Christ and lives in a place that is beyond
dualistic, traditional readings of sex industry work and spirituality. It takes courage to
embrace this perspective and to sense and support this ‘togetherness in difference’48 that
pulses through her story. In this situation—and in the lives of many other women also—
the pattern of leading prostitutes to individual personal salvation and then demanding an
absolute work/ life change becomes non-beneficial and even abusive, and ignores the
interstitial integrity that women like Nadine embody.
Can Christians follow the lead of such women in prostitution, as well as feminists,
and move from ‘unitary and convergent reasoning towards divergent thinking, [with a]
new perspective which includes rather than excludes?’49 Rather than reinforcing the
stigma of an either/ or approach by requiring prostitutes to adhere to fixed salvific and
sexual stereotypes, would FBOs serve women better by being flexible and actively
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acknowledging and celebrating the resilient personal choices made to enter and continue
in the sex industry, recognising the in-between space and engaging women there? To
quote philosopher and author Geraldine Finn, who rages eloquently about the
pigeonholing of living human subjects within old patriarchal narratives of dualism, ‘the
traditional discourses and institutions of politics, ethics and spirituality do not serve
their vision well, do not do justice to the space-between: in fact, obscure and obfuscate
it under categories that ultimately reproduce more of the Same’.50 With Finn I would
argue that most traditional and contemporary methods of faith-based outreach do not
serve well the magnificent visions of liberation that Christianity upholds because they
reproduce dichotomous discourse and fail to engage and rejoice in the dynamic spacein-between with real women in prostitution. Nadine showed me that.
Places I Didn’t Think I’d Go
I am not alone in advocating a deconstructive frame for pastoral ministry that
occupies the in-between space with sex workers. Lia Scholl describes her own
ministerial practice, in-between the sex wars and based upon living in deep, relational
connection with sex workers in I Heart Sex Workers.51 While Scholl never consciously
uses this terminology, her extensive practice and perspective draws a picture of deep
contradiction and complexity around sex industry work while attempting to chart a third
way—the way of love and respect through the practice of interstitial integrity. Scholl
discusses agency, structural factors for those entering prostitution, customers, and the
positives and negatives of sex work, as well as helping women leave the industry.
Ultimately, this is a pastoral guide which draws upon experience, story and statistics to
tell about Scholl’s journey from one of rescuer to friend of sex workers in the USA:
Along the way, sex workers changed in my mind from being the people I ministered
to to the people I loved. [Author’s italics] I began to understand why Jesus said, in
John 15:15, ‘I no longer call you servants … Instead, I call you friends’. I came to
understand that a relationship of mutuality is required in ministry, that if I am going
to be true to people, then the truest I can be is to be open to listen, to seek to
understand their experience, to learn from them rather than feeling I have
something to teach. Some time ago, my relationships with sex workers moved from
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being one-way to being mutual, from ‘I have the help you need’ to ‘We can be here
for one another’.52
Scholl recalls a dream which associated her with sex workers. In the dream, she
was present in a brothel as it was being raided. Scholl was arrested along with the other
sex workers and could not prove she was a Christian minister, which was an alarming
experience. For her, this indicated an internal shift in ministerial perspective, from one
of detachment to becoming profoundly identified with sex workers.53 Scholl now
recognises that she spent years othering sex workers through the use of data, as well as
judging customers harshly and using victimisation language, especially in Christian
preaching, teaching and awareness-raising.54 She had embraced the oppression
paradigm. Scholl has now shifted to the in-between space where she can hold the
tension of structural inequality while speaking against the stigma that sex workers
experience, in conjunction with a sense of ‘understanding sex workers as whole people,
as bright and shining women and men who are powerful agents in their own lives’.55
She has done this by seeing her ministry in new ways, by challenging her own sense of
privilege and by pivoting the gaze:
Instead of looking at sex workers as the ones with the problem, we need to look at
church and society as the ones with the problem. Society and the church have
decided that sex workers are outside the realm of people offered acceptance.
Because sex workers are excluded, we reach out to them. Not because they ‘need’
us but because, ultimately, we need them … Because without sex workers calling
us to a better place, we will not notice that our world is out of whack, that justice is
not meted out equally, and that discrimination is running rampant in our society.56
Scholl in this way is seeking to avoid a politics of representation and rescue, and
endeavours to retain distinctiveness and difference through story and complexity while
including herself and her own maturation in the picture. She has done what Spivak says
is a process of ‘unlearning privilege as a loss’.57 Spivak notes that such unlearning does
‘not come through benevolence, it has to be charted out very carefully step by step’.58 It
is an ongoing process of questioning self, questioning the production of power, and
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making public the interrogation of feminist practice while constantly addressing issues
of female specificity.59 As a feminist Christian minister, Scholl has been deeply engaged
with the process of deconstruction in the presence of individual sex workers. According
to Spivak, this type of deconstruction does not lead to paralysis, but to better practice,
and is based upon looking at ‘the ways in which you are complicit with what you are so
carefully and cleanly opposing’.60 Scholl affirms that this has been her experience too.
As well as describing her own shift in pastoral motivation, Scholl charts the journey
from a very clear-cut picture of sexual abuse of women to a more ambiguous
understanding of sex industry work. Scholl began ministry with strippers and dancers as
a feminist Christian minister, her perspective in line with the radical feminist ideas that
sex work was enslavement. ‘I interpreted what I saw as the women being victimized by
the men; the men were the ones with money, and the women needed to use their
sexuality to get that money’.61 Within a short time, Scholl began to question that initial
interpretation of the exchange that takes place. ‘Perhaps my reading of who had power
and who didn’t have power was skewed by my own experience. Perhaps there was more
going on in the club than I understood’.62 Scholl wrote her book in an attempt to
complicate the picture of the sex trade presented by anti-trafficking and pro-family
movements.63 Much of the book is about exploring nuances; ultimately she paints a
complicated and conflicted, but hopeful, picture of the lives of sex workers and her
ministry with them. In I Heart Sex Workers, Scholl does not allow those in the sex
industry to fit comfortably into the designated constructions of victim/ whore and
sinner/ saved which has been traditionally assumed in faith-based outreach and
Christian rescue programs; her position supports the postcolonial thinking of Bhabha
that many people and communities exist ‘ambivalently in “displaced” or “underrecognised” third spaces, located within in-between forms of supposed difference’.64
Scholl’s experience in this space has helped her to recognise the ambivalence of sex
industry work, and she denotes the sense of displacement that sex industry workers are
subjected to as well as the paradoxical perspectives of prostitution.
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Scholl has rejected standing on one side of a naïve dichotomy, especially
concerning the language of victimisation, and her position develops complexity as she
negotiates the positives and negatives of sex work without resolution. There is the
experience of loss in sex work, such as being unable to tell friends and family about
your job.65 There is the loss of days, as most sex work occurs in the evening.66 There is
vulnerability to rape, violence and abuse. But these harms are not much different to
what non-sex working woman face in their life circumstances.67 Sex work is not
necessarily an inferior choice. Scholl gives room to the positives here also. There can be
a heightened sense and appreciation of embodiment, with many women saying that ‘sex
work taught me that bodies come in all shapes and sizes and that each one (including
mine!) has beauty in its way’.68 There is also a great sense of power and
accomplishment that can come via selling sex. For many who have been abused, sex
work can—paradoxically—be a way to reclaim sexual power on their own terms.69 Sex
workers have the opportunity to make a lot of money and there can be a sense of
community and camaraderie between workers in the industry, with good friends and
allies who understand the life.70 Sex workers also develop highly attuned skills in
reading people, and in sales and customer service.71 Scholl is not afraid to face and
acknowledge these positive aspects of the industry, without resolve. She maintains that
it is imperative to deal with nuances and complexities in order to understand and do
justice to those in the sex trade.72 She is negotiating a third space, the in-between.
Scholl particularly focuses on the concept of agency and voice as she argues that
sex workers can speak powerfully for themselves and can make informed choices about
their bodies and the work they do. She confronts the idea of speaking on behalf of sex
industry workers:
Many anti-sex work and rescue organisations say that they want to be a ‘voice for
the voiceless’. I’ve never met a sex worker without a voice. What’s meant is, ‘I
want to stand with the less powerful’, but what’s actually said is, ‘You need
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someone to speak for you because you are not able/ willing/ capable of speaking for
yourself’.73
Scholl goes further to say that it is incongruous for her to be writing about sex work
as a non-sex worker, but she recognises her positionality as a bridge or link between the
multiple voices and stories of sex workers and Christians.74 Rather than speaking on
behalf of sex workers, she inhabits an in-between space of listening to those in the
industry; of disrupting traditional Christian discourse around sex work; and of fluidity,
crossing back and forth between these different domains to strengthen connections. Her
perspective is neither objectifying nor distancing; instead she engages in direct, lived
experience of sex work.75 She is attempting to incorporate feminist theory, political
activism and Christian compassion within the immediate and challenging context of
authentic relationships with sex workers, exhibiting ‘a strategic mobility that
continually interweaves these sites, so that they become entangled, continually
informing one another’.76 The result is a work of emotion and experience, of bodily life
breathed deeply into ambiguous words.77
Embodied and Ethical
We are not trying to merge differing perspectives here; it is that we are using partial
pictures to vividly explore something that will ultimately remain beyond our final
portrayal. Can we perceive that seemingly contradictory readings of prostitution can sit
together, not just as two opposing perspectives but as opening an entirely new space—
where fluidity, movement, tension, unresolved difference, incompleteness, imperfection,
partial shades of colour, texture and ambiguity is seen as paramount?
This perception and way of being is not only an academic exercise but is crucial to
the life of pastoral practice, the understanding of the sacred and the complexity of
ministry around the sex industry. Not scholarship nor story, statistics nor ethnographic
experience impart the whole picture or communicate an understanding of sex work that
is complete and finally accurate: ‘Discourses are partial, imaginary, dynamic, often
contradictory, fraught with tensions and subject to many exceptions. Nevertheless …
identifying discursive formations, and appreciating their power/knowledge effects,
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allows us to see how particular interpretations and experiences of sex work are
possible’.78 Human rationality, based upon generations of schooling in dichotomy,
wants to hold onto one frame and resolve the puzzle by using moral judgement to reject
other, less palatable, understandings; but this can never be with a listening commitment,
divergent prostitution narratives and critical feminist thinking all in play. In the words of
Irigaray, ‘there will be no final synthesis’79, and no definitive prescriptive, feminist,
ethical or Christian power over women’s lives in this situation.
If Karen Peterson-Iyer, in her feminist ethical analysis of prostitution, is correct,
then ‘sex-industry work ... is neither an act of complete freedom nor one of complete
slavery’.80 Her thoughtful investigation brings the debate back to this fleeting space
where one-dimensional categories are not nuanced enough to understand lived
experiences. This is a paradoxical space where circumstances rather than driving
ideologies count. Why must this knowledge be suppressed by some Christian
practitioners who are quick to recognise the tragedy and trauma of the sex industry but
so often fail to celebrate characteristics of hope, joy, empowerment, pleasure, wisdom,
humour, truth, survival and strength in the lives and vocation of sex working women?81
As discussed in Chapter three, feminist liberation theologians analyse sexual ethics
through the lens of a sexist anthropology which is mediated via patriarchal religious
authority. They also build upon the work of radical feminism, with scholars such as
Rita Nakashima Brock naming prostitution as the coercion and exploitation of women
by an unjust system. Karen Peterson-Iyer seeks to demonstrate that prostitution is
harmful and ultimately destructive to women, men and society because it does not fit
within feminist religious, sexual ethics that include the ideals of freedom, embodiment,
nonsubjection, mutuality, equality and sexual integration.82 .This understanding helps to
frame her feminist theological response to sex work, which assumes that sex workers
are deeply victimised in their work, that sex work is abhorrent, that it is a violent
example of patriarchal capitalism, and that it is impossible that women would
consciously choose it. Nor are the characteristics of mutuality, embodiment and freedom
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represented in a commercial sexual exchange. Where are the voices of sex workers
though, who claim otherwise? Is this type of feminist liberation ethic, that stresses
relationality, ignoring the relational experiences of many sex workers? What of those
who embrace both these positions—sex as work as well as commercial sex as a feminist
ethical contribution? Australian sex worker Rachel Wotton’s story is applicable here.
Lube My Wheels
In the recent Australian documentary Scarlet Road, the extraordinary experiences
of sex worker Rachel Wotton are told.83 An articulate woman, she has been involved in
the sex industry for over 17 years and has a large base of clients, many with a disability.
Wotton has jointly founded an organisation called Touching Base, which educates
community workers in the disability sector as well as sex workers, helping them to
break down the myths and stigma attached to sexuality and disability.84 Wotton is
interested in facilitating healthy and satisfying connections between those with a
disability and sex workers. She comes across as passionate and playful, an individual
who believes in personal sexual empowerment as well as the human rights of sex
workers. This documentary challenges many stereotypes: that only men visit sex
workers; that people with disabilities are asexual; that sex workers are powerless
women. Wotton is an affectionate, funny and skilled worker who says that she loves the
idea that her job always entails pleasure.85 This becomes especially apparent when some
of her clients with disabilities give feedback about Wotton’s work: they feel normal; she
makes a difference to their bodily experience; she is a companion on a journey of basic
human expression.86 For Wotton, the sexual commercial exchanges are mutually
enriching, centred in an ethic of sexual care and professionalism which has been
developed relationally with her clients and their families.87 One of Wotton’s dreams is to
start a not-for-profit brothel, and she is currently completing postgraduate studies in this
area. Her reason for making the documentary is to ‘wipe away the “us” and “them”
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mentality’, enabling sexual equity and access for persons with disabilities.88 The
political power and agentic voice of a sex worker to address other oppressive structures
in society is of note here. Wotton’s sexual ethics are paving the way for renewed
understandings of disability, choice and representation—which is applicable to both sex
workers and their customers.
Fundamental feminist beliefs about sexuality do not always map neatly over stories
from sex workers. Is this not a healthy expression of human sexuality, for Wotton and
her clients both? Wotton has a practical sexual wisdom which is a gift to those who are
often most sexually alienated in society. Can she incorporate ethics of joy, freedom and
much-needed mutuality with her clients and maintain her own rich personal sexual life?
Of course she can—and does, as is demonstrated by the extended interviews with her
partner and clients. According to feminist liberation sexual ethics human sexuality is
deeply related to the sense of self, and this is severely damaged by work in the industry.
Yet as Faber shows, this essentialist understanding fails to engage with a complex
understanding of relational sexuality as socially constructed.89 Rather than condemning
prostitution through a lens of healthy, loving sexuality which assumes that sex workers
have no sexual relationships outside their work and no ethical experiences in their
working lives, can we affirm that there are many times when sex workers are capable of
loving and being loved—enjoying right relationship—at home and at work? As Wotton
and her clients prove, agency is always lived at the interstices of life, between personal
choice and political action.90 This perspective is a challenge to the boundaries that
feminist liberation theology would draw around mutuality, freedom, friendship, eros and
love. What remains for me, after reflecting on the profound work of Wotton and
Touching Base, is that only our deep humanity brings us towards the divine and each
other, and this is entirely possible within a commercial sexual exchange. Eros will not
be contained by feminist liberation ethics.
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Making the Connections
As I hope these stories and reinterpretations of sex industry work show, ambiguous
experience does not result in clear-cut answers. It is based in mystery. I hope also that it
is obvious by now that it is not only an aberrant minority of workers who are
challenging stereotypes, feminist constructions and traditional theological perspectives,
but a growing body of empowered, articulate and visionary sex workers and their
allies.91 My question is this: can we find a pastoral space which is not cemented into one
reading of reality but destabilises what we have taken for granted? Can FBOs continue
carving out a space which embraces interconnection and shared vulnerability? The
purpose of exploring interstitial ideas is to help us perceive and begin to comprehend
that mystery, intersectionality and multiplicity are presented to us (and in us) at every
turn, and especially in the lived experiences of sex workers.
Yet how can we keep opening up and be challenged to respectfully hear, know, see
and hold difference? If we consciously locate ourselves in the in-between it is possible;
and in this space, mystery holds us together. When we can accept and honour the
mystery of not knowing, then we can recognise that—at times—sex industry work is
indeed damaging for women and society. When we can accept and honour the mystery
of not knowing, then we can recognise that—at times— sex industry work can be an
empowering and wonderful experience. Irigaray would say that if this mystery is
honoured we can give and receive pleasure from a creative transcendence within our
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shared embodiment. A spiritual interconnection is established that is not removed from
our lives together but grounded in the difference and ambiguity that arises in our
moment-by-moment living: ‘Transcendence is thus no longer ecstasy, leaving the self
behind toward an inaccessible total-other, beyond sensibility, beyond the earth. It is
respect for the other whom I will never be, who is transcendent to me and to whom I am
transcendent’.92
The in-between is also a space of contradictions and struggle. It is a space occupied
by a clash of voices and a multiplicity of experiences. It is the space where a new
consciousness emerges.93 An attitude of openness and respect towards the ‘transcendent
other’ may help pastoral workers to comprehend that those in prostitution often have a
much deeper awareness of ambiguity and plurality than many Christians would care to
know, and may also give further insight into the fact that women report many positive
(and negative) experiences of the sex industry. Most Christian outreach is extremely
patronising about the resilience and complex realities of women in prostitution, and this
attitude could be changed by rigorous listening to the stories and circumstances of sex
workers, which would help to complicate long-held polarising frameworks, as I have
attempted to do here.
FBOs can consciously move to the interstitial space in pastoral ministry and in
contributing to healthy discourse about sex industry work as well as to public speech
about the sex industry. Women in many instances already inhabit this space; maybe they
can teach us how to wrestle with dichotomies while building fluid and composite
identities? If we have been schooled as obedient Christians this will be a new and
dynamic experience, one which requires an ongoing process of deep theological
dislocation as we engage the mysterious in-between. Yet when we think about it, much
FBO work is already located at the in-between. FBOs straddle an in-between space as
pastoral workers seek to connect, support, reconcile and live out the compassion of
Christ between religious and secular realms. Leona M. English in ‘Feminist Identities:
Negotiations in the Third Space’ builds a case for understanding the identities of white,
Western Christian women who work in the development sector as ‘changing, fluid, nonstatic, complicated and paradoxical’.94 English uses two examples of women who must
negotiate other cultures, Christian faith and spirituality as well as their own feminist
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commitments. They do this by thinking through and experiencing principles, authority
and identity in new ways as they encounter the other.95 There is a flux, with decentred
and fractured selves96 at play, constantly negotiating and opening up a third space where
subversion of traditional categories can take place. It seems that locating in the inbetween or third space is an experience of alienation for the Christian, feminist
development workers that English interviews. They do not belong in any one category
but span the difficult divides, living with intersectionality and engaging in astute
strategic thinking:
This third space is a place between uncertainty and stasis, such as international
development workers occupy. This is a study of the unknown spaces that conflict in
our work, that act as sites of resistance and dynamism, where we resist being coded
and marked by others.97
The ideas around conflict and resistance are very important in looking at the third
space, identity formation and pastoral work with sex workers. This is not an easy space
to occupy; ‘It is a place where, in Bhabha’s words, “an effort has to be made to live on
the cusp, to deal with two contradictory things at the same time without either
transcending or repressing that contradiction”’.98 Is this true for FBOs more generally as
they negotiate diverse situations, using multiple languages and protocols to foster links
between sacred and secular spaces?
Conclusion
So far the metaphor of the in-between has been described in multiple ways in this
thesis. Bhabha uses the analogy of the stairwell, as noted in Chapter four, where in an
art exhibition people were able to move up and down the stairs and be confronted by
different ideas about racial expression. Brock talks of flight and ongoing migration in
her experience as an APA woman, the experience of never settling in one field or place.
Australian pastor and theologian Stephen Pickard has also used the metaphor of the inbetween to talk of contextual religious life in the Australian Anglican Church. He posits
a very interesting and culturally appropriate metaphor:
I have often thought of the church as a kind of verandah: on the one hand open and
welcoming to the world and on the other attending to the deep needs of people in
the inner life of individuals and communities. On the verandah both outer and inner
95
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world meet and the church of the gospel has the responsibility to occupy that inbetween place critical for its own sense of purpose.99
The contemporary religious context is one of ‘transitional circumstances’, and a
capacity for vigour, patience and resilience is required.100 Importantly, Pickard
recognises the ambiguity and discomfort of this space: ‘We are a culture and a people
who are in-between the old and the new, we are waiting in between. It is a place that is
full of pain and the occasional glimmer of hope’.101 What these metaphors attempt to
picture are a relational paradigm between the self and other. In pastoral care with sex
workers, then, ‘what becomes knowable exists not only in each individual but is made
most fully accessible in the potential space that grows up between the two’.102
Metaphors are useful here as they highlight that there can be no direct, accurate or
final description of the in-between space. In using metaphors we recognise that any
theoretical description of pastoral connections, personal identity and the lived
experiences of sex work is only ever partial. A visual metaphor that helps me to
understand the complex interactions of the interstitial space is based upon the beach
setting where I live in Tasmania. I often walk to the beach with my dog. As we go, we
must cross an in-between space, which is different every day. On one side is the ocean,
rhythmic waves and tides which create the comforting pattern of the seashore. On the
other side is a small river, an inlet, which does not extend to the sea but stops short, as
the waterway further up the mountain has been dammed. In between these bodies of
water is the sand, a shifting bridge that separates the ocean from the river. Occasionally,
though, these two meet and influence each other. In very high tides the ocean washes
into the river, cleansing the still water and bringing new energy to stagnant ponds. Or
the dam is released and the tannin-stained water floods the ocean, bringing colour and
foam to the seascape, allowing fishy creatures to rush out into the sea. But always the
individual bodies of water return to separation, and what remains between is a
passageway, a place to stand, that is sometimes wide or narrow but is there. This sandy
island in-between is a porous place,103 profoundly influenced by both bodies of water.
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An in-between space allows us to navigate multiple perspectives, to perceive both the
river and the sea and move between them. An in-between space is not safe or
permanent; it is subject to fluidity. An in-between space is a place of occupation,
allowing both sides to ‘be’ and to interact without eliminating either one.
Using metaphor and story, analogy and examples, we are building up layers of inbetween thinking which all help to construct pictures of sex work and pastoral ministry
as contextual, fluid, negotiable, open, and strangely enigmatic. Spivak affirms that this
is a process of displacement which profoundly questions the politics of representation,
and is more self-conscious, self-subverting and ethically responsible in talking about the
experiences of those who have been marginalised.104 The challenge is not to let
foreclosure occur so that we may be comfortable again. Contested space and
multiplicity must be maintained: ‘Because of its fluid character, the third space is
always open to the possibility of being re-inscribed into one or other of the oppositions
that it attempts to disrupt’.105 Feminist scholars such as Mulder and Brock affirm that it
is through the practice of stillness and listening that interstitial integrity is maintained.106
This in-between space is concerned with identity, relationships and justice, integrity
and truth, and in that way, it is a theological space. Ultimately it is an arrogance to think
that we can know something from the outside and in the abstract, divorced from the
subjective experience of those involved in sex work. As Christians we are called to be
people of the truth, seekers of the truth, followers of Jesus who is the truth, and inspired
by the spirit of truth—therefore, listening to the divergent stories of prostitutes, as have
been presented throughout this work, is part of being a seeker and follower of truth.
Brock notes that it was a complex spiritual journey that brought her to an awareness of
interstitial integrity107; and in that spirit of exploration and engaged listening we now
turn to the paradigm of the in-between: Jesus.
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Chapter Seven
Contextual Feminist Postcolonial Missiology
I had to learn how to bear this growing reality inside me—all the opposites
joined. It was far too much to encompass with my mind.
‘Who can hold all this?’ I asked. ‘I can’t contain it!’ I had to call on something
larger to embrace its many dimensions. I named it ‘God’, not knowing what God
was, or whether this God was ‘out there’ or ‘in here’.1
Suddenly, she was there at the communion rail, the working girl I had watched
for so long. She knelt and held out her hands, tears running down her face. I paused,
breaking the routine, and held her. It was probably only for ten seconds and then the
recitation began again, ‘The Body of Christ—The Blood of Christ’ but everything
had changed in an instant. The Eucharist was filled with the presence of Christ;
there was a mystery of inward transformation. Two days later, as dusk fell, I was
walking through Kings Cross, like every inner city dweller my eyes fixed on my
destination. She stepped out of the shadows, called softly ‘Hello, Bill’ and kissed
me gently on the cheek. It was a renewed touch of the chalice. Something
fundamental had happened: we had looked into each other’s eyes and touched body
to body. That made the difference. I would never again see her as a street girl.
Whatever she did for a living and however ‘sinful’ that might appear to some, for
me she was now a whole person. This was more than an emotion for a single
human being; it was a deep awareness that the divine wills to be seen in ‘the other’
whoever they might be.2
Holding Together
What do specifically theological resources have to offer us here? In the last three
chapters, postcolonial critical theory has been utilized to deconstruct some of the
unhealthy and colonialist ways of being with sex workers. How does a gospel
reconstruction take place in this context? In the words of Letty Russell, can we embrace
the ‘postcolonial challenge to develop a feminist theology of mission … [and] share
God’s welcome in a world of difference?’3 It means holding onto multiple
frameworks—the postcolonial matrix developed to question and critique practice, the
acknowledgment of interstitial spaces, and a desire for expressing new ways of creative
flourishing and care for humanity present in gospel accounts. This dynamic interplay
can be articulated as a feminist postcolonial missiology, which embraces both a
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respectful missiological understanding of redemption and a critical desire for integrity
and justice, in conjunction with those who work in the sex industry. It must also include
space for feminist diversity.
In a paper titled ‘Cultural Hermeneutics: A Postcolonial Look at Mission’,4 Letty
Russell explores key themes that contribute to both a critical and constructive
engagement with missionary endeavours. She does this by honouring and examining the
theological work of African woman theologian, Mercy Amba Oduyoye,5 who actively
reflects ‘on the interplay of gender, gospel, and culture in a postcolonial context’.6
Understanding and working with hybridity is a productive way forward for those who
experience multiple conditions, including structural subjugation.
Women from both colonised and coloniser nations are postcolonial subjects because
they share in a hybrid of oppression and liberation. This makes it necessary to work
together as subjects who critically analyse the sources and practices of privilege and
who look for liberating spaces in which we can share our gospel commitment to
work against international and gendered oppression.7
The issue is whether there can be a balance between postcolonial and feminist
theories, as well as with the gospel to which faith-based outreach programs are
committed. Can critical theories enable Christian groups and churches to be better at
what they claim as their ‘gospel’—good news in word and deed? The Christian gospel
will not really embody love and compassion if missionary endeavours other the objects
of their missions instead of treating them as subjects and agents, as we have seen in
Chapter five. In other words, through feminist and postcolonial work, or ‘cultural
hermeneutics’ as Russell and Oduyoye call it, the Christian gospel can be enabled to be
more genuinely Christian and loving, freed from the ideologies and distortions that
come when we objectify others and do not genuinely listen to them as whole people. In
light of what we have come to understand about postcolonial accountability and
relational integrity, can the stories of Jesus be read in a new way when considering
faith-based outreach with sex workers?
When thinking specifically about sex workers and the person who is at the heart of
Christianity, Jesus, a story that often comes to mind is the woman caught in adultery.
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The most well-known Christian theological text on prostitution is named Casting Stones
in honour of this narrative.8
The scribes and the Pharisees brought a woman who had been caught in
adultery; and making her stand before all of them, they said to him, ‘Teacher,
this woman was caught in the very act of committing adultery. Now in the law
Moses commanded us to stone such women. Now what do you say?’ They said
this to test him, so that they might have some charge to bring against him. Jesus
bent down and wrote with his finger on the ground. When they kept on
questioning him, he straightened up and said to them, ‘Let anyone among you
who is without sin be the first to throw a stone at her’. And once again he bent
down and wrote on the ground. When they heard it, they went away, one by one,
beginning with the elders; and Jesus was left alone with the woman standing
before him. Jesus straightened up and said to her, ‘Woman, where are they? Has
no one condemned you?’ She said, ‘No one, sir’. And Jesus said, ‘Neither do I
condemn you. Go your way, and from now on do not sin again’.9
Within this story are the seeds of both a positive response to sexually transgressive
individuals and a response built upon rescue and a demeaning attitude. Jesus challenges
otherness here as he powerfully constructs a social framework which puts all human
beings on the same level. No one holds the high moral ground and is in a position to
‘cast the first stone’. In that sense, Jesus does confront cultural assumptions about slutshaming, scapegoating and violence against women; and his words ‘Neither do I
condemn you’, have resounded powerfully through the centuries. It is significant that
many of his followers have been unable to emulate this attitude when it comes to
women’s sexuality and power. The witch-burning of North America and in Europe
during the Middle Ages is but one example of the punishment that has been meted out
to transgressive women. Jesus names a shared human condition (the desire to condemn
others) and offers a revolutionary step in thinking about religious interactions with
(sexually) marginalised people groups and individuals.
Yet the story has a double edge. Rather than establishing ethical relations10, the
narrative, as often interpreted by caring Christians, pictures the woman caught in
adultery through the lens of wholeness healing the broken.11 In the contemporary
collective religious imagination, the sexually transgressive woman is a moral object
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lesson who inhabits a ‘zone of degeneracy’.12 Even within Jesus’ revolutionary
challenge to otherness, she is the broken sexual object that reveals his insight,
compassion, justice. When this story is taken as a model of how Christians should
behave towards sex workers, problems remain because it suggests that a woman’s
supposed sexual deviance and how it is treated is the measure of community death and
decay. She is not real, she is not whole; she is one-dimensional—a sexual deviant. Yet
that nameless woman was a living, desiring subject, not just an object to be acted upon,
even by a well-meaning messiah; so this interaction—as challenging as it is—has also
been used to frame or scaffold a rescue narrative around deviant women, especially sex
workers. She is not condemned as such, but is helped and encouraged, through the
loving challenge of Jesus, to go another way, to turn from her sexual sin in repentance.
This becomes the ethos of much faith-based assistance, emulating Jesus by helping sex
industry workers turn away from the socially unacceptable ‘sin’ and so find healing.
This has been a brutal, historical reality in the Christian West through such religious
services as Magdalen Laundries13; and while the slave conditions and imprisonment that
characterised the laundries have ceased, a similar ethos of ‘cleaning up’ aberrant women
continues today throughout the world, in Christian programs which endorse the single
moral standard of ‘purity’ originally advocated by Josephine Butler.14
What about pushing the story further and fleshing out some of the woman’s life’s
circumstances? Feminist liberation theology is concerned with the politics of women’s
experience, including sexuality.15 Both feminism and postcolonial biblical criticism
embrace the ‘art of listening for the silent and silenced voices’ of those who have been
colonised in and by the narrative.16 It is therefore important to ask contextual questions:
was she poor? Was she from a different social class? Was she non-Jewish, a Samaritan
woman or Canaanite, considered ‘dogs’ by Jewish people of the time?17 Was this ‘affair’
a way for her to improve her status or to access a measure of personal power? Was she
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in debt, or a widow? Did she only have her body to pledge to a rich man? Or maybe this
was a passionate, queer indulgence, a love that was better than wine.18 Had they been
together for many years or was she young and learning the ropes? Was she married to an
abusive man and this ‘affair’ was a means of joyful escape? Were they two lonely
people who had found a special type of love and support? Did they have children
together? Or did they enjoy great sex? Was she forced into it, scared for her life and
overpowered by abuse? The complexity of her life, including intersections of
oppression, is missing from this parable of grace as we, in the contemporary setting,
focus on her non-normative sexual behaviour and its cure, which sets the stage for
women to be represented as either sexually deviant or saved. The other disappeared
element here is the man, who was also caught in adultery. And despite the action of
Jesus, or maybe because of it, an unfair binary model of women’s sexuality is set up
here: chastity or death; and thus she becomes a character who is ‘pliable to patriarchal
purposes’19, in the words of Karen L. King. While her life is spared through a wise
intervention, the woman is still a stranger, and thus the ambivalence of Christian
scriptures are exposed, especially when it comes to the roles of women: ‘On the one
hand, the Bible has provided powerful encoding of women’s colonised status’20,
revealed in the narrative in question; yet solace, comfort and impetus for social change
have also been imparted to many through the text about this woman going free.
Kwok Pui-lan in Postcolonial Imagination and Feminist Theology critically
examines a type of dictatorial Christology which has been read in this story and in the
Bible. Jesus/ Christ has been utilised, throughout history, to oppress others within and
outside white, masculine Western culture. Musa Dube also asserts that the missionary
agenda of Christianity is built upon subjugation.21 What is presented in the gospels is:
a Christ figure that has ‘absolute and universal authority or dominion’ and who
commissions his disciples to teach the nations to obey all that he commanded
them. This mission discourse does not underline a model of liberating
interdependence, but one of subjugation, of conquest, of students, of
authoritative teachers, and of travelers’.22
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Christology is critiqued as a key Christian means of controlling women: their sexuality,
gender, religious roles and non-white cultures, demeaning and devaluing non-Christian
spiritual knowledge, belief systems and people groups, as Dube shows23; it is the power
relations of this Western and imperialist Christology that is deconstructed by both
postcolonial and feminist scholars.
Yet the biblical story of a saviour can also bring hope and a sense of freedom to
different cultural and gender groups, especially through the use of marginalised Christic
images which resonate with an inherent sense of God being for the poor and
marginalised. Jesus/ Christ as a religious figure is malleable, and in that sense he is
hybrid because there are multiple interpretations that can be read into his actions in the
gospel accounts.
The space between Jesus and Christ is unsettling and fluid, resisting easy
categorisation and closure. It is the ‘contact zone’ or ‘borderland’ between the
human and the divine, the one and the many, the historical and the cosmological,
the Jewish and the Hellenistic, the prophetic and the sacramental, the God of the
conquerors and the God of the meek and lowly.24
Kwok Pui-lan understands the complexity of borrowing diverse images, and asks,
‘how is it possible for the formerly colonised, oppressed, subjugated subaltern to
transform the symbol of Christ—a symbol that has been used to justify colonisation and
domination—into a symbol that affirms life, dignity and freedom?’25 Thinking with the
deconstructions of feminist and liberation theology, she particularly addresses the
intersectionality in Christology that has been formerly suppressed. Is Jesus/ Christ a
man who can save women?26 Or is he a white man who has no part in indigenous
cultures?27 Both of these questions reveal hidden oppressions in mainline Christian
thinking about the Christ figure and its denial of hybrid identification. Challenging
questions about the gender of Christ must be articulated, and this is where feminist
theology comes in, pushing the ‘discursive limits of sex, gender and sexuality in
Christianity. Such issues are at the heart of Christian symbolics. Since they are so
powerful, they are often treated as taboo’.28 Further, a feminist postcolonial theology is
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essential to confront issues about racism and colonialism because it positively
represents pluralistic and non-white symbols of Christ as salvific, such as the Black
Christ or Jesus the Feminine Shakti.29 Therefore ‘Jesus’ question, “who do you say I
am?” is an invitation for every Christian and local faith community to infuse that
contact zone with new meanings, insights and possibilities’30, including the zone where
Christians are involved in outreach with sex workers. Who is Jesus/ Christ with sex
industry workers and Christians in the field?
Challenging the Decent/ Indecent Sexual Code
Marcella Althaus-Reid shows a way forward with what she terms ‘indecent
theology’. As well as using Marxism and deconstructionism, she turns to queer theology
to create a space in which sex workers and others marginalised by dominant, white,
patriarchal theology, may find their voices. In her best-known text, Indecent Theology:
Theological Perversions in Sex, Gender, Politics,31 Althaus-Reid opens a space for
dialogue about sexuality and the poor, through stories and critiques of traditional
liberation theology. She re-reads biblical texts to find the edge, the hidden, and the
sexual, in divine life and in uncanny connections with humanity. In this way she
critiques the western feminist eros as removed from actual sex and from the life of poor
women and men. Althaus-Reid encounters, confronts and pictures a new way of
perceiving God, self and community. Hers is an integrated picture which reveals the
depth of connection possible through honest sexual love and lust, through strong
criticism of disempowering economic and sexual agendas in the church, society, and
academy and through an embrace of the fullness of humanity. This is indecent theology,
which requires us to ‘take our pants off at the moment of doing theology’.32
In announcing this type of sexual decon/ reconstruction, Althaus-Reid affirms a rich
community of faith which easily includes sex industry workers. There is an inner
seeking of truth, a deep acceptance of humanity and raw vulnerability mitigated by a
profound strength in her theology. She is funny and ironic, yet very aware of the
challenge of all this: ‘In the strange ways of the world and the present state of theology
today, indecenting, that is, denouncing the real hard-core sexual nature of Systematic
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Theology while announcing gender and sexual deconstructions which could carry
precious meaning to our lives in relation to the sacred, and the political implications of
theology as ideology, is considered scandalous and immoral’.33 Instead of condemning
or ignoring sex, Althaus-Reid includes chaotic human sexual activity in her theology:
not only includes, but shows how sexual relations are integral to our understanding and
experience of the sacred. She claims, rightly, that feminist liberation theology’s main
focus has been gender, while sex—fucking—is displaced from the discussion:
connective and mutual experiences of sex, economic sustainability, encountering the
sacred in the bedroom, are not part of the equation. But they are for Althaus-Reid, who
has valuable theological awareness of the realities of paid sex.34
In light of the challenge presented by Althaus-Reid, Rosemary Radford Ruether
argues that five key theological strategies are needed to confront ideological oppression
constructed around sexuality and economics.35 First, those who sit outside the
heterosexual system must not be discounted; lesbian, gay, queer, transgender, intersex,
bisexual, asexual and poly people must be heard and affirmed in their theological
subjectivity.36 Sex workers are included here because there are many in this community
who identify as queer. Second is the connection between sex and race as interweaving
sites of oppression, a contention also at the heart of postcolonial analysis. Again,
listening for the voices and nuanced accounts of non-white sex workers is imperative.
Third is the process of encouraging authenticity, allowing people to tell their sacred and
sexual stories.37 Does the Christian church allow this? Many do not want to hear sacred
and sexual stories from prostitutes. Fourth are biblical encounters, recognising the
construction of a heteronormative system in the text and reading always with a
hermeneutics of suspicion.38 In conjunction with sex workers who experience
subjugation, stigma and discrimination, these types of reading can be rewarding, as
Averan Ipsen has shown. Finally is a deep recognition of the white supremist, masculine
nature of theological images such as God.39 All of these indecent theological strategies,
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self-consciously embraced, could be fruitful and revelatory for those involved in the sex
industry and the faith-based organisations working alongside them; but that would take
a commitment to dismantling harmful heterosexist religion rather than focusing upon
‘cleaning up’ sex workers to fit them back into the system of decency. This would
reflect a change of heart from stone to flesh.40
Indecent theology also critiques the popular feminist concept of solidarity. AlthausReid claims that often, solidarity in struggle ‘is no more subversive to patriarchalism
than the right of women today to vote. The social order fundamentally is always
untouched’.41 Solidarity—with poor women, non-white women, and prostituted
women— has been a common stance of feminist liberation theologians, yet the social
and religious order remains unchanged because of the lack of subversion of traditional
Christian stereotypes concerning women’s sexuality. Althaus-Reid goes further to say
that this sort of solidarity can become a mechanism of ideological reinforcement so that
those who are marginalised are not liberated at all, but rather controlled and dominated
again in the name of freedom.42 Such a politics of decency is common among faithbased and feminist discourse around sex work.43 The virtuous and repentant former
prostitute woman is the ideal that is constantly being sought in ministry work, but few
ask probing questions about why this binary model of chastity/ death is so powerfully
endorsed by patriarchal religious structures.
In light of Althaus-Reid’s sexual, embodied challenge, Kwok Pui-lan asks a
specific, relevant question: ‘Can we imagine the poor woman as other than a victim, a
survivor, a person under multiple oppressions, or an object for our compassion?’44 If we
can, where does that leave faith-based outreach programs? Althaus-Reid seeks to
unleash creative spiritual connections, and her work opens a space where new thinking
and stories emerge. The strategies of indecent theology are especially confronting for
the church, which holds tightly to its fixed revelations of human sexuality, and of who is
in need of compassion. The experiences of excluded women deeply challenge
traditional ways of being, but in listening and giving joyful voice to those outside
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religious systems of decency we may be able ‘to encounter a Queer God, a stranger at
the gates of Hegemonic Theology’.45
While Althaus-Reid is very aware of the presence of prostitutes in her theological
work, her take on sex work as a site of positive contribution to feminist liberation
theology is limited. In an article called ‘On Wearing Skirts Without Underwear’, she
posits a radical image of Christ as a child prostitute:
If, as the liberationists claim, Christ is neither male nor female in the sense that
Christ represents the community of the poor, then Christ should be portrayed as
a girl prostituted in Buenos Aires in a public toilet by two men. Obviously, such
a portrayal would be considered indecent, because we are bringing to the surface
the hidden face of the sexual oppression of women but for that very reason it
should be seen as a true theology.46
Her use of prostitution in this way is done to dehegemonise liberation theology and
reveal an unspoken patriarchal nexus.47 She does not, however, give the prostitute a
powerful Christological voice. She uses Andrea Dworkin and Catherine MacKinnon
(both Abolitionist feminists) to signal her theological use of prostitution as a critique of
traditional Christology and the church. While this is necessary, it uses a onedimensional image of prostitution as an ideological category, failing to recognise any
positive characteristics and constructive Christological reflections of sex workers, and is
untenable in light of the postcolonial critique of this thesis.
Althaus-Reid does the same thing in From Feminist Theology to Indecent
Theology,48 where she charts her development as a feminist liberation theologian. When
asked by another well-regarded scholar if she was betraying the poor by talking of sex,
Althaus-Reid answered with this book. A form of apologia, an insight into her own
thinking and an example of the usefulness of indecent theology, it is a series of
previously published essays brought together to explore the nuances and progression of
indecent theological thinking. In Chapter six she makes a comparison between
pornography and Christian theology. Like pornography, the church is static, colonial,
mass-produced, patriarchal and territorial. This original analogy has the effect of an
electric jolt, inherent to the process of indecenting standard theological categories; yet
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as a serious academic review employing nuanced understandings of pornography, the
contrast is woefully inadequate. What about lesbian and feminist pornography, which
seeks to undermine heteronormative mechanisms by putting women in the driver’s seat,
throughout the production and creative process and also in sexual subjectivity via a
focus upon narrative structure, real female orgasm and the diverse sexual expressions of
women, as outlined by Tristian Taromina and others?49 What about the development of
a type of ‘cottage industry’ pornography50 which consciously challenges the domination
Althaus-Reid describes? What about other scholarly understandings of sex industry
work besides the radical feminist position of Dworkin, the only scholar that AlthausReid appears to use here? Her simplistic use of sex work as a category for critique fails
to recognise the diverse voices and calls for justice of sex industry workers, instead
using a one-dimensional understanding of sex work as a metaphorical weapon to strike
a blow to Christianity. It is a disingenuous use of a subject matter which does not fit
well within the body of work of Althaus-Reid as it sublimates the disparate voices of
sex workers themselves, who thus far have been encouraged to evaluate Christian
categories of decency/ indecency critically, and come into their own Christological
voices.
Sex Workers, Justice and Liberation
As Russell, Kwok Pui-lan and Althaus-Reid affirm, Jesus/ Christ was a justiceseeker. In their different ways, the Australian Christian ministries analysed in this thesis
are each seeking righteousness for sex workers. Feminist biblical scholars and
theologians are also concerned with women’s justice. Rather than upholding a binary
category of pure/ impure women in Christianity, or using prostitution as a way to
critique the church, it is imperative that feminist postcolonial thinkers and pastoral
practitioners continually ask questions: ‘What does justice look like here?’ ‘What do sex
workers say about justice?’
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Averan Ipsen has listened to what a collective of sex workers has to say about
Jesus/ Christ in Sex Working and the Bible. The story of the Anointing Woman and Jesus
provides rich material to reflect on sex work, the erotic and the place of women at the
table with Christ. Many feminist biblical scholars such as Elisabeth Schüssler
Fiorenza51, Luise Schottroff52 and Kathleen Corley53 have dealt with this story, to
reclaim the place of women as leaders, prophets and apostles in the Jesus movement.
They usually do this by ‘cleaning her up’, so that she is no longer a sex worker/ sinner
but is a prophetic leader who was re-interpreted via a sexual lens by scholars many
years later, to undermine her power and the role of women in the burgeoning church. A
redaction has occurred. Where does this feminist biblical critique leave sex workers?
‘The feminist scholarly critique of the patriarchal silencing of the witness of early
Christian women by labelling them whores unfortunately comes with an implicit
acceptance that such women are unworthy of being heard’.54 While it is imperative that
Christian women and academics reclaim women’s rightful place in the text and the
church, it should not be at the expense of sexual women, or those marginalised by a
religious decency code. As Ipsen states, ‘such gestures towards respectability and
decency work against the liberation of all women because they are also stuck in the
whore/ saint or in/ decent binary and cannot entertain the blurred boundaries of both/
and’.55 Current scholarship says she was not a prostitute, this Anointing Woman; but
when reading the text in conjunction with sex positive scholars and sex workers, Ipsen
finds that the erotic aspects of commercial sex, the sacredness of human connection, and
the respect for those who do not qualify for spiritual greatness are key themes of the
story.56
The narrative is told in all the gospels, albeit from different perspectives and with
different markers. In John’s account she is Mary, the sister of Lazarus.57 In the version
in Luke she is a sinful woman.58 In the other two gospels she is rich and wasteful, and
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the disciples express anger at her actions.59 In all of the stories, though, the setting is a
feast (symposium), which was a likely situation for sex workers, female slaves and
entertainers to attend.60
One of the Pharisees asked Jesus to eat with him, and he went into the Pharisee’s
house and took his place at the table. And a woman in the city, who was a sinner,
having learned that he was eating in the Pharisee’s house, brought an alabaster
jar of ointment. She stood behind him at his feet, weeping, and began to bathe
his feet with her tears and to dry them with her hair. Then she continued kissing
his feet and anointing them with the ointment. Now when the Pharisee who had
invited him saw it, he said to himself, ‘If this man were a prophet, he would
have known who and what kind of woman this is who is touching him—that she
is a sinner’. Jesus spoke up and said to him, ‘Simon, I have something to say to
you’. ‘Teacher’, he replied, ‘speak’. ‘A certain creditor had two debtors; one
owed five hundred denarii, and the other fifty. When they could not pay, he
canceled the debts for both of them. Now which of them will love him more?’
Simon answered, ‘I suppose the one for whom he canceled the greater debt’.
And Jesus said to him, ‘You have judged rightly’. Then turning toward the
woman, he said to Simon, ‘Do you see this woman? I entered your house; you
gave me no water for my feet, but she has bathed my feet with her tears and
dried them with her hair. You gave me no kiss, but from the time I came in she
has not stopped kissing my feet. You did not anoint my head with oil, but she has
anointed my feet with ointment. Therefore, I tell you, her sins, which were
many, have been forgiven; hence she has shown great love.’61
The woman performs a role which is traditionally ascribed to the sex work ritual—
that of anointing the body. This is what most identifies her as a sex worker, according to
the research with activists undertaken by Ipsen.62 Sex workers recognise their
occupation (including hazards) in this story. The moral disapproval from the Pharisee is
an indicator of her status here: ‘That she touches Jesus, that she anoints Jesus, that she
owns costly perfumed ointment, that her hair is unbound are other signs of her “loose”
character’.63 To touch another with oil is preparation for sex, particularly in the setting
of a feast. It is also common in sex work—with sensual massage using lube, oils and
perfumes to prepare for the encounter, especially after showering. Sex workers,
speaking in Ipsen’s text, also state that it is common after quick ejaculation. Cuddling,
massage, rubbing the feet with oil, human touch and emotional connection form a
greater part of the sex work exchange than actual intercourse, which is over for most
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men in approximately four minutes.64 This has been noted recently by Australian
country sex worker ‘Stacey’ in an article about the busy Christmas period and
brothels.65 At this time farmers often come into town for their one paid dalliance per
year. A full service includes the touch, emotional connection, conversation and body
closeness that is missing from the ongoing relational life of single, lonely farming men.
Anointing is at the heart of the encounter:
There’s almost a sense of embarrassment among the men who come in for cuddles
and chit-chat. ‘They’re paying for sex so they feel like they probably should have
sex. I say to them sometimes, “we don’t have to f—k, this is your time you’re
paying for”, and they’re like “oh really?” … There’s a lot of chatting and lying and
cuddling in the hour and then it’s sex for five minutes’, Stacey says. ‘He is mostly
there just to spend time with a woman, to be touched but not in a sexual way.66
Embodied lust, eros, joy and sorrow are all present in the narrative of the Anointing
Woman, as well as in the powerful, prophetic act that she performs. The full
participation of Jesus in the erotic moment is important; presumably he was enjoying
this too. Ipsen points out that in touching the body of Jesus/ Christ, his head and feet no
less, an erotic tale of justice is being portrayed67 in which the decent and indecent binary
code is challenged.
Unlike most other feminist scholars, Schottroff also gives room for sex workers in
her interpretation of the text:
By reinterpreting the story to make it the tale of the whore’s repentance, it was
made to function within the context of the oppression of all women: the separation
of whores from ‘normal’ women and discrimination against female eroticism is
thereby perfected. The narrative has always resisted this tradition of interpretation.
Jesus, in fact, does not distance himself from the woman’s erotic actions or from
her real existence as a prostitute. Not only does he not do this, he calls the love of
this woman the love of God.68
Spirituality and sexuality are intertwined. Maintaining the label of prostitute as a
positive identity, while honouring the prophetic anointing which shows the value of
women’s leadership within the Jesus movement, can serve as a key for feminist
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liberation hermeneutics, challenging the binary of in/ decency. The Anointing Woman
can be identified as a sex worker bearing social, gender and religious stigma. She can
also be identified as a powerful prophet who shows courage, compassion, insight, and
leadership. It does not have to be either/ or. Respectability does not need to be
reclaimed, and by reading the story in this ambiguous way, heteronormative patriarchy
is resisted. She is a sacred and sexual woman, and the story is now told in memory of
her.69
If solidarity is to be subversive, as Althaus-Reid states, then the ‘decent’ social
order must be questioned. In part it is the ‘outlaw whore’ movement that has been doing
this questioning and deconstructing—outside the church—for the last 40 years.
Christian feminists and faith-based organisations could learn a lot about challenging
traditional religious motifs of women’s sexual purity by joining in their struggle, or at
least coming to acknowledge the importance of listening to their perspective.
There is a resonance between the actions of sex worker-positive activists who
embrace the ‘outlaw whore’ as a symbol of power, freedom, sacred sexuality and
healing, and indecent theology which likewise challenges religious motifs based upon
heteronormative systems of purity for religious women. Both are saying similar things:
that women’s sexual control and submission has been at the heart of patriarchal systems
of exploitation. To embrace the sacred stories of the whore is to embrace another way of
understanding the actions of the divine, rejecting the traditional boundaries drawn by
powerful men. It is to take that label or mark (the stigma of the spoiled identity) which
is meant for harm and turn it around for good so that ‘Hermeneutically speaking, a per/
version of something is a way, a path chosen or a turn taken in the journal of everyday
life’.70 It is to consciously give something another meaning, in this case by drawing a
connection between a movement that is helping to bring about a ‘new sexual ideology
where women’s and men’s sexual desires and imaginations are more open’,71 along with
indecent theology, a disruptive perspective that brings lustful stories and religious
symbols together to undermine controlling sexual/ spiritual norms.
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Fostering the mutual connection between these movements could be ‘a kind of
coming-out process in which we are no longer (hetero)sexually neutral theologians’.72
The story of the Anointing Woman, as read and interpreted by sex worker activists, can
challenge Christians and faith-based programs to embrace theological deconstructions
of sexual decency motifs. Schottroff again names the radical implications of the text: ‘In
Jesus’ eyes she is a greatly loving person. He does not distinguish between what she
shares with him and what she may even have shared with some of her ‘johns’—or what
she shares with God. For him the woman has loved in the fullest sense of the word’.73
As well as challenging a deep Christian shame and discomfort about the powerful
sexuality and spirituality of women, can the metaphor of the Anointing Woman be
pushed a little further? What about reading it as a metaphor for feminist-informed faithbased ministry? Jesus’ response in this story speaks to the interpersonal connection
between sex workers and ministers: ‘More than any other sense, touch involves my own
subjectivity’74, a fact that is so beautifully outlined in the introductory narrative to this
chapter about chance encounters between Anglican priest Bill Lawton and a street-based
sex worker in Sydney. As well as erotic intimacy (in a public setting) in the Anointing
Woman narrative, touch here can signify mutuality. This resonates with an important
stream of feminist therapy75 which is focused upon ‘inclusion, connection, mutuality,
self-disclosure and equality’76 in the therapeutic relationship, powerfully enacted
through human touch. Are these also not worthwhile characteristics to be developed in
relationships between pastoral practitioners and sex workers?77 Deep interpersonal
connections of love mean that inflexible, systemic and authoritarian boundaries are
removed rather than tightly secured.78 It is only as this occurs that real mutuality is
possible. Lawton pushes this further to suggest that it is only as compassionate and
inclusive touch occurs that the divine can be seen in the life of the ‘other’ and
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interconnection is realised. Is this what Jesus noted as well, experiencing this woman’s
touch? This understanding of the story is a necessary counterbalance to faith-based
organisations that struggle to perceive divine presence in the life of sex workers at all,
and are primarily focused upon the motif of repentance from sexual sin. An interstitial
meeting would allow for embracing the power of the erotic which challenges sexual
binary codes and creates a space for innovative, prophetic connections. The boundaries
which separate us and them, ‘faith-based workers’ and ‘sex workers’, must be crossed if
renewed forms of feminist postcolonial Christic ministry are to occur at this time. Jesus/
Christ, in conjunction with the powerful touch of the Anointing Woman, is not afraid to
show us the way.
What About the Sin?
As outlined already with the ‘Casting Stones’ parable and noted by Schottroff in
traditional interpretations of the ‘Anointing Woman’, these stories have the potential to
be used for limiting and patronising purposes as a model for ministry with marginalised
people by insisting on salvific repentance of the sexually impure as the main theme of
the story. This motif often focuses around Jesus’ words in both narratives: ‘go and sin
no more’79 and ‘her sins have been forgiven’.80 Remembering that feminists read with a
hermeneutics of suspicion, Schottroff asserts that the story is paradoxical, recognising
the limited opportunities for women and the religious, cultural and sexual stigma/ sin
that is attached to being a prostitute; in that way Jesus is a man of his times who does
not directly challenge this patriarchal framework.81 Althaus-Reid also perceives Jesus as
a man of his time who did not embrace a radical agenda when it came to the patriarchal
religious system.
A number of feminists conclude that it is not a moral problem that this text
highlights. Part of what the passage does is show that God’s unconditional love is
always contextual and applied in concrete situations, to everyday people.82 According to
Schottroff, ‘Mercy and respect in the treatment of whores are at issue, not the “law”,
and certainly not the division between law and gospel’.83 Can the parable also be read
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eschatologically?84 If so, the story begins to reveal that God’s judgement and correct
religious behaviour do not always align. Instead of judging sex working women as
impure and stigmatised (sinners), could it be a change of religious attitude that Jesus/
Christ points to here? Rather than expecting a ‘repentant whore’, what about emulating
his deep acceptance and affirmation of the Anointing Woman and her sexual, spiritual
gift and challenging cultural frameworks that stigmatise sexually active women? As
Ipsen and Schottroff both contend, ‘the story is showing us the proper way of relating to
prostitutes, with love and solidarity, in distinction to the way many super pious people
were accustomed to treating prostitutes’.85
As for the sin that is being forgiven, Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza states that sin in
this socio-historic context can have a number of meanings, different from contemporary
understandings which highlight individual sexual morality.86 Those who did not strictly
keep the Jewish law were labelled sinners, such as foreigners and Gentiles.87 Known
criminals were called sinners, as were people who worked in ‘disgraceful’ employment,
such as garlic sellers, servants and bartenders.88 It is not entirely clear that the text is
referring to the sexual sin of the prostitute when cultic context is taken into
consideration. The sins are not named, but what is evidenced is that the social outcasts
of Palestinian society were welcome company to Jesus, according to Schüssler
Fiorenza: ‘These are the last who have become the first, the starving who have been
satisfied, the uninvited who have been invited. And many of these were women’.89 This
story is important because it has been used as a framework which encourages the
prostitute to repent of her sin. The transformative question here, for FBOs, is: can that
ecclesia of wo/men be stretched to include ‘sinners’ in our own time, such as
unrepentant whores? And even, can the humanity of the sex worker be acknowledged,
her choices and experiences reframed without a dependence upon sinful categorisation?
The connection between sin and sex work is a sticking-point in this type of
ministry, as the story of Patricia Green in Chapter three shows. It is commonly referred
to as sin, despite systemic conditions and the questioning perspectives of ‘outlaw
whores’. Feminist theologians who look at sex work have tried to deal with this issue in
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a contemporary, rather than biblical, setting. Rose Wu says that the sin of prostitutes is
‘money worship’90, which she names as a pattern throughout Asia, mimicking the
Western obsession with wealth. I contest this explanation, as it blames women for
making choices to sex work to lift them out of abject poverty, and Wu’s positioning of
them as duped by the desire for wealth shows the class bias of the author, a well-paid
scholar. Brock and Thistlethwaite in Casting Stones say that the sin of prostitutes is
complicity with the oppressive systems of abuse, especially if that leads them to
victimise other vulnerable women and juveniles by drawing them into sex work91; yet
they also recognise that prostitutes are considered the ‘icons’ of sinfulness in
Christianity, and that it is important to look to the sinful behaviour of the individuals
who have contributed to global systems of oppression of women, such as pimps, johns
and power-brokers, rather than continue to focus upon immoral women.92 Sin is to be
dealt with cautiously, and usually only once an individual has left sex work and
discovered safety and healing.93 I agree that the Christian doctrine of sin must be dealt
with sensitively and with relationships of accountability to sex working communities in
mind. A pertinent question is: are sex workers enabled to name the sins of faith-based
ministers in a relational context, such as neo-colonialism and objectification? Why must
it all be one-directional, this judgement of sin?
In the end, both perspectives on sin (Wu’s as well as Brock and Thistlethwaite’s)
separate sex working women from the rest of humanity as lacking real insight into their
decisions (buying into a desire for wealth) and unable to be fully answerable for their
actions (leading others into prostitution). What is ignored in this type of focus on
individual women and men’s morality are the structural ‘sins’ like the global movement
of money and resources that keeps many in poverty as the world’s assets flow to the top
15% of people94; or the structural sins of Christian religious frameworks that insist on
two acceptable roles for women, either virgin or married woman; or even the structural
sin of imperialism and the devastating cultural effects of racism and colonialism, which
have limited many women’s options.
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In the biblical account, what sins were forgiven by Jesus? A two-step process was
constructed in both the narrative of the Anointing Woman and of the Woman caught in
Adultery. First, equality was acknowledged. One could only be condemned if all were,
and so a continuum of grace and forgiveness is suggested. Could it be that the sins Jesus
forgives are the same sins that we all need forgiveness for—the human offense of
turning away from God’s love and shutting out the gift of grace in daily life? Can we
talk about sin without separating out sex workers as being especially sinful? Relational
feminist missiology does not shy away from sin as the collective human condition,
expressed as turning away from love and justice, but it does recognise that the concept
of sexual sin has been utilised historically to condemn sexually transgressive women, as
Casting Stones makes clear. Locating sex workers on a continuum with all people goes
some way to addressing the marginalisation and stigma that has occurred, while giving
room for sex workers, in light of God’s love, to understand and name the presence of
sinfulness in their own lives.
Ultimately though, what the focus on forgiveness of sin in both of the Jesus
narratives reveals is our own religious motivations. Do we, as pastoral ministers, focus
on sexual purity and impurity as we read the parables and interact with those who have
been marginalised? Do we judge each woman in the story as acceptable only if she
repents? Do we condemn religious men, especially Jews, for being cold and hostile?95
What is discovered in us and through us, as the stories of grace are engaged? In this
space of reconstruction can we continue to ask (with wonder), ‘who is this who even
forgives sins?’96 without being so secure as to judge another’s sexual choices and
construct a racist or sexist framework which obscures an other reading?
Wisdom
The intersection of feminist concerns with postcolonial awareness is crucial for
faith-based ministries today. If Kwok Pui-lan is right and the story of a saviour has the
ability to bring hope and a sense of freedom to different groups through the use of
alternative Christic images, why not explore some of these in conjunction with sex
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workers as a facet of a feminist postcolonial missiology? A place to begin is with
Sophia, particularly since a hermeneutical connection has been drawn between the
ancient figure of divine wisdom, and the Anointing Woman: ‘As Elisabeth SchüsslerFiorenza has shown us, another tradition exists in the Hebrew canon and that is the
Sophia tradition in which she places Jesus. It is a tradition in which power is shared and
in this way increased’.97
Sophia provides a ‘theological, linguistic matrix that was activated by early
Christian communities’98 attempting to make sense of the significance of Jesus/ Christ.
Schüssler Fiorenza argues for a critical Sophialogy that undermines kyriachical
masculine language and focus, as well as challenging the superiority and exclusivity of
Jesus, suggesting instead a distinctiveness based in a long line of prophets, which opens
a space for ongoing movement of community towards the divine and justice. Jesus is
not separated out but becomes a part of Sophia’s Christic story. While Wisdom was later
repressed by religious authoritarian redaction, she nevertheless appears throughout both
Jewish and Christian texts as an intermediary between God and humanity as ‘a source
of creation, an all-powerful renewer, an advocate for human beings before God, a
creative Woman’.99 As such, Schüssler Fiorenza argues, Sophia gives space to a
suppressed prophetic tradition that does not close divinity down but is an open-ended,
ongoing movement towards the sacred and justice: ‘The Wisdom tradition values life,
creativity, and well-being in the midst of struggle. These elements—open-endedness,
inclusivity, cosmopolitan emphasis on creation spirituality, and practical insight have
been especially attractive’.100 Sophia is a figure of power and female creativity, playful
and wise and also directive. She can show human beings the way to justice.
In a postcolonial biblical reflection, Mayra Rivera claims that Sophia opens a space
for relation because she stands at a crossroads.101 ‘Socially, religiously, and even
cosmologically, Sophia occupies the space of the hybrid. In her manifold inbetweenness [Author’s italics] she intervenes in the exercise of authority not merely to
indicate the impossibility of its identity but to represent the unpredictability of its
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presence’.102 This is a destabilising divine presence, which I have argued throughout is
needed as a correction in faith-based work with sex workers. Wisdom places the focus
of divine action upon female agency and in that sense, she is a formidable figure
because she is identified with creation, has a strong voice in political discourse and also
exhibits great leadership.
Many in the sex worker activist movement are concerned with the figure of the
goddess, and in sexual rites of healing and worship which were esteemed in some
ancient cultures.103 Could Sophia (whose similarities place her alongside other ancient
goddesses such as Ishtar, Maat and Isis) be a model of divine delight, hospitality,
strength and wisdom that engages sex workers in their rich humanity and in that place
of Interstitiality?
Sophia is more than a ‘nice’ image for women:
Out in the street … in the squares … at the busiest corner (Prov 1:20-21)—literally
and symbolically, Sophia stands at the crossroads. On the heights, beside the way,
at the crossroads she takes her stand; beside the gates in front on the town, at the
entrance of the portals she cries out (Prov 8:2-3). The contrast with Proverbs’
‘capable wife’, undoubtedly a ‘proper Israelite woman’, is telling. In the case of the
‘capable wife’, it is her husband who is ‘known in the city gates’ (Prov 31:23).
Sophia instead stands there herself. She is where the text locates honourable men
and ‘loose women’ (Prov 7:12)—thus resisting any simple opposition to the Strange
Woman. She is at the crossroads of ‘proper’ gender roles.104
According to scholar Elizabeth Johnson, she is not a stereotypical feminine character105
and so has become an important figure in feminist theology. When thinking about
breaking down stereotypes, Rivera asks a forthright question: ‘Might a postcolonial
theology ... give voice to a Sophia who “disturbs, intervenes, unsettles, interrogates,
ironizes, denaturalizes and transgresses by refusing to ‘fit’ into established
categories?”’106 Could this Sophia be one who speaks directly and creatively with sex
workers? Sophia doesn’t just challenge stereotypes though, she continually invites all
who hear her voice towards renewal, not based upon motifs of patriarchal control, but
rather on an openness to wise and passionate ways of living. In that sense, she is
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creating something new throughout the ages, and demanding that her followers also be
involved in the co-creation of new ways of being together.
An interesting connection here is between Sophia and the strange woman who is
described earlier in Proverbs chapter five. She fits the description of how a sex worker
might appear, albeit from a man’s perspective, as Schüssler Fiorenza reminds us107, yet
this strange woman has not been broadly reclaimed by feminist theologians, or engaged
with an hermeneutics of suspicion. The strange women is connected with Wisdom in
Rivera’s postcolonial reading, but otherwise seems to have been generally rejected by
feminists, much like sex workers. ‘The strong presence of the Strange Woman in the
text and her striking similarities with Sophia do not allow a simple reading of Proverbs’
intentions. Rather, they invite us to ponder the complexities and ambiguities of its
agenda’108, Rivera notes, and she contrasts the figure of Wisdom with another woman
described in the text: the Married Wife from Proverbs 30, used frequently as a model of
Evangelical piety. Among these three images we have the prescribed social roles of
women. But what if, following Rivera, we are able to blur those boundaries? If Rivera is
right, Wisdom sits between the strange woman and the ideal wife: she has her own
power but is also ‘at the crossroads’ in public, like ‘loose’ women. She has humble skills
such as hospitality, like the ideal wife, but is also a divine mediator, a source of life in
herself. She is a puzzlement, not easily categorised.109 For this reason she may useful
for a feminist liberation theological construction with sex workers, which charts a third
way—a complex, ambiguous way of Wisdom while recognising the contributions of
other female roles. Sex workers are well positioned to articulate these complex
representations of women’s multiple roles, especially in the context of hybrid identity
construction and it would bode well for pastoral workers if they could listen for the
voice of Wisdom crying out in the streets of our cities, rather than speaking for her.
For faith-based outreach, the picture that Elizabeth A. Johnson paints of Sophia in
She Who Is110 is also meaningful: ‘She has knowledge, insight, and strength that she
wishes to impart’111; she is an ‘agent of justice … sender of prophets and compelling
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hostess’.112 Importantly for the ongoing feminist discussion about sex work, ‘creative
agency is hers’.113 She is a powerful model of what it can mean to express one’s own
imaginative and life-nourishing agency, whether that be by transgressing
heteronormative boundaries or by making wise choices within the circumstances
presented. As a figure of ‘insight, life and peace’114, Johnson represents Sophia as the
one who weaves a web of kinship around humans and divine mystery.115
Such a figure of divine multiplicity as Sophia could embody truth and wisdom for
both sex workers and pastoral workers. Positive elements of the Goddess cults,
especially as personified in Wisdom, speak profoundly in this context, signifying a
relational, strong, active and astute female. This divine image of Sophia may be
applicable to women in the sex industry as well as to missionary women who embrace a
postcolonial challenge that affirms their sense of active being in the world as well as the
strength of hybrid identification. In a nutshell the person of Sophia opens up space for
women to identify with divinity, in a way that encompasses strength, sexuality, public
presence, hospitality and finding one’s voice. She has been a model of joy and power
for feminist liberation theologians for many decades,116 and exploring this figure
together with sex workers would go some way to challenging the negative constructions
of sexuality and ‘other’ women that are present within Christian theology. One of the
most powerful aspects of Sophia is that she both ‘perplexes and provokes’117 as Jane
Webster indicates in her article that explores the vastly different interpretations of
Sophia in Israeli Wisdom traditions and texts. Thus she is not a simplistic sacred figure.
Sophia - the Wisdom of God - represented as agent and divine renewer, has the potential
to stimulate deeper relational connections118 without reducing women to either/or
propositions. This is especially important in a pastoral context with sex workers. Sophia
opens up space for female, sacred, powerful, creative and sexual identifications that sit
within a Christian religious heritage.
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I would argue that this female divine presence—Sophia—is already present and
active in FBOs such as the Women’s Space, the St Kilda Gatehouse and the Hope
Foundation, in their work with women, seeking to interweave a holy, creative
community with sex workers through relationship, with vitality and delight, in wisdom,
with feasting and with the promise of justice. They may not recognise her, but Sophia is
there. This may be a form of subjugated knowledge present in these evangelical
ministries and worth exploring together. Yet Sophia’s wise presence is not confined to
Christian programs. She is also located in the brothel: for example, when a sex worker
prevents another person from committing suicide, as Scholl reports in I Heart Sex
Workers119, or when a group of sex workers take the Canadian Government to the high
court to fight for their human rights and win the case, as recently occurred.120 Sophia’s
judgement, her life-renewing insight and her strongly erotic character resonate
throughout these contemporary narratives: ‘She, the intimate of God, pitches her tent
and dwells among the people’.121 This sending of Wisdom brings challenge and
affirmation that can help us shape a contextual and creative feminist postcolonial
missiology with a sense of accountability to sex workers and awareness of the beautiful
complexity of women’s lives, including spirituality.
Open Mission
Finally, we consider the theology of mission. Along with the World Council of
Churches and such scholars as Letty Russell122 and Jürgen Moltmann123, I would
emphasise the idea and importance of the Missio Dei when thinking about this type of
outreach. The term was first used by Karl Barth to describe the purpose of mission in
the early twentieth century124, and the concept has matured theologically in accordance
with the political and social realities of the last century: two world wars, the official end
of colonialism, liberation movements concerned with race, gender and sexuality, as well
as the deep embrace of secularism in the West. In the midst of all of this, ‘Missio Dei
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enunciates the good news that God is a God-for-people’.125 Letty Russell explores this
from a feminist postcolonial perspective, one of the few missiologists to do so.
The early church’s development of the doctrine of the Trinity emphasised ‘the
sending end’ of mission, the divine origin of mission as the mission of God (missio
Dei). In this view God’s sending action is the work of the economic Trinity in
caring for God’s world house, the oikos. Through this action Christians come to
know God’s presence and speak of God within God’s self (the immanent trinity) as
a dynamic relationship of love and sharing among God, Christ, and the Holy Spirit.
The mission is God’s, and the calling of the church is to participate in that mission
as a postscript to God’s love affair with the world.126
Thinking about the divine origin of mission as caring for God’s world utterly
changes the perspective of faith-based outreach. The point is not to rescue, objectify,
condemn or dominate, but to engage with sex workers in a dynamic relationship of care,
allowing that unconditional love to find rich expression in daily connection. The
motivation has shifted from one of claiming the world for God by instituting the
authority of Christ to demonstrating God as the one who embraces the world, as
Wisdom. Such a missiological focus could encompass radical action for change, which
would involve critiquing inequitable political structures.127 Social, religious and legal
structures which undermine the human rights, dignity and integrity of sex workers could
be critiqued by FBOs, and sex workers could be supported in seeking justice,
individually and collectively. Instead of individual salvific morality, which is the
primary FBO focus, pastoral practitioners would become free to straddle the in-between
in the feminist ‘sex wars’ as well as to confront the gender and racial oppressions used
by Christianity against marginalised groups such as sex workers, thus embracing
another aspect of the movement of God towards the world.
Reframing missiology is also important from a postcolonial perspective. The terms
of Christian outreach to sex workers need to be interrogated here. What are the
connections between mission, gender and empire, asks Dube, and how do theologians
and biblical scholars address models of mission at this time, with racist and imperialist
structural analysis as well as awareness of gender bias?128 In her examination of
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Western biblical interpretations of the ‘Great Commission’129 Dube finds that it is very
difficult for white, middle-class Christians to unpack the culturally dominating
messages of the text, their common assumption of the superiority of Jesus subjugating
other religions, people groups and cultures.130 How can we move past tyrannical gospel
readings? As well as Rahab’s reading strategy which encourages each of us to name our
own social location while reading the text, Dube proposes a method that highlights the
intersections of oppression, as well as a way of being that she has named liberating
interdependence, which incorporates intertextuality, feminist liberation strategies and
postcolonial critique as well as voices from the margins who are directly engaged in
struggles for empowerment. Her aim is to ‘subvert the promotion of Western readings as
the universal standard for interpretations of the Bible and to propose a new postcolonial
feminist space and reading strategies that can acknowledge the text and override it at the
same time’.131 This is done with a recognition of the interdependence of men and
women, black and white races, Christian and non-Christian religions. Liberating
interdependence may also be useful in articulating models of healthy spiritual
relationships between pastoral workers and sex workers. For middle-class, Western
missionaries, a real deconstruction and much listening is required—to other races and
religions, to proud sex worker activists and outlaw whores, to women who read the
biblical text in alternative ways.
Of concern to many here is the role of proclamation, and I would affirm that there
is still a place for speaking of Jesus/ Christ (Sophia was a street preacher, after all), but
that it must be done with David Bosch’s conceptual framework of bold humility in
mind.132 This is an attitude that seeks missiological accountability among sex working
communities who are already giving voice to justice concerns. As emphasised
throughout this thesis, proclamation must always be with a focus on liberative praxis
which overturns the historical bias of in/ decency, challenges the condemnation of
sexually active women, and critically evaluates the politics of rescue and the
dehumanisation of marginalised cultures and groups. Bold humility is humble enough to
‘All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me. Go therefore and make disciples of all
nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching
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take note of contemporary critiques of mission from postcolonial voices, and bold
enough to continue to work alongside sex workers, learning from them and from past
errors.
Through the sending action of care, Christians can likewise come to know God’s
multi-presence as a dynamic relationship of love in which all can participate. One of
Russell’s emphases is on mission as care. This is an interesting word. Care can have
different meanings, here indicating attention, nurture, support, tending, taking an
interest in, appreciating, favouring, enjoying, loving, cherishing, feeling affection for,
and having a soft spot for.133 The word also has a darker edge and can mean custody,
supervision, control, guardianship, protection, oversight.134 ‘Under my care’ is a
familiar term in the missionary movement and the history of colonialism. It is crucial
for postcolonial feminist theology to deconstruct this sense of power-over sex workers,
even the caring power-over that many FBOs have engaged in. Contemporary mission
programs must learn from the past pains they have inflicted upon sex workers in the
name of Jesus/ Christ. The postcolonial challenge is to do so.
This Missio Dei has clear and creative potential. Christian pastoral workers are
called to accompany God in the world, caring for humanity and the planet, listening,
learning and experiencing divine love and Wisdom which are present in all places. The
mission is God’s, which also speaks to the agency of God, a concept that Walter
Brueggemann has powerfully outlined.135 He aims to reimagine God as an active and
living agent to challenge dominant ideologies that undergird systemic oppression in
church and society. Brueggemann states that an epistemological change is required, in
conjunction with counter-imagination.136 The result of seeing God as having agentic
power is prophetic ministry, which will provide a transformative antidote as we come to
understand the divine as dynamically involved throughout the world.137
If we believe that God is agent, then the divine love affair with the world takes
centre-stage as we participate in a space of mutuality and recognition. This is the Missio
Dei. Instead of focusing upon the receivers, the agency of God brings us back to the gift
of the sender, who is present in many guises: as Sophia the creative agent; as Jesus/
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Christ, open to humanity and challenging the construction of ‘the least of these’; as the
Anointing Woman, a sexual woman, and spiritual leader; and as the sacred divine
incarnated in each one of us in our embodied mutuality.
If the sending is God’s, then all are receiving, each in a different way. This gives a
level playing field and challenges a dualistic view of ‘us’ and ‘them’. Such a view fits
with a feminist theological agenda, since patriarchal hierarchy is challenged and,
according to Schüssler Fiorenza, ultimately abolished by the Jesus movement.138 We are
all in this together. As revealed in the story of Jesus/ Christ and the Anointing Woman,
he was sent by God, yet received sensuality, tender care, prophetic wisdom and erotic
preparation. Can FBOs likewise receive critical postcolonial theory, sex work positive
accounts and diverse narratives as holy gifts, given by the world (by sex work activists)
to challenge the usual policies of othering, rescue, essentialism, condemnation,
separation and abuse?
This idea strongly resonates with Henri Nouwen’s work in and understanding of
mission139: ‘If we are not open and ready for these kinds of truth, and the moment of
true mutuality that happens in the “between” of dialogue, we live in a false reality’.140
When Nouwen went to live and work in a community of people with disabilities
(L’Arche in France), he quickly came to see that his desire to impart Christian blessing
to needy people was arrogantly mistaken. Rather, what he was being called to do was be
transformed himself, by allowing those who were considered the most vulnerable to
reveal their own inner sacredness and strength to the world. Nouwen has called this the
‘Reverse Mission’.
‘These ‘reversals’ are signs of God’s Spirit. The poor have a mission to the rich, the
blacks have a mission to the whites, the handicapped have a mission to the ‘normal’,
gay people have a mission to the straight, the dying have a mission to the living. Those
whom the world has made into victims God has chosen to be bearers of good news.’141
Is it time for faith-based ministries to welcome this mission of reversal with women
in prostitution? So many times it is the prostitute who is perceived as broken, needing
Christian care and assistance. She is mute, on the margins, lacking ambiguity or
difference, indeterminate in personal power, the archetypal victim, if not sinner. Why
138
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not instead acknowledge new and unspoken forms of flourishing142 which move beyond
traditional modes of sin and repentance and see more than victimisation, anguish and
sexual categorisation in the lives of sex working women? This would mean ‘enlarging
the frameworks of Christian spirituality through the dimensions of women’s lives which
belong to our totality, and affirm[ing] that otherness is not the taboo border but rather is
the generative margin for speaking and hearing’143 of the relational grace often
wonderfully present. We can listen and learn from sex workers as they express new
ways of being human and experiencing salvation instead of distancing ourselves
through binary division and withdrawing from the reality of life.144
Many more steps need to be taken towards the riskiness of this reverse mission with
marginalised women before we begin to ‘develop a paradigm of mission and to discover
a new language which enables us to move towards recognising God as the one who is
present and active in ways unknown to us, in unexpected places and paths’.145 This is
the step by step ministry of Wisdom.
There is a great opportunity for pastoral practitioners to chart new directions,
alongside women in prostitution. To employ the words of feminist postcolonial
missiologist Katja Heidemanns, this would require ‘a daring attitude of expectation and
openness, of careful attentiveness to people’s experiences of suffering and salvation,
and a courageous willingness to continuous learning from them, even if people’s
responses to the salvific call of the Spirit might escape the control of the official
precepts’.146 To remain present, open and energised with these perspectives in tension,
and become adapted to deep uncertainty in such a confronting ministry context, are
difficult theological invitations, yet this is the in-between space where bodily life and
spiritual empowerment is to be lived. It is ‘a space of contradictions and struggle. It is a
space occupied by a clash of voices and a multiplicity of experiences. It is the space
where a new consciousness emerges’.147 It is a space for a renewing feminist
postcolonial missiology.
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Chapter Eight
Preparing a Prostitute Theology for the Future
I do not want to go too deeply into a subject about which I know very little, but
I want to say that I do not believe in evangelism for evangelism's sake. Like most of
my colleagues, I am a Christian, and like them I feel an immense vacuum
concerning religiosity when faced with our culture. Prostitution is very old and as
such has created its own culture, which is not respected by Christian evangelists. It
is indeed a challenge to the life and mission of the Brazilian churches.
A major challenge for the future is to prepare a theology that takes this culture
into account, that considers prostitution through the exegesis of the prostitute in the
Bible. Our love for Jesus Christ and our self-respect will help greatly our religious
understanding, as will our knowledge that in the past we were very important
people for Christ and for the formation of Christianity. We want light to shine on
our Christian story.
And this today is the greatest challenge for our movement. Many female
prostitutes still believe that they are not normal persons and do not respect
themselves because they feel that they are sinners. The Christian mission of the
movement today is to show them theologically that the person who had the
privilege of announcing the good news of Christ’s resurrection was once a
prostitute. I am absolutely sure that on the day they have learned of this marvellous
truth they will become whole people, culturally and spiritually.1
This final chapter is named in honour of Gabriela Silva Leite, who passed away in
2013. For me, her passing has stimulated continued reflection upon the meaning and
passion of an activist life—a life lived for justice, often at odds with those in power.
Leite was a Brazilian sex worker and sociologist who was instrumental in organising for
the political rights of sex workers in that country and has been a global leader in the sex
worker rights movement for the past 30 years, addressing problems like police violence,
discrimination and STIs.
One of the most significant things about Leite’s story is that she took on the
religious leaders in Brazil who were opposed to sex worker rights and wanted the
whores removed from the streets. Their desire to see prostitutes pushed out of the city
where she worked caused her and other sex workers to begin organising in the 1970s
and 80s. The attempt to silence sex workers by church authorities helped to give
impetus to Brazilian sex workers to meet together at a national level, discussing the
legal and societal issues that concerned them. Leite would not be silenced, and has
advocated in this area for many years. Her work and political action in support of people
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marginalised for their sexuality is the subject of a documentary called A Kiss for
Gabriela, released in 2010, which records her political campaign for a seat in the
Brazilian Senate.2 Leite saw no contradictions between her faith and vocation, and
demanded that sex workers organising for rights and respect be heeded, especially by
powerful law-makers and religious authorities. She presented a challenge to feminist
liberation theologians and FBOs that will not go away.
Her sustained focus upon the negative representation of sex workers as diseased
and stigmatised, and the rejection of sex workers by religious leaders, has been
influential on my own perspective on this topic, and I want to honour Gabriela Leite’s
feminist originality and decisive voice through an attempt to accept her words at face
value, taking a number of steps towards reconstructing a prostitute theology for the
future. I particularly wish to engage with her challenge to liberation theologians who
were keen to speak on behalf of the poor in Brazil and to claim that sex workers were
victims, but not so keen to actually hear the voices of organised sex workers when they
challenged the structure and status of the Catholic and evangelical churches. Leite and
other sex workers offered profound insights to the religious leaders at that time, if they
would see and listen. Her voice still rings in our own time, if we can open ourselves to
her truth.
Summation
This is where the thesis has made an original contribution to feminist liberation
theology and faith-based practice, preparing the ground for further development of a
prostitute positive theology to come. First of all, by outlining an explication of the
grounded realities of sex work, acknowledging this as contested discourse and as it
practically outworked in Australia. A deep and ongoing understanding of the context of
feminist theorising about sex work and lived realities must be integral to any faith-based
reflection. In chapter one we noted that there are contradictory positions concerning sex
work, and the main theological text in this area, Casting Stones, is situated within a
radical feminist position that says all sex work is violence and should be globally
abolished. When local Australian statistics and stories are examined, a more complex,
but also very straightforward, picture begins to emerge. In Chapter two, it was noted
that the predominant factor for women entering and remaining in sex work is money,
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although there are other positive factors as well, such as friendships in the industry,
having a sense of sexual power, getting opportunities to travel or fulfilling an educative
role in the community. Despite social condemnation, most sex workers see their job as
just another day at the office and are keen to shift negative community perceptions.
Where decriminalisation of the sex industry has occurred, sex workers experience
greater health and human rights outcomes under a legal system that treats them with
greater equity. This is one of the main foci of sex work activists which needs to be
understood by Christians. These findings can help to give visibility and legitimacy to
sex work, encouraging FBOs to engage with sex workers as normal human beings.
As noted in Chapter three, contentions remain as radical and liberal feminists’
dispute the definition of sex work: is it violence, or is it work? Other issues also emerge:
choice, consent, age, race and status of women, and the role of the client in the
commercial sexual encounter. It is clear that the feminist discourse is fractured, and that,
largely, feminist liberation theology has been unable to negotiate these arguments in a
nuanced way and is aligned with radical feminism, which situates it over and against
sex worker activists. Christians and FBOs follow this agenda also, and usually begin
with a moralising framework that identifies sex work as ‘deviance, victimisation or
violence’.3 These passionately articulated positions share a narrow context of
understanding which is focused on individual female morality, victimology, and social
and structural oppression4 and does not take note of the intersections of oppression with
positive, nuanced and paradoxical experiences. The oppression paradigm is upheld,
despite many alternative voices and ways of understanding sex work experience. In
Christian rhetoric, women sex workers are typically understood as either profoundly
immoral (whores), or as suffering deep anguish (victims). At the same time that
Christians express concern about the salvation of sex workers, they can also be resistant
to acknowledging interlocking systems of gender, race, class and globalisation as
aspects of theological understanding5, insisting on individual repentance from the sin of
prostitution and working to ‘clean up’ the lives of women.
The second contribution of this work is that in making room for a positive prostitute
theology, I have offered a deconstruction of faith-based praxis with sex workers,
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destabilising the theological perspectives of FBO’s that have designated what this work
means without leaving room for sex workers themselves to co-fashion theological
understandings.
FBO programs, for all their good intentions, often work to the detriment of women
in prostitution whose strong and multiple voices are silenced by the powerful
missiological misuse of victimisation and rescue narratives. Binary logic has found a
strong foothold in current religious discourse about sex trafficking too. Pastoral
practitioners habitually demand that ‘prostitutes put their trust in God, they stop
working in this field and start a new life’.6 Although they are involved in practical social
action, overt evangelism, and advocacy at a community and sometimes political level,
FBOs ultimately want all women in prostitution to admit their need for help and to turn
to God; in this model, FBOs play the role of liberator, bringing healing and demanding
repentance in Jesus’ name.
The purpose of outreach to sex workers is simple: to encourage acceptance of Jesus
as personal saviour. This will bring about a life-changing experience, including exit
from prostitution. Yet this sort of outreach can have an overwhelming emphasis on an
internal dualistic approach to mission, based upon sin on the one hand and salvation on
the other.7 FBOs are the custodians of salvation, while the prostitutes are regularly
identified as sinners/ victims, outside the purposes of the church and ignorant of the
salvation granted by God. There is failure to identify complexity in the lives of women
in prostitution, to retain an understanding of the divine as present and active in the
world, or to hear critiques of their neo-colonising agendas, as documented in Chapters
four and five. This is where the perspectives of postcolonial thinking can chart a way.
Postcolonialism recognises the presence and subjectivity of the other, engaging in a
way that is respectful of cultural, gender and experiential diversity. Postcolonial
thinking stresses the idea of hybrid identity: that is, that individuals and marginalised
groups are not identifiable through one essential, simplified characteristic. Political and
personal identity are relational, full of complexity and contradictions, situated in actual
lived experience. Hybridity understands that there is strength in multiplicity, not least
because it allows the myth of the supreme Western self to be undermined, culturally and
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psycho/ politically. For FBOs this idea may blur the missiological boundary between
‘us’ and ‘them’. Postcolonial thought also honours self-determination, recognising the
active being in the world, especially of those who are considered others. From this
stance, sex workers are acknowledged as capable of making good decisions in their
lives, and especially in their working lives. Finally, postcolonialism questions the
politics of rescue, at a number of levels. Paternalism, pity and a lack of acceptance of
the other are critiqued, as is the idea that there is a supreme, altruistic, giving self, who
has the ability to impart dignity and life to an anonymous receiver.
In theological terms, postcolonial thinking destabilises traditional religious
boundaries in outreach to sex workers, questioning any perceived gaps between sinner
and saved. A postcolonial matrix also problematizes accepted prostitute identity (whore/
victim) and thus the rationale for mission becomes unsure. Postcolonial thought, in the
context of ministry to sex workers, presents a radical challenge to the ‘moral
imagination’8, the concept of autonomous identity, and the work of Christian ministers,
as outlined in Chapter four. A shift in consciousness is demanded. FBOs in Australia
must rethink their good intentions in how they understand the issues of prostitution and
how females are approached through their pastoral endeavours, which was developed
through practical application of the postcolonial matrix in Chapter five. When there is
little acknowledgement of hierarchical, moralising constructions such as sinner/ saved,
whore/ victim, bad girl/ good girl, voluntary/ forced, any ‘salvation’ that is offered is
severely distorted by labels that deny the complexity of life and further stigmatise and
disempower women in the industry.
The third original contribution of this thesis has been to pry open an interstitial
space which has potential for further creative theological and narrative thinking, some
of which was explored in feminist biblical imagery.
There must be an active redistribution of power towards sex workers, especially by
mission workers and this can come about through the discontinuity offered by a
postcolonial critique. It opens spaces where pastoral practice can be re-evaluated and
reinscribed with new meanings. FBOs can be consciously located in a shifting inbetween space of respectful listening to all sides, helping to strengthen the position of
sex worker-positive activists through acceptance, understanding, dialogue and
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engagement, which was the aim of Chapter six. If they embrace the interstitial
perspective offered by postcolonial critique, FBOs can question their connections with
radical feminist positions, which tend to alienate sex workers and understand more fully
the heritage of missiological neo-colonialism, which has functioned to shift power from
those assumed to be deviant.
An interstitial way of being is not claiming a voice for the voiceless but articulates
a shared mutuality. In the words of Donna Haraway, this is a position ‘of embodied
objectivity that accommodates paradoxical and critical feminist … projects: Feminist
objectivity means quite simply situated knowledges’.9 What we do articulate is a
postcolonial feminist liberation theology that takes responsibility for our own ‘situated
knowledge’ and comes to understand other knowledges with critical self-awareness,
deep respect and unmitigated compassion. Could it be that there needs to be a much
clearer awareness of the role of racism, neo-colonialism and gender oppression through
enforced sexual roles for women, a role that has long been at the core of missionary
enterprise? Is this part of FBO situated knowledge? This perspective wrestles with that
fact and appreciates that there are many ways to reconstruct Christ, and seeks to ask the
open-ended question, who is Jesus/ Christ in this context? An in-between space of
discontinuity, opened by listening to postcolonial critique, asks if we hold on to a model
of representation rather than shared or mutual articulation because we have a need for
moral control, and do not consider those who work in the sex industry to be our equal
partners, worthy of respect in this world.10 This is the sort of deep and unsettling
question that FBOs must engage with; and perhaps it is time to confess this and seek
forgiveness through relationships of accountability with sex workers. Is ministry
desired? What theological perspectives can actually serve sex workers in their quest for
life, legal, social and spiritual rights as well as dignity and greater empowerment? These
too are questions that postcolonial feminist theology articulates. We shift our focus to
the in-between where power can be more justly exercised by asking these questions, and
listening to the answers. By consciously embracing an interstitial space, the shared
process of creating relevant, contextual and life-giving religious motifs is emphasised
and thus we are on the way to reformulating a positive prostitute theology, as Leite has
envisioned.
Donna Haraway, ‘Situated Knowledges: The Science Question in Feminism and the Privilege of Partial
Perspective’, Feminist Studies 14, no. 3 (1988), 581.
10
Donna Haraway, The Haraway Reader (New York: Routledge, 2004), 90—91.
9
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Ultimately the stories and questions of prostitutes themselves best identify
complexity and new ways of being. If we listen carefully, we may hear that the church is
being called to be ‘converted’ from twisted theologies by the powerful voices of women
in sex work, and to create together new theologies, which began to emerge in Chapter
seven. Stories from the Bible that are deconstructed and reconstructed can be of
assistance here; as can an awareness of the clear and creative potential of the divine
figure, Sophia. Finally, mission ideology must be questioned, in light of the history of
colonial abuse. In Daughters of Rahab, Guider’s analysis makes clear that as the women
in prostitution in Brazil, such as Gabriele Leite, gained the power to speak, the Catholic
church backed away from supporting them and re-affirmed strong family values and
essentialist roles for women: they would not ‘be converted’.11 Thirty years later, I ask
the same questions: can we be converted ourselves, changing and deepening while
becoming subject to foundational critique by sex workers and those considered other in
Western settings? Can we move to the in-between?
I believe that destabilising our own solid paradigms is a hopeful process, one that
can reposition FBOs towards embracing shared vulnerability, hybrid identity and true
mutuality. This may help us to understand what empowerment can mean in this
missiological field, and to be present with sex workers with a deep Wisdom that is for
all humanity, on the streets and in the brothels. As challenging as it can be for Christians
to hear the strong challenges of postcolonial and indecent theology, women in sex work
deserve the respect that is offered by this learning. Rather than rescue and
rehabilitation, this may be the one gracious gift to offer sex workers, listening with deep
acceptance. Creating an interstitial space of respect, listening, mutuality and acceptance
towards sex workers goes against usual cultural responses and also stands in contrast to
most faith-based outreach methods. But in this ambiguous space, other things emerge;
spiritual connections, depth, challenge and an opportunity to embrace the risks of divine
love, and in that sense Patricia Green is right; Christian ministers must ‘leave the
acceptable ‘roles’ of the church, of culture, of family expectations to come and work
amongst women in prostitution.’12 They must consider those privileges as loss, but in
that loss, what can be gained is a life-giving experience of Wisdom, of mystery and
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even great joy in coming to know and appreciate sex workers, as human beings and for
who they are in truth.13 And this is what will help to set us free.

13

Prov 7: 11—12.
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